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ABSTRACT 

 

 Cyclophilin A (CyPA) and its peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase) activity plays 

an essential role in hepatitis C virus (HCV) replication. Mounting evidence indicates 

nonstructural protein 5A (NS5A) of HCV as the major target of CyPA. We have identified a 

dipeptide motif within a conserved region of NS5A domain 2 (D316/Y317) that regulates 

dependence of HCV upon CyPA and sensitivity to cyclophilin inhibitors. We have 

systematically characterized all proline residues in the C-terminal region of NS5A with 

functional replication assays, providing a high-resolution mapping of the relative contribution of 

each proline towards modulating CyPA sensitivity. Additionally, we have used biochemical 

binding assays to map the precise regions and residues within NS5A that regulate recruitment of 

CyPA. These data indicate a conserved tandem CyPA-binding site flanking either side of the 

D316/Y317 motif. Next, we have used NMR spectroscopy to examine the structural features 

surrounding this motif and the implications of mutations that relieve CyPA dependence. These 

data indicate the mutations at D316/Y317 induce structural changes in the region, and that these 

changes are sensitive to disruption by CyPA. A promising inhibitor of CyPA is currently in 

phase II clinical trials for the interferon-free treatment of HCV. These data enhance our 

understanding of the role CyPA plays in the HCV life cycle and therefore further our 

understanding of the mechanism by which clinical CyPA inhibitors suppress HCV infection in 

patients. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

HEPATITIS C VIRUS 

HCV history 

          The hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the etiological agent of the 20th century hepatitis C 

pandemic. The recent spread of this virus was facilitated by the rise of contemporary parenteral 

routes of transmission including blood transfusion, vaccination, organ transplant, and injection 

drug use (IDU). Beginning in the early 1970s reliable methods for detecting hepatitis A virus 

(HAV) and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infection became routinely used. Subsequently, medical 

practitioners observed a transfusion-associated hepatitis emerge not associated with HAV or 

HBV antigens (Feinstone et al. 1975). Victims of this new class of transfusion-associated 

hepatitis showed signs of long-term, episodic, chronic infection as evidenced by repeated drops 

and normalization of liver enzyme levels (Feinstone and Purcell, 1978). Despite significant 

efforts, researchers failed to identify any culturable elements or specific antigens associated with 

this disease. However, filtered serum from infected patients was known to induce hepatitis in 

chimpanzees, which narrowed the search to a blood-borne virus. Throughout the 1970s and 

1980s, public health officials became increasingly aware that an epidemic was underway, 

originating from widespread contamination of the United States national blood supply 

(coincidentally, overlapping with the HIV epidemic). The unknown etiological agent/s 

responsible for this epidemic were categorized, broadly, as Non-A, Non-B hepatitis (NANBH). 

A breakthrough occurred in 1989 when εichael Houghton’s group at Chiron, in 

collaboration with Daniel Bradley of the CDC, isolated and sequenced a new virus using 

bacteriophage to assemble a polypeptide-expressing cDNA library derived from chimpanzee 

plasma containing a high infectious titer of an NANBH agent. Screening this library against the 
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serum of NANBH patients yielded the identification of a positive cDNA clone. The polypeptide 

of this clone tested positive against 7 out of 11 NANBH patient sera tested but 0 out of 10 

normal donor sera. Additionally, this clone could be used to detect seroconversion of 

experimentally-infected chimpanzees. The authors named this virus the hepatitis C virus (Choo 

et al. 1989). This study was particularly impressive considering the authors used molecular 

cloning techniques with limited information concerning the virus beyond clinical observations 

(e.g. on the nature of the viral genome, the presence of circulating antibodies in patients, etc). 

 

 

Figure 1.1. Public health impact of HCV epidemic in the United States. Despite a major reduction in the 
transmission rate of HCV in the 1990s, the delay from initial infection to major clinical symptoms 
indicate a peak public health burden in the 2020s. (Image generated from projections by the National 
AIDS treatment advocacy project 2011 annual report). 

 

It is abundantly clear that HCV was the cause of most chronic cases of viral hepatitis and 

NANBH in the world during the 1970s and 80s. The scope of the HCV pandemic is staggering as 

the virus chronically infects over γ% of the world’s population. Effective screening methods 

were introduced in the early 1990s, effectively clearing the United States blood supply; but the 

toll of decades of HCV infection, including cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC), are of 

continuing and significant public health concern (Figure 1.1). Additionally, HCV continues to 
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spread to new victims in the United States, now primarily through injection drug use. IDU is 

such an effective route of infection that the population of habitual needle-sharing injection drug 

users is nearly saturated with HCV. 

HCV genome organization 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Genome organization of HCV. The infectious 9.6 kb positive-strand RNA genome contains a 
single open reading frame flanked by two untranslated regions. The γ’ UTR drives replication of the 
negative strand intermediate. Translation of the ORF yields a polyprotein which is processed into at least 
ten viral proteins. C, E1, and E2 form the viral particle. NS3-NS5B are the minimum complement of 
proteins necessary to direct RNA replication.  

 

The HCV genome (Figure 1.2) is a positive-sense ssRNA molecule approximately 9.6 kb 

in length. The three primary regions are a 5’ untranslated region (UTR), a long open reading 

frame (ORF) encoding a polyprotein of over γ,000 amino acids, and a γ’ UTR. The HCV 

polyprotein is processed co- and post-translationally by both viral and host proteases to yield at 

least ten viral proteins: core, E1, E2, p7, NS2, NS3, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B. Host signal 

peptidase is responsible for the majority of N-terminal cleavage events and acts upon the core-

E1, E1-E2, E2-p7, and p7-NS2 junctions. Host signal peptide peptidase further processes core by 

trimming the C-terminus. NS2 and NS3 form an autoprotease that releases the C-terminal portion 

of the HCV polyprotein. The N-terminal third of NS3 is a serine protease that requires NS4A as 
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a cofactor. The NS3-4A complex cleaves all remaining downstream sites at the NS3-NS4A, 

NS4A-NS4B, NS4B-NS5A, and NS5A-NS5B junctions.  

HCV life cycle: entry 

 The entry step of the HCV life cycle describes the process whereby virions, either 

circulating in patient blood or dispersed in cell culture media, associate with the basolateral 

surface of hepatocoytes or the surface of nonpolarized hepatoma cells, and, through specific 

interaction with cell surface receptors and tight junction proteins, trigger internalization by 

clathrin-mediated endocytosis. It is known, based on the HCV E1/E2 pseudoparticle system 

(HCVpp; described in section HCV cell culture systems, below) that incorporation of viral 

glycoproteins E1 and E2 is sufficient to trigger hepatic uptake of retroviral particles. Authentic 

HCV virions, in vivo, however, interact with circulating lipoproteins, the implications of which 

are not entirely known.  

 Due to their great potential as druggable targets, the host factors necessary to support 

HCV entry have been of great interest in the field. Given the difficulty that researchers 

experienced in establishing a robust cell culture system, there was a strong drive in identifying 

those factors deficient in established cell culture lines that prevented viral entry. Perhaps of even 

greater interest, the historical lack of tolerable, effective treatments for chronic HCV infection 

has also necessitated the discovery of as many host cofactors as possible to enhance the 

repertoire of potential drug targets. The first identified HCV entry factor was discovered almost a 

decade after HCV was identified as the causative agent for NANHB when Pileri et al. used a 

gain-of-function assay by transducing a cDNA library from HCV-binding cells into non-HCV-

binding cells. This assay led to the discovery of the tetraspanin CD81 as a binding partner of 

HCV E2 (Pileri et al. 1998). Many lines of evidence support CD81 as a critical entry factor, but 
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the exact mechanism by which it promotes entry is complex and poorly understood. By using 

competitive antibodies targeting different regions of CD81, Bertaux and Dragic demonstrated 

that HCV interacts with spatially exclusive regions of CD81 in a step-wise fashion. Further, 

Sharma et al. recently found that pretreatment of HCV with an extracellular loop of CD81 

rendered the virions sensitive to acid. Because HCV undergoes low pH-dependent fusion with 

endosomes this result indicates CD81 primes HCV for fusion, likely through a conformational 

change of the E1E2 complex (Sharma et al. 2011). Additionally, CD81 must also bind to CLDN1 

to exert its function. CLDN1 was identified as a necessary protein to render CD81-expressing 

293 cells susceptible to HCV pseudoparticle entry (Evans et al. 2007). CLDN1 apparently does 

not interact directly with HCV E2. Using a FRET assay, Harris et al. discovered CD81 and 

CLDN1 must form a complex to allow for HCV entry (Harris et al. 2010).  

 In addition to CD81 and CLDN1 three other cellular proteins have been found critical to 

HCV entry. Scavenger receptor class B member 1 (SRB1) confers HCV E2 binding to HepG2 

cells, which do not express CD81 (Scarselli et al. 2002). Next, based on the observation that a 

particular mouse cell line could support viral RNA replication but not entry, Ploss et al. used the 

HCV pseudoparticle entry assay to screen a DNA library to discover that human occludin 

(OCLN) is an essential entry factor. Interestingly, while SRB1 and CLDN1 of mouse origin 

function to facilitate HCV entry, the authors found that only OCLN and CD81 of human origin 

supported efficient entry (Ploss et al. 2009). Finally, Sainz et al. found the Niemann-Pick C1-like 

1 (NPC1L1) antagonist ezetimibe effectively blocked HCV entry in vitro and in vivo (Sainz et al. 

2012), supporting a role for this protein in HCV entry.  

 The complement of CD81, OCLN, CLDN1, SRB1, and NPC1L1 is now known to be a 

critical set of surface receptors for HCV entry. However, other factors have been identified that 
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promote, facilitate, and enhance HCV entry. For example, HCV is believed to concentrate near 

the cell by weak interactions with the low density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) (Agnello et al. 

1999; Monazahian et al. 1999) and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) (Germi et al. 2002). Further, an 

siRNA screen found that the receptor tyrosine kinases epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) 

and ephrin type A receptor 2 (EPHA2) are important for promoting the CD81-CLDN1 

interaction (Lupberger et al. 2011). Our lab has also recently identified a novel HCV entry 

cofactor, the cell death inducing DFFA-like effector B protein (CIDEB), which may have a role 

in viral-endosome fusion (Wu et al. 2014).  

 Following clathrin-mediated endocytosis of the HCV virion, the infectious genomic RNA 

must escape compartmentalization and reach the cytosolic machinery. Single particle tracking of 

fluorescent HCV particles revealed that HCV remains associated with CD81-CLDN1 after 

endocytosis and is trafficked to GFP-Rab5a-positive endosomes. Rab5a is strongly associated 

with early endosomes (Coller et al. 2009). From the early endosome HCV undergoes low pH-

dependent fusion with the membrane, a function possibly primed by CD81. Once released to the 

cytosol the HCV genomic RNA is fully infectious independent of any virion-associated 

elements. Finally, it is important to note that most research has focused on the entry of virion-

mediated, cell-free HCV. It is, however, known that HCV can transfer through cell-to-cell 

contact, and that some of the entry factors involved in cell-free entry are involved in this direct 

cell-to-cell transfer.  

HCV life cycle: replication 

 Replication of the HCV RNA genome centers on the activity of the viral RNA-dependent 

RNA polymerase, NS5B, but requires interaction with other viral proteins, host proteins, and 

host membranes. Together, these factors form the HCV replicase. The two major products of the 
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replicase are the negative-strand replication intermediate and the positive-strand genomic RNA. 

The fidelity of the NS5B polymerase activity is low. This property, as in other RNA viruses, 

allows for rapid evolution. Progeny HCV virions circulating in patient sera are sufficiently 

distinct in primary sequence that they are commonly described as quasispecies (Martell et al. 

1992; Holland et al. 1992; Bartenschlager and Lohmann 2000). This high mutation rate is 

evident by the global diversity of HCV (which is greater than HIV-1), exhibited in the seven 

distinct genotypes and associated subtypes. Therefore, given the low fidelity of NS5B, there is a 

pressure for HCV to replicate its genome below error catastrophe such that there are sufficient 

functional genomes to both maintain infection within the producer cell and to release daughter 

virions at sufficient titer (to infect neighboring cells and new hosts). Regardless, HCV is 

sensitive to point mutations in all viral genes and within both UTRs. As a result, a significant 

portion of viral genomes produced are likely defective (Martell et al., 1992).  

 HCV is not known to transport any protein components of the replicase complex from 

producer to target cell. Therefore, purified or in vitro-transcribed RNA molecules are infectious 

in vivo and in vitro when transfected into permissive host cells. Translation of some quantity of 

viral protein, including the virally-encoded RdRp NS5B, is therefore a necessary prerequisite to 

RNA replication. The minimum set of viral proteins necessary for perpetual RNA replication has 

been defined by the development of the HCV replicon system (described in section HCV model 

systems). This minimum protein set of NS3 to NS5B is also dependent on the RNA sequence in 

both UTRs. 

Following translation, and as a prerequisite to replication, HCV nonstructural proteins 

induce membrane alterations, called membranous webs, which constitute sites of replication for 

HCV (Gosert et al. 2003; Egger et al. 2002). Interestingly, these membranous webs were 
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observed before the actual identification of HCV by Pfeifer et al. in chimpanzees that were 

experimentally infected with NANBH (almost certainly HCV). Using electron microscopy, the 

authors observed sponge-like membrane inclusions that they described as dense matrices of 

regularly arranged membranes in the cytosol of infected chimpanzee liver cells (Pfeifer et al. 

1980). Importantly, these HCV-induced membranous structures can be purified and used to in 

vitro transcribe functional HCV RNA, as first demonstrated two decades later using cytosolic 

extracts of replicon-harboring human hepatoma cells. These extracts, when mixed with labeled 

nucleotides, transcribed both negative and positive strand HCV RNA (Ali et al. 2002).  

The HCV life cycle is critically dependent on specific, highly conserved RNA sequences 

(and associated RNA structure) within the 5’ and γ’ UTR, the ORF, and the negative-strand 

replication intermediate. These integral sequences are termed cis-acting RNA elements (CREs). 

Among these CREs, the 341 nt long 5’ UTR contains several stem-loop structures, some of 

which form a pseudoknot structure. Additionally, within the region encoding for HCV core 

protein, at least two more stem loop structures are known. Most of these elements near the 5’ end 

of the positive strand are involved in the function of the internal ribosome entry site (IRES; 

discussed in translation section). The region corresponding to the 5’ UTR on the negative strand 

replication intermediate (its γ’ end) also contains a variety of stem-loop structures. These 

structures are distinct from those found in the 5’ UTR and regulate initiation of plus-strand 

synthesis (Friebe and Bartenschlager 2002; Friebe et al. 2001). The 5’ UTR contains two known 

miR-122 binding sites (an HCV host cofactor, discussed below). Disruption of many of these 

RNA structures is fatal to the virus. 

The γ’ UTR is primarily responsible for directing negative-strand synthesis (Friebe and 

Bartenschlager β00β). The γ’ UTR has a tripartite structure including: a highly variable region, a 
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critical, variably long polyU/UC tract containing uridine stretches with interrupting single 

cytosines, and a nearly perfectly conserved 98-base γ’X tail. The γ’X tail contains three stem-

loop structures (SL1, 2, and 3) (Blight and Rice 1997) of which all three are both structure and 

sequence dependent (Yi and Lemon 2003). A kissing-loop interaction occurs between the γ’X 

tail SL2 and a stem-loop structure in the region coding for NS5B, termed 5BSL3.2, that is 

essential for replication (Friebe et al. β005). Interestingly, these elements at the γ’ end of the 

positive strand are distinct from the γ’ elements of the negative strand, suggesting different 

regulation of the synthesis of each strand. Whereas much is known about the γ’ UTR structure, 

resolving the specific factors within the 5’ UTR is more complicated due to the integral role this 

region plays in initiating translation of the polyprotein.  

The viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) NS5B is a right-handed polymerase 

with fingers, thumb, and palm subdomains (Ago et al. 1999). NS5B can initiate synthesis de 

novo, like all Flaviviridae family member polymerases, and therefore has structural differences 

from other RNA polymerases. A flap that blocks the exit site for dsRNA is common to flavivirus 

RdRps but forms a structurally distinct beta-hairpin in the HCV RdRp (Bressanelli et al. 2002). 

The flap possibly serves to block dsRNA which inhibits the binding of NS5B to template-primer 

complexes.  

The first step of RNA synthesis is the binding of NS5B to an RNA template. NS5B 

synthesizes and releases dinucleotides corresponding to the complement of the terminal two 

bases at the γ’ end of the template (Ferrari et al. β008). NS5B inefficiently switches from 

dinucleotide synthesis to elongation based in part on the concentration of GTP (Harrus et al. 

2010). A major conformational change occurs in the switch to elongation which results in the 

opening of the complex, relieving the block caused by the flap region of NS5B. This 
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conformational change allows the exit site to accommodate dsRNA, which is the transient 

product of NS5B activity (Mosley et al. 2012). Purified recombinant versions of NS5B are 

known to continue elongation absent any other protein factors. NS5B may continue to elongate 

until reaching the 5’ terminus of the template, where it falls off the linear RNA. The elongation 

process exhibits curiously low fidelity with as many as 10-3 bases mutated with a strong bias 

towards mutational transversions (especially U/G misincorporations) (Powdrill et al. 2011).  

In addition to the viral proteins NS3-NS5B, cis-acting elements, and the membranous 

web, HCV relies upon several host factors for efficient RNA replication. Many of the protein 

factors have been identified by siRNA screens. One such protein, phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase 

IIIα(PI4KIIIα) was identified in numerous studies and plays an indispensible role in HCV 

replication (Tai et al. 2009; Vaillancourt et al. 2009). While the exact nature of this role is 

unknown, it is suspected that PI4KIIIα may promote proper membranous web formation. A 

study by Reiss et al. revealed NS5A binding of PI4KIIIα triggers the production of 

phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI4P), which is enriched at the membranous web. In addition, 

silencing of PI4KIIIα blocked the formation of the correct web morphology (Reiss et al. 2011).   

Another critical host cofactor for HCV replication is the peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans 

isomerase cyclophilin A (CyPA), which exerts its function, in part, through its interaction with 

NS5A. CyPA is relevant to the present work and is discussed in detail in Chapter 2. Alisporivir is 

an inhibitor of CyPA that has shown promise in clinical trials for clearing HCV infection. In 

2012 phase III clinical trials of alisporivir were suspended following three cases of pancreatitis, 

including one fatality. However, pancreatitis is a known side effect of interferon treatment and 

the combination of alisporivir and IFN may have worked syngergistically to induce this disorder. 

In 2014 alisporivir was returned to phase II clinical trials without IFN.  
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The human homologue of the vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein A 

(hVAP-A) is involved in the correct formation of the HCV replication complex. A role for 

hVAP-A was first suggested by Tu et al. who found this protein could interact with NS5A and 

NS5B in a yeast two-hybrid system. The authors wisely speculated, given the role of hVAP-A in 

vesicle trafficking, that this interaction was a portion of the mechanism regulating the association 

of host membranes and the HCV replication complex (Tu et al. 1999). The same group later 

confirmed a role for hVAP-A in correctly localizing HCV viral proteins to detergent-resistant 

membranes (Gao et al. 2004). Subsequently, hVAP-B was implicated as well in the formation of 

functional replication complexes (Hamamoto et al. 2005). Interestingly, hVAP-A was also 

shown to interact with NS5A in a phosphorylation-dependent manner (Evans et al. 2004). NS5A 

phosphoforms may serve as regulators of the balance between replication and assembly. Cell 

culture-adaptive mutations that suppress NS5A hyperphosphorylation (reducing RNA 

replication) also promote hVAP-A binding, supporting a role for hVAP-A in replication. No 

other HCV host factors are currently known to rely on NS5A phosphostate for their function.  

HCV is one of few viruses known to rely on an RNA cofactor. In 2005, Catherine Jopling 

in the lab of Peter Sarnow at Stanford University discovered that modulation of the microRNA 

miR-122 regulated HCV RNA abundance. Strangely, this regulation was not associated with the 

RNA interference pathway (Jopling et al. 2005). miR-122 is a unique microRNA. First, it is 

liver-specific and expressed at very high levels relative to all other microRNAs in the liver. The 

lack of miR-122 in other cell types may help explain the liver tropism of HCV. Secondly, it is 

found in a variety of species including mice and humans, yet its seed region sequence is 

invariant. This lack of variation, even between distantly related species, argues for a 

conformation-dependent function that cannot be recapitulated by a compensatory mutation, as 
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would be expected for RNA interference. miR-1ββ was found to bind to two locations in the 5’ 

UTR of the HCV RNA and serve to stabilize the RNA through recruitment of argonaute 2 

(Shimakami et al. 2012). A miR-122 inhibitor, miravirsen, is currently in clinical trials for 

efficacy in treating HCV (Janssen et al. 2013).  

HCV life cycle: translation 

 Translation of the infectious HCV genomic RNA is the first step of the ‘new’ life cycle 

upon infection of a host cell. Most mRNAs in eukaryotes are translated by a 5’ cap-dependent 

mechanism. The 5’ cap of eukaryotic mRNAs is a modified guanosine, 7-methylguanylate 

(m7G), connected by an unusual 5’-5’ triphosphate bond. The HCV genome, however, is 

naturally uncapped and translation is instead driven by a cap-independent internal ribosome entry 

site (IRES) which comprises most of the 5’ UTR. In 2002, Nadal et al. discovered this region 

was a substrate for RNase P, which is a ribozyme that trims tRNAs; this structural similarity, due 

to pseudoknot structures formed by several stem-loops in the 5’ UTR, may help explain how this 

region recruits the 40S ribosome subunit (Nadal et al. 2002). Stem-loop III (SLIII) is the binding 

site of the 40S ribosomal subunit and also interacts with eukaryotic initiation factor 3 (eIF3) 

(Sizova et al. 1998). Binding of the ribosome to SLIII reorients SLIV and places the AUG start 

codon into the P-site of the ribosome (Berry et al. 2010).  

 Delivery of the initiator methionine is promoted by eIF2. eIF2 forms a ternary complex 

with tRNAmet and GTP. This complex binds the 40S ribosome to form the 48S preinitiation 

complex. The GTPase-activating protein eIF5 binds and promotes the hydrolysis of GTP in the 

ternary complex, allowing the recruitment of the 60S ribosomal subunit. A GTP- and eIF5B-

dependent process then forms the 80S ribosome. Of note, this method of initiation does not 

require the standard eIF1, 1a, 3, 4a, 4b, or start codon scanning.  
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 The initiation of translation on the HCV genomic RNA most commonly results in a 

~3,000 a.a. product that is terminated by a stop codon at the NS5B terminus. At least one other 

product than the large polyprotein can be detected. This protein, termed alternative reading frame 

protein (ARF) is the result of a core+1 frameshift. Evidence for this protein was first presented 

by Walewski et al. who found that the conservation of the core-coding region could not be 

explained by the amino acid fidelity of core protein itself, but was likely due to conservation of 

the amino acid sequence of an overlapping protein (Walewski et al. 2001). ARF uses the same 

start codon as the polyprotein but induces a -2/+1 frameshift in an adenosine-rich region 

downstream of the start (Xu et al. 2001). Serum antibodies have been discovered in HCV-

infected patients targeting ARF, suggesting the protein is expressed in vivo. A nonsense mutation 

(silent in the frame of core) in the ARF ORF had no measurable effect on HCVcc (in vitro) 

replication (Vassilaki et al. 2008). The role of this protein, if any, remains unclear.  

HCV life cycle: assembly and release 

 HCV assembly and release is a coordinated process that results in the release of new, 

infectious particles to the extracellular environment. The HCV virion is enveloped and fully 

infectious virions contain a viral genome in complex with viral core proteins, forming a 

nucleocapsid associated with two surface glycoproteins, E1 and E2. Additionally, some host 

cofactors, like ApoE, are assembled with the virion and may be critical components of the virion.  

The structure of HCV virions is not clear. Circulating virions are unusual in that highly 

infectious particles exhibit significantly lower buoyant density than related viruses. The most 

infectious particles isolated from HCVcc (described in section HCV model systems) have 

densities below 1.10 g/ml (Lindenbach et al. 2005) whereas most other enveloped RNA viruses 

are above 1.12 g/ml. This difference is more striking in vivo; highly infectious HCV virions 
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isolated from chimpanzees exhibit buoyant densities well below 1.10 g/ml (Hijikata et al. 1993). 

The likely explanation for this low density is that HCV particles associate with lipoproteins and 

that this association regulates infectivity. HCV particles contain similar lipid and cholesterol 

profiles to very low- and low-density lipoproteins (Merz et al. 2011). This lipid composition is 

distinct from all known viruses and from any liver cell membrane. Additionally, this uniqueness 

has led many in the field to more technically refer to circulating HCV virions as lipoviral 

particles (LVPs). The nature of the interaction between HCV and lipoproteins remains unclear 

(i.e. stable or transient, the stoichiometry of the components, the mechanism of lipidation, etc.) 

and a fuller understanding will be required to ever map the complete assembly process.  

The process of assembly must direct several proteins to discrete locations within the cell. 

The nucleocapsid core protein uses two amphipathic helices and a palmitoyl group attached to a 

conserved cysteine to interact with cellular membranes. Through these interactions, core 

migrates to lipid droplets (LDs). LDs are a cellular structure increasingly described as an 

organelle; they are cellular reservoirs of lipid, rich in neutral lipids and cholesterol. They are 

surrounded by an ER-derived phospholipid monolayer. The increased understanding of LD-

associated proteins has highlighted their diverse roles in lipid metabolism. The proper targeting 

of core to LDs is required for productive virus assembly (Boulant et al. 2007). Brett 

δindenbach’s group at Yale University used live imaging of fluorescently-labeled core to 

monitor trafficking. The authors discovered that core, after translation, was quickly located to 

large, nonmobile LDs near sites of viral assembly. Viral NS2 and NS3-4A were then involved in 

recruiting core from these LDs to motile, microtubule-bound puncta independent of LDs 

(Counihan et al. β011). A similar approach by Glenn Randall’s group found these motile core 
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puncta were associated with the apolipoprotein ApoE and were cotrafficked along the secretory 

pathway, presumably to sites of release (Coller et al. 2012).  

The viral glycoproteins E1 and E2 are the principle mediators of viral entry. Each protein 

contains an N-terminal ectodomain and a C-terminal transmembrane domain. E1 and E2 are 

translocated to the ER (Cocquerel et al. 1998; Cocquerel et al. 1999) where they dimerize to 

form a non-covalent E1E2 heterodimer. Heterodimer formation and folding of E1E2 is slow 

(order of hours) and E2 produces several incorrect stable conformations in the absence of E1, 

suggesting the two processes occur simultaneously and interdependently (Brazzoli et al. 2005). 

Around half of the glycoprotein mass of E1E2 is from high-mannose-type and other glycans (in 

the case of HCVcc). The Golgi apparatus is the primary site of the necessary glycosidases and 

glycosyltransferases necessary for these modifications, suggesting E1E2 are trafficked through 

this organelle (Helenius and Aebi 2001; Vieyres et al. 2010).  

HCV epidemiology 

In the United States, the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) estimate that approximately 

17,000 new incidents of acute HCV infection occur yearly. This number is remarkably lower 

than in the 1980s when an estimated 230,000 persons were newly infected with HCV per year. 

The dramatic change in incidence is without doubt due to directed screening of the national 

blood supply. The large cohort of HCV infections in the 1980s has resulted in a higher 

prevalence of chronic infection among ‘baby boomers’ born from 1945 to 1965 (Armstrong et al. 

2006). For many chronically infected patients, liver cirrhosis takes at least two decades to 

manifest. As such, despite the great decrease in HCV incidence, HCV is an increasing public 

health concern from the large cohort of individuals infected during the 1970s and 1980s (Figure 

1.1). Regardless of yearly nascent infection estimates, the actual prevalence of HCV infection 
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nationwide is debatable. A nationwide study conducted between 2003 and 2010 by the National 

Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) sought to determine HCV prevalence in 

the United States, but excluded groups known to be at high risk of infection. This survey, 

defining prevalence as the number of persons living with chronic HCV infection and excluding 

those with evidence of previous HCV infection, estimated HCV prevalence at 2.7 million 

persons (Denniston et al. 2014). The exclusion of high risk groups including those incarcerated 

and the homeless population likely skewed the estimate to a much lower quantity than actual. 

Further complicating the establishment of an accurate estimate is the unfortunate fact that the 

majority of new symptomatic HCV infections are undiagnosed and unreported, suggesting many 

individuals suffer HCV-induced illness without the benefit of increasingly effective medical 

intervention. The CDC uses sophisticated epidemiological strategies to produce estimates of 

HCV incidence and prevalence, despite poor reporting and awareness. These analyses and 

techniques are unavailable in much of the world, and as such accurate estimates of the global 

effect of HCV are difficult to obtain. (CDC Surveillance for Viral Hepatitis – United States, 

2011). 

Whereas the majority of infections worldwide remain from clinical routes, the most 

common risk factor for acquiring HCV in the United States is now injection drug use. The 

proportion of acute HCV incidents in highly developed nations due to risk behavior has likely 

increased substantially since the clearing of the blood supply of HCV in the early 1990s. The 

window between infection and seroconversion is approximately 60 days, meaning the blood 

supply is still slightly contaminated by HCV (Zou et al. 2010). Regardless, contaminated blood 

units are less than one in a million. Indeed, injection drug use is the implicated risk factor in most 

acute HCV diagnoses analyzed. The most significant risk behavior among injection drug users 
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(IDUs) is sharing of drug equipment. However, among IDUs, knowledge of HCV status does not 

lead to safer injection practices (Hagan et al. 2006). 

              Other methods of transmission besides IDU are relatively rare as of 2014. Among 

heterosexual contact, a literature review covering an estimated 750,000 sexual encounters failed 

to detect a single transmission of HCV (Tohme and Holmberg, 2010). Regulated tattoo and 

piercing practices are considered safe from HCV by the CDC. However, unregulated tattooing, 

such as in prison or home settings, may be a significant risk for new HCV infections (Tohme and 

Holmberg, 2012). 

HCV treatments: DAAs 

Until recently, the standard of care (SOC) for chronic HCV infection has been the 

combination of ribavirin and pegylated interferon (PEG-IFN) for 24-48 weeks, which is not 

effective in many patients. Sustained virological response (SVR), defined as a lack of detectable 

HCV RNA 24 weeks post-treatment, is achieved in approximately half of patients infected with 

genotype 1 HCV. Other patients fail to respond or suffer relapse. Apart from the low efficacy of 

IFN treatment on HCV infection, this regimen often causes serious quality of life side effects for 

the duration of treatment, including flu-like symptoms, gastrointestinal complications, and 

fatigue. While the mechanisms of treatment failure are not fully understood, it is clear that viral 

genotype, host genetics, comorbidities, and patient history are all contributing factors.  

When considering the history of HCV treatment, the earlier treatments were weakly 

efficacious, poorly tolerated, and were administered by a combination of injection- and oral-

based methods. The pharmaceutical goal for HCV is a highly effective (>90% SVR or cure), all-

oral, well-tolerated (e.g. IFN-free) regimen. To these ends, a variety of new treatments directly 

targeting viral proteins, termed direct acting antivirals (DAAs), have revolutionized HCV 
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therapy and brought significant hope to chronically infected individuals who have failed previous 

treatment regimens. Several DAAs drugs that have recently been approved by the FDA and are 

currently on market, including telaprevir and boceprevir since 2011, and simeprevir and 

sofosbuvir since 2013, are proving highly effective in the United States. The major targets of 

DAA antiviral therapy have been the NS3/4A protease, NS5A, and the RdRp NS5B.  

Boceprevir and telaprevir were, in 2011, the first DAAs approved by the FDA for the 

treatment of HCV. Both compounds are oral treatments targeting the NS3/4A complex (Chang et 

al. 2012; Forestier and Zeuzem 2012) approved for the treatment of genotype 1 HCV in 

combination with ribavirin (RIB) and pegylated interferon (IFN). Genotype 1 HCV infections 

tend to respond less favorably to RIB/IFN dual treatment than other genotype infections. The 

addition of one of these protease inhibitors has improved SVR in genotype 1 from about 50% to 

70-80% of cases while also reducing the duration of IFN exposure. However, viral breakthrough 

remains a major concern, particularly among those HCV infections that do not respond well to 

RIB/IFN.  

Boceprevir and telaprevir are part of a class of molecules named serine-trap inhibitors. As 

a class, these compounds resemble the natural substrate of their target serine protease but have 

the cleavable amide bond replaced by an electrophilic moiety. The activity of the enzyme 

provokes covalent bond formation with the trap substrate, either reversibly or irreversibly 

inactivating the enzyme. In the case of telaprevir and boceprevir, the covalent bond is reversible, 

but the individual NS3/4A protease is sequestered for potentially hours. Both drugs are quickly 

eliminated from the blood and dosing is required every 8 hours for a 24 week treatment. 

Mutations to these treatments primarily arise near the NS3 active site.   
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Simeprevir and sofusbuvir are the second wave of DAAs and were approved by the FDA 

in 2013. Simeprevir is another NS3/4A protease inhibitor currently approved for once-daily use 

with IFN and RIB. The once-daily pill burden of simeprevir is an approvement over the first 

generation of approved DAAs. Sofusbuvir is a nucleotide analog effecting the function of the 

viral polymerase NS5B. It is the first drug approved in the U.S. for IFN-free therapies, although 

it is also approved for triple therapy with IFN for some genotypes. The exclusion of harsh IFN 

from some treatments is a significant quality of life improvement over the previous standard of 

care. 

HCV treatments: HTAs 

Another emerging class of anti-HCV therapy, termed host-targeting antivirals (HTAs), 

holds promise as potential compliment to DAA treatment. An obvious shortcoming of DAAs is 

that they target viral proteins which are expressed from the highly error-prone, evolutionarily-

adaptable replication of the viral genome. Targeting host factors involved in various aspects of 

the viral cycle uncouples the mutation of a druggable protein gene from the replication and 

survival pressure exerted on the virus. In addition, it is also possible that host proteins or 

pathways found important for a particular virus may already have been targeted by known drugs, 

albeit for a different indication. For example, there are several FDA-approved compounds that 

target suspected HCV cofactors (EGFR, EphA2, NPC1L1), used for different manifestations 

(Lupberger et al. 2011; Sainz et al. 2012). Several HTAs for treatment of HCV-infected patients 

have already entered clinical trials.  Alisporivir, a drug targeting the HCV host cofactor 

cyclophilin A, was successful in a number of clinical trials but development was temporarily 

halted following three cases of pancreatitis, including one fatal case, during phase IIb trials in 

2012. It was speculated that the IFN component of the Alisporivir therapy may have predisposed 
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those individuals to pancreatitis. The FDA recently approved a modified regimen lacking IFN for 

phase II trials for the treatment of genotype 2 and 3 HCV infection, scheduled for completion in 

late 2015. Whereas HTAs have been overshadowed by the breakaway success of DAAs recently, 

it remains evident that the population of HCV-infected individuals is sufficiently large enough to 

warrant exploration of diverse treatment options. As proof-of-concept there is currently a HTA 

approved for use in the management of HIV-1.  

Viral proteins 

Structural proteins 

Core. The HCV core protein is the base unit of the viral nucleocapsid with many 

additional potential functions assigned to it. Core is cleaved from E1 by signal peptidase to yield 

the immature core-191. The C-terminus of the nascent immature core is then cleaved by signal 

peptide peptidase to form mature core. Core may form a homodimer that is stabilized via 

disulfide bond formation at C128. Dimer formation may be enhanced by post-translational 

modification by tissue transglutaminase (Lu et al. 2001). Core is organized into two functional 

domains and a C-terminal signal peptide. Domain 1 (D1) consists of the first ~117 amino acids 

and behaves similarly to an RNA chaperone; this activity may allow core to interact and 

coordinate packaging of viral genomic RNA into organized nucleocapsids (Cristofari et al. 

2004). In addition, this domain contains many positively charged amino acids and, when 

recombinantly expressed by itself, exhibits properties of an intrinsically disordered protein 

(Boulant et al. 2005). Recombinant core with both D1 and D2 (residues 118 to 177) folds 

through association of charged D1 with the hydrophobic D2 (Boulant et al. 2005). D2 may serve 

a role in targeting core to lipid droplets (Boulant et al. 2006). The interaction of core with lipid 

droplets, other viral proteins (NS5A in particular), and cellular factors is critical for assembly of 
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infectious virions. Recent studies have used tagged core to study trafficking and highlight 

assembly in live cells (Counihan et al. 2011; Coller et al. 2012).  

E1/E2. E1 and E2 are the two HCV envelope glycoproteins and play roles in both entry 

and assembly. E1 and E2 both contain C-terminal transmembrane domains (TMDs) that insert in 

the ER membrane and are important for heterodimer formation, ER targeting, and proper viral 

membrane composition. The E1 and E2 N-terminal ectodomains face the ER lumen. These 

ectodomains contain multiple glycosylation sites with critical but poorly understood roles in the 

viral life cycle. E2 is the better characterized of the two envelope proteins. A model recently 

proposed suggests E2 is organized into three functional domains. D1 contains a hypervariable 

region (HVR1), which may function as an immunological decoy, and this domain is responsible 

for most of the interaction with the entry receptor CD81. D2 includes another hypervariable 

region (HVR2; which is not known to function as an immunological decoy like HVR1) and 

contains a putative fusion loop, similar to class II fusion proteins. D3 interacts with D1 through a 

linker region called IgVR (intergenotypic variable region), which is expendable for proper 

folding of E2. D3 associates closely with D1 and also contains a CD81-binding region (Krey et 

al. 2010). A recently described crystal structure of E2 revealed E2 is a compact, globular protein 

unlike the more extended canonical class II fusion proteins which HCV E2 was previously 

suspected to be a member of. It is theorized that E2 may represent a novel class of viral fusion 

molecule (Kong et al. 2013).  

Non-structural proteins 

p7. The HCV p7 protein is a 63 amino acid transmembrane ion channel protein located 

mainly on the ER membrane. p7 is dispensable for RNA replication but required for assembly 

and release (Sakai et al. 2003). The protein is liberated from the HCV polyprotein by the action 
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of ER signal peptidases. The p7 cleavages may be delayed and populations of E2-p7-NS2, or 

more prominently E2-p7, can be detected. This delay in E2-p7 liberation may be important for 

efficient viral production, perhaps to avoid the production of premature viral particles 

(Shanmugam and Yi 2013). p7 contains two transmembrane helices that display a connecting 

and positively charged cytosolic loop. Oligomers of p7 form in the ER membrane and 

demonstrate cation-selective channel activity (Pavlovic et al. 2003). Aside from influencing NS2 

recruitment to viral assembly sites, the precise role of p7 in the HCV life cycle is unknown. One 

hypothesis is that p7 acts to permeabilize cellular membranes to protons, relieving proton 

accumulation; this function may prevent premature pH-dependent changes in the structure of the 

assembling virion (Wozniak et al. 2010). However, mutations that do not appear to effect p7 ion 

channel function do modulate assembly, suggesting that p7 also plays a role in ion channel-

independent steps of the HCV life cycle.  

NS2. NS2 is a 23 kDa cysteine protease which functions efficiently when associated in 

cis with the N-terminal half of NS3. NS2 contains three transmembrane segments and a cytosolic 

C terminus. NS2 is dispensable for RNA replication, as evidenced by the subgenomic replicon 

system. However, in systems that include NS2 (e.g. in replicons that include NS2), correct 

cleavage of NS2-NS3 is required for replication.  A crystal structure has been solved of the NS2-

3 cis complex which included a unique dimer with two active sites. The active sites, as in other 

cysteine proteases, have a His/Glu/Cys catalytic triad where the His and Glu are contributed by 

one monomer and the Cys from the other. It is predicted that liberated NS2 does not form a 

functional active site (Lorenz et al. 2006). It has been speculated that this complicated 

requirement for dimer formation may serve as a regulator of early replication. By restricting NS3 

function when bound to NS2, replication is delayed until a sufficient concentration of NS2-3 is 
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available for dimerization. This may give the virus more time to establish replication machinery 

before an innate immune response is generated from the double-stranded RNA replication 

intermediate (Lorenz 2010). Bicistronic HCV RNAs with NS2 on a separate cistron do not 

depend on the protease function of NS2 for replication, but viral infection remains sensitive to 

NS2 mutations, suggesting NS2 functions in steps of viral assembly (Jones et al. 2007). 

Additionally, chimeras generated based on full-length infectious HCV (all based on JFH-1, e.g. 

J6-JFH-1 and Jc1) are more efficient based on the portion of NS2 donated from genotype 2a 

isolate J6. These results suggest that the N-terminal portion of NS2 is somehow genetically 

dependent on isolate-specific differences in the structural proteins (Pietschmann et al. 2006). It is 

possible that isolate-specific NS2 therefore acts as a bridge (through the N-terminus) between 

some combination of the structural proteins and other viral proteins and host factors.  

NS3-4A. NS3 is a 70 kDa protein that, in the cell, is in complex with the 6 kDa cofactor 

NS4A. NS3 is organized into an N-terminal serine protease domain and a helicase domain in the 

C-terminal two thirds of the protein. NS3 is one of the best characterized and most heavily 

studied proteins of HCV and intense pharmaceutical effort has led to the clinical success, and 

FDA approval, of three inhibitors (telaprevir, boceprevir, and simeprevir). NS3 has a zinc-

binding site, which also appears to be important for NS2-NS3 cleavage. Liberated NS4A 

associates with NS3 through an N-terminal -strand. The NS3-4A complex associates with 

cellular membranes through a hybrophobic transmembrane α-helix at the N-terminus of NS4A 

and an amphipathic helix formed by the N-terminus of NS3 (Brass et al. 2008). The helicase 

activity of NS3 is ATP-dependent and could function to unwind double stranded RNA or 

secondary structure of single stranded RNA. However, the exact roles of the helicase in the HCV 

life cycle are unresolved. Additionally, the viral strategy of physically coupling the helicase with 
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a serine protease is not understood. A major role for the serine protease when associated with 

mitochondrial membranes has been proposed. NS3-4A is known to cleave and inactivate the 

mitochondrial protein MAVS (also known as CARDIF, VISA, or IPS-1). The cytosolic RNA 

helicase RIG-I is known to detect double stranded RNA and through interaction with MAVS 

relay an activating signal that results in transcription of the innate immunity factors IRF3 and 

NF-κB. Cleavage of MAVS may be a major step in the ability of HCV to evade the innate 

immune response (Meylan et al. 2005).  

NS4B. HCV NS4B is a 27 kDa protein that plays a critical role in multiple steps of the 

viral life cycle. It is an integral membrane protein that is highly hybrophobic and is not known to 

exert any enzymatic function. For these reasons, NS4B is poorly characterized. It is liberated 

from the HCV polypeptide by the activity of the NS3-4A serine protease. NS4B is located to the 

ER membrane and ER-derived membranes. The ER-derived membranes are cytosolic structures 

with dot-like or punctuate distributions throughout the cytosol; these structures are collectively 

termed the membranous web. The membranous web is a scaffolding that serves as the site of 

HCV RNA replication and contains a large portion of the total cytosolic nonstructural HCV 

protein. NS4B is known to induce structures similar to the membranous web by itself and this is 

likely the primary function of the protein. NS4B is organized into three regions. The N-terminal 

region of about 69 amino acids, a central region of approximately 70 to 190 amino acids, and a 

C-terminal region from ~191-261. The N-terminal region contains two amphipathic helices 

(AH1 and AH2). AH2 is special in that it may traverse the ER membrane upon NS4B 

oligomerization. This directs AH1-AH2 from surface association with the cytosolic side of the 

ER membrane to AH1 association on the ER lumen side of the membrane with NH2 spanning 

the membrane (Gouttenoire et al. 2009). The central region contains four putative 
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transmembrane helices: TM1, 2, 3, and 4. The C-terminal region contains a conserved α-helix 

(H1) and two palmitoylation sites (Yu et al. 2006). NS4B is intimately associated with the 

membrane through all three regions via amphipathic helices, transmembrane domains, and 

palmitoylation.  

NS5A. The enigmatic ~447 a.a. NS5A protein has been proposed to be a pleiotropic 

master regulator and protein hub for multiple steps in the HCV life cycle. In 1996 Enomoto et al. 

suggested that NS5A was also a regulator of the innate immune response. The authors named a 

region of NS5A the interferon sensitivity determining region (ISDR) based on patterns of patient 

response to interferon therapy (Enomoto et al. 1996). No satisfying mechanistic link between 

NS5A and interferon response has been reported, and the nature and conservation of an ISDR in 

NS5A remains controversial. NS5A is organized into three domains (D1, D2, and D3) which are 

separated by two low complexity sequences (LCS-1 and -2). The N-terminal 35 amino acids 

comprise an amphipathic helix. D1 and D2 are critical for RNA replication. D3 is dispensable for 

RNA replication but critical for productive assembly. Both D2 and D3 display a class of protein 

structure termed intrinsic disorder (see Chapter 4). The implications of this intrinsic disorder are 

not known, but in general it is expected that D2 and D3 will have an overall reduction in the 

specificity of their binding. Indeed, NS5A is known to interact at least transiently with many host 

and viral proteins, making the physiologically-relevant interactions harder to identify.  

Crystal structures of D1 have been solved by at least three groups. In 2005 Tellinghuisen 

et al. discovered a claw-like dimer of genotype 1b D1 (residues 25-215) that exhibited a large 

groove. The identified groove resembled an RNA-binding pocket. This groove is large enough to 

accommodate either single- or double-stranded RNA and contains highly basic regions. The tips 

of the claws extend out beyond the groove and contain a number of acidic residues, which may 
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help push RNA into the groove. Each monomer was found to coordinate a single zinc ion 

through four fully conserved cysteines (C39, 57, 59, and 80) (Tellinghuisen et al. 2005). 

Mutations of any of these cysteines are fatal to the virus. A wide variety of positions for D2 and 

D3 have been proposed, but no conclusive experimental evidence suggests precisely which 

orientation these domains might adopt relative to D1. Another dimer arrangement of genotype 1b 

D1 (residues 33 to 202) was characterized in 2009 by Love et al. In this alternative arrangement, 

the positively charged groove is shifted outward, distributing it to two physically remote surfaces 

and producing a long, extensive interface. The authors speculated that this form may still bind 

RNA in solution through oligomerization (Love et al. 2009). Recently, Lambert et al. reported 

crystallographic evidence of two additional alternative forms of NS5A D1, this time from 

genotype 1a. In the first dimer, named BD, the monomers shared a similar interface as in Love et 

al. but were in an antiparallel arrangement. The second dimer, named CD, was quite unique and 

was a head-to-head arrangement (δambert et al. β014). Interestingly, some NS5A ‘inhibitors’ 

(noting that NS5A has no known enzymatic activity) were rendered more potent by making the 

functional units symmetrical. Based on the hypothesis that NS5A may form ordered arrays of 

NS5A dimers which scaffold and coat the viral RNA, it is conceivable that NS5A inhibitors 

(which are often effective at picomolar concentrations) may function by binding two monomers 

of either a single homodimer or intermolecularly between monomers of distinct dimers. In 

Lambert et al. the head-to-head CD dimer places the N-termini of D1 near each other, where 

some NS5A inhibitors are known to bind (e.g. daclastovir). The BD dimer, however, is unlikely 

to bind this inhibitor. Presumably, the inhibitor may function by binding to and stabilizing NS5A 

D1 in a manner that disrupts the BD dimer and promoting the head-to-head dimer, which 

probably does not bind RNA (Lambert et al. 2014). 
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                NS5A exists in the cell in two distinct major phosphomers: the basally phosphorylated 

form (p56) and the hyperphosphorylated form (p58). A complicated body of literature exists 

concerning the implications of phosphorylation (in particular, the ratio between the two forms) 

and the sites of phosphorylation (and how they vary by genotype). Additionally, the exact body 

of kinases required is not known, but casein kinase I and II do appear critical (Quintavalle et al. 

2007; Tellinghuisen et al. 2008). In general, cell culture adaptive mutations cluster near a pack of 

serines in LCS-1 that are involved in hyperphosphorylation. A long-standing hypothesis is that 

the regulation of the two major phosphostates controls the balance between the role NS5A plays 

in replication and in assembly. Those mutations that suppressed hyperphosphorylation enhance 

RNA replication (Neddermann et al. 2004).            

NS5B. The final protein in the HCV polyprotein is the 68 kDa RNA-dependent RNA 

polymerase NS5B. It is responsible for synthesis of both the negative-stranded RNA replication 

intermediate and the plus-stranded genomic RNA, using the corresponding complementary 

strand as template. NS5B is well studied and very recently has been successfully targeted in the 

clinic culminating in the FDA approval of the NS5B inhibitor sofosbuvir in 2013. Theoretically, 

NS5B may employ strategies to reduce the amount of double-stranded RNA that it releases, 

which is a molecular signal for the innate immunity pathway. Among these strategies, NS5B 

does not replicate the two strands equally, with a ten-fold preference for plus-strand synthesis. 

Additionally, it is not known how RNA exits the active site, as crystal structures do not appear 

suited to accommodate dsRNA. Instead, RNA may be unwound before fully clearing the 

polymerase. Finally, NS5B has an unusual linker region that covers the active site. This region 

must be shifted for polymerization to occur. The regulation of this conformational change is not 
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resolved but it would seem to disfavor binding of NS5B to dsRNA (e.g. template:primer 

complexes).  

HCV cell culture systems 

After the succesful cloning of HCV in 1989 great research effort was focused on the 

establishment of a robust cell culture model. Sparse reports in the 1990s found little success in 

detecting replication of HCV (either as serum-derived virus or as transfectable RNA) in various 

cell lines. These included replication in the human T cell line MOLT-4 (Shimizu et al. 1992), the 

human embryonic hepatocyte cell line WRL68 (Tagawa et al. 1995), the human T-lymphotropic 

virus type I infected cell line MT-2 (Kato et al. 1995), and the human T- and B-cell lines 

HPBMa10-2 and Daudi (Nakajima et al. 1996), among others. What these reports have in 

common is that they relied on high sensitivity methods to detect HCV replication such as RT-

PCR-based detection of the negative strand RNA replication intermediate or quantitative RT-

PCR of the plus strand genomic RNA. In either case these methods were criticized 

(Bartenschlager and Lohmann 2000) and these systems did not prove highly fruitful for research 

into basic HCV biology or drug development. A major breakthrough occurred in 1999 from Ralf 

Bartenschlager’s group with the creation of a subgenomic replicon based on a genotype 1b 

isolate (Figure 1.3). This replicon contains authentic HCV sequence for the 5’ and γ’ UTRs and 

the sequence coding for the HCV genes NS2-NS5B or NS3-NS5B (lacking core, E1, E2, and 

p7). A neomycin phosphotransferase gene, conferring resistance to the toxic drug G418, was 

driven by the HCV IRES and an inserted encephalomyocarditis virus (EMCV) IRES drove 

expression of the HCV proteins. The tying of cell survival to function of the HCV IRES helped 

validate the relevance of any particular replicon-harboring cell line (Lohmann et al. 1999). 

Subgenomic replicons were eventually developed for other genotypes (1a, 2a, 2b, 3, 4, etc) and, 
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altogether, these systems significantly advanced understanding of HCV replication. With one 

special exception, all of these replicons require cell culture adaptive mutations. It is interesting to 

note that, as a recurring theme of HCV in vitro models, there is a drastic difference between 

replication competence in vivo (when adaptive mutations are engineered into full-length RNA) 

and in cell culture. Cell culture adaptive mutations discovered in the Con1 replicon were 

necessary to render replicons based on the 1a isolate, H77, replication competent in cell culture 

(Blight et al. 2003). 

 

 

Figure 1.3. Organization of bicistronic HCV replicon system. The original HCV replicon contained a 
reduced number of HCV genes to keep the total RNA length below error catastrophe. Neomycin 
resistance to replicon-harboring cells is conferred by the neoR gene and driven by the authentic HCV 
IRES. Translation of the HCV replicase proteins is driven by a EMCV IRES.  

 

The replicon system was developed primarily in the human hepatoma cell line Huh-7. 

Populations of Huh-7 cells appear to have varied competence for supporting HCV replication. 

By curing Huh-7 cells that harbor these selectable subgenomic replicons with interferon, a cell 

clone called Huh-7.5 was isolated that was highly permissive to HCV replication (Blight et al. 

2002). The precise mechanism by which this cell line supports enhanced HCV replication is 

unknown. It is suspected that these cells possess a defect in RIG-I, rendering the interferon 

pathway nonresponsive to HCV RNA (Sumpter et al. 2005). However, other cells that have been 

generated with interferon curing (e.g. Huh-Lunet) do not possess this RIG-I defect, perhaps 

indicating a variety of restrictive features common to parental Huh-7 cells. Although other cell 

lines have been rendered permissive, and other Huh-7 interferon-cured lines have been 

established, Huh-7.5 is the most commonly used cell line in the field. 
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Figure 1.4. HCV pseudoparticle system. Cotransfection of 293T cells with plasmids coding for the HCV 
envelope glycoproteins, Gag-pol, and a reporter yields HCV pseudoparticles. HCV pseudoparticles are 
used to infect cells to test for their ability to support entry directed by HCV E1/E2. Signal is usually 
measured by a luciferase assay or GFP.  

 

The replicon system was very useful for the study of HCV replication. It did not, 

however, allow for the study of entry, fusion, assembly, or release. Prior to the discovery of a 

full-length cell culture system (described below) the most successful system for studying entry 

was the HCV pseudoparticle model (HCVpp) (Figure 1.4). In this system, authentic HCV 

glycoproteins (E1 and E2) were incorporated into retroviral particles. To generate these particles, 

293 HEK cells were transfected with plasmids encoding separately for E1/E2, gag-pol, and a 

reporter gene engineered into a retroviral subgenome. The transfected 293 cells will package and 

release retroviral particles that are, theoretically, dependent on the same surface receptors as 

HCV virions for entry. Because the retroviral genome does not contain the information necessary 

for additional glycoproteins or the gag-pol genes, the virions are only capable of single round 

infection (Bartosch et al. 2003; Hsu et al. 2003). The HCVpp system is still in use because of its 

ability to isolate the earliest steps of the HCV life cycle. Further, because the function of the 

reporter retroviral genome is far less restricted by liver-specific host factors than HCV 

replication, the range of cells that can be analyzed is much broader than with the replicon system. 

A notable limitation is that these pseudoparticles lack the lipoprotein association of HCV virions. 
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As such, HCV-host surface interactions that are driven by virion-associated lipids are unlikely to 

affect pseudoparticle entry.  

In β00γ, Takaji Wakita’s group reported the engineering of a replicon based on the 

genotype 2a isolate Japanese Fulminant Hepatitis 1 (JFH-1) that could replicate independent of 

cell culture adaptive mutations (Kato et al. 2003). At the time of the discovery of JFH-1 it was 

known that cell culture adaptive mutations, when engineered into full-length infectious RNAs, 

either completely abrogated or greatly attenuated (and also rapidly reverted to wild-type) the 

ability of the RNAs to cause infection in chimpanzees. A possible conclusion from these results 

is that cell culture adaptive mutations restrict HCV replication to Huh-7-derived cell models and 

the like, while wild-type sequence restricts HCV to in vivo replication. Because consensus JFH-1 

had demonstrated both in vivo capacity (by virtue of its isolation from a patient) and in vitro 

competence (from the subgenomic replicon based on JFH-1) several groups focused on 

generating a full-length infectious RNA based on JFH-1. This research direction turned out to be 

correct. In 2005 three reports demonstrated full-length infectious HCV based on a Con1-JFH-1 

chimera (Con1/core-NS2 and JFH-1/NS3-NS5B) or full-length JFH-1 (Wakita et al. 2005; 

Zhong et al. 2005) as well as a J6-JFH-1 chimera (both genotype 2a isolates) (Lindenbach et al. 

2005). These systems, always based on the replicase of JFH-1, allowed for the study of the 

complete HCV life cycle from entry to release and has been designated HCVcc (for HCV cell 

culture) to distinguish virions isolated from cell culture from their patient- or animal-derived 

counterparts. Currently, the replication components of JFH-1 (NS3-NS5B) remain the only 

natural full complement of native replicase components capable of robustly supporting this 

complete life cycle. A wide variety of chimeras have been produced, however. Of special note, 

Jens Bukh’s group has generated chimeras expressing the structural components of all identified 
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major genotypes. The exact reason for the apparent uniqueness of JFH-1 is not known. Since the 

establishment of the HCVcc system a variety of reporter constructs have also been engineered. 

Luciferase reporters (e.g. J6-JFH1-Rluc and Jc1-Gluc) have allowed careful parsing of 

replication capacity. Further, fusing viral proteins to fluorescent proteins has facilitated 

localization and live cell imaging studies. 

               The Huh-7-derived cell lines have been the standard for HCV cell culture research for 

most of the past decade. While his cell line has facilitated many important discoveries, there are 

some important limitations to keep in mind. This is a hepatoma cell line (precluding the study of 

HCV-associated carcinogenesis) which has lost its ability to polarize. These cells have 

anomalous karyotypes and have altered gene regulation. Theoretically, cells more closely 

resembling functional human hepatocytes, the primary target cell of HCV infection, would allow 

for more authentic study of host-virus interactions. An expensive alternative are primary human 

hepatocytes (PHHs). Although these cells support HCVcc (Podevin et al. 2010) there is a high 

degree of variability due to donor profiles (e.g. alcoholism, drug use, and genotype). 

Additionally, HepG2 cells, which are known to polarize, have been made permissive by 

overexpression of two critical HCV host cofactors, CD81 and miR-122 (Narbus et al. 2011).  

 Recently, several groups, including our lab, have reported a promising alternative to 

PHHs. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) or human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) were 

differentiated to produce cell culture hepatocyte-like cells (HLCs). These cells can be 

productively infected, express hepatocyte markers absent in Huh-7-derived cell lines (Schwartz 

et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2012; Roelandt et al. 2012), and may produce an intact innate immune 

response (Lee and Tang, unpublished data). These stem cell-derived HLCs are especially 

promising for the emerging field of personalized medicine. In the future, patient primary cells 
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may be isolated, induced to pluripotency, genetically modified, differentiated, and engrafted 

back into the patient. As a proof-of-concept, Wu et al. generated HCV-resistant hepatocyte-like 

cells by knocking down the HCV host cofactors CyPA and CIDEB (Wu et al. 2012; Wu et al. 

2014).  

HCV and adaptive immunity 

 HCV is known to elicit B cell, CD4+ T cell, and CD8+ T cell responses. Patients who 

suffer chronic infection often have vigorous B-cell responses accompanied by the presence of 

high titer HCV-specific circulating antibodies (Reiche et al. 2014). Interestingly, patients with 

natural defects in B cell response (e.g. agammaglobulinemics) are still capable of clearing HCV 

in the acute phase and spontaneously during the chronic phase (Adams et al. 1997), at levels 

similar to patients with normal B cell responses. Taken together, these data suggest that the 

adaptive immune system is not able to regulate HCV infection efficiently by producing 

antibodies. Indeed, the majority of HCV-specific antibodies isolated from patient sera are not 

able to neutralize circulating HCV virions or inhibit viral spread. HCV may evade the antibody 

response in at least two general ways. First, the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase NS5B has no 

or little proofreading ability and infected cells produce many unique genomes per day. The result 

of these two properties is a circulating population of HCV genomes termed quasispecies. The 

antigenic regions of HCV tend to be poorly conserved and therefore most circulating antibodies 

are not effective against most circulating virions. Additionally, a region of the envelope 

glycoprotein E2, termed hypervariable region 1, may act specifically to elicit an ineffective B 

cell response, protecting the more immunologically sensitive potential epitope regions. Secondly, 

HCV may spread through cell-to-cell contact in a manner that is not efficiently neutralized by an 

antibody response.  
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 Spontaneous clearance of acute HCV infection is correlated with a robust CD4+ T cell 

response, while chronic infection is correspondingly associated with CD4+ T cell fatigue (Lucas 

et al. 2007). In chimpanzees, depletion of CD4+ T cells is associated with a delayed viral escape 

mediated by mutations in CD8+ T cell epitopes (Grakoui et al. 2003). In humans, loss of HCV-

specific CD4+ T cell response has also been correlated with delayed viral escape (Gerlach et al. 

1999). These data suggest CD4+ T cell response is important in preventing CD8+ T cell epitope 

escape, but is not directly responsible for viral clearance. Indeed, a recent study found robust 

initial CD4+ T cell response in patients regardless of disease progression. The establishment of 

chronic infection was associated with CD4+ T cell fatigue (Schulze Zur Wiesch et al. 2012).  

 CD8+ T cells are likely the primary mediators of spontaneous HCV clearance. This was 

clearly demonstrated using experimentally infected chimpanzees by Shoulry et al. After several 

months of active infection, the authors discovered viral clearance associated with CD4+ and 

CD8+ T cell response. A second round of infection was cleared after only a few weeks, 

indicating an adaptive response from the first round. CD8+ T cells were artificially depleted 

using antibodies and a third round of infection progressed with enhanced kinetics. Viral 

clearance did not occur in the presence of specific CD4+ T cells until the resurgence of CD8+ T 

cells (Shoulry et al. 2003). Further understanding of the adaptive immune response and HCV 

will be required to produce a vaccine, as all attempts at a vaccine have thus far failed. An 

effective vaccine may require elicitation of both a CD4+ and CD8+ T cell response.  

HCV and innate immunity 

 The innate immune system is a first line of defense against viral infections. The major 

pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) involved in detecting RNA virus pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (RNA PAMPs) are the retinoic acid-inducible gene 1 (RIG-I) and related 
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proteins and members of the family of toll-like receptors (TLRs). Binding of PRRs to PAMPs 

results in recruitment of adaptor proteins (i.e. MAVS, in the case of RIG-I), leading to activation 

of specific kinases, ultimately resulting in the transcription of antiviral signals such as interferon 

types I and III.  

Innate immune response to HCV is mostly through RIG-I-like receptors (RLRs). An 

HCV-permissive cell line, Huh-7.5, contains a defect in antiviral signal in response to HCV 

infection from a missense mutation in the RIG-I gene. Complementation of functional RIG-I in 

Huh-7.5 cells restores innate immune sensing to HCV infection (Sumpter et al. 2005). 

Additionally, mice that lack RIG-I or LH86 cell line with RIG-I knocked down do not respond to 

HCV PAMPs (Saito et al. 2008; Eksioglu et al. 2011). TLR3 and MDA5 may also sense HCV 

infection, but a clear role for these PRRs in controlling HCV infection has not been 

demonstrated. 

HCV is suspected to evade RIG-I-induced control through targeting of the RIG-I adaptor 

protein MAVS. The viral serine protease NS3-4A is able to cleave MAVS from the 

mitochondrial membrane (Li et al. 2005), releasing it and preventing activation of IRF3 (Foy et 

al. 2003). Protease inhibitors that target NS3-4A may exert their antiviral effect in part through 

restoring antiviral signaling in HCV-infected cells (Jouan et al. 2010), although in cell culture 

this effect was only observed at very high concentrations of inhibitor (Liang et al. 2008).  

Pegylated interferon 2α (IFN), a type I interferon, has been the principle component of 

the standard of care for non-A, non-B viral hepatitis (before pegylation) and later HCV (with 

pegylation) for most of the past three decades. IFN treatment exerts its clinical benefit through 

induction of interferon-stimulated genes (ISGs). The scale of ISG induction upon interferon 

treatment directly correlates to treatment outcome. He et al. isolated peripheral blood 
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mononuclear cells from treatment naïve HCV-infected patients. These cells were profiled before 

and after 6 hours of IFN incubation. Patients who later responded to therapeutic IFN treatment 

possessed PBMCs that gave a robust global ISG response to IFN, as compared to those patients 

who failed to respond to IFN. Additionally, white patients had a larger response when compared 

to black patients (He et al. 2006). Black patients generally do not respond well to IFN treatment. 

In 2009 a series of genome-wide association studies (GWASs) discovered a set of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) near the IL28B locus that correlated well with spontaneous 

clearance of HCV and response to IFN treatment (Ge et al. 2009; Suppiah et al. 2009; Tanaka et 

al. 2009; Thomas et al. 2009). Several clinical factors including race, history of substance use, 

body mass index, etc. had been correlated to treatment outcome in HCV interferon therapy, but a 

strong, clinically useful profile relating patient profile to a treatment outcome was still desirable. 

Two of the discovered SNPs in these studies, rs8099917 and rs12979860, were found to be far 

stronger predictors than any combination of implicated factors known previously that was 

applicable to the general population. These SNPs are located within the type III interferon 

interleukin 28B (IL28B) gene region. This was the first indication of a role for IL28B in 

response to infection by a RNA virus. Interestingly, in liver transplants, the host genotype of the 

donor liver was also correlated with HCV outcome (Charlton et al. 2011). A furious research 

effort was launched concerning the IL28B phenotype. The SNPs were located outside the 

protein-coding region of IL28B leading to the hypothesis that they regulated gene expression. A 

variety of studies profiled transcription levels but no conclusive correlation was made. 

Unfortunately, due to the great signal amplification of the interferon pathway, minute and 

difficult to measure changes in gene regulation may result in dramatic differences to pathogen 

response. A more directed strategy would be to examine individual ISG levels. A study by Dill et 
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al. in 2011 discovered that, while IL28B genotype did correlate with ISG levels, stratification of 

IL28B genotype and ISG levels revealed an independent correlation with treatment (Dill et al. 

2011). These analyses are again difficult as the precise contribution of individual ISGs and 

implications of specific combinations of ISGs to HCV treatment outcome are not known. In 

2013, Prokunina-Olsson et al. used the innate immune system of human hepatocytes activated by 

artificial dsRNA to analyze response to IFN  by different IL28B genotypes. The authors 

discovered that IL28B was genetically linked to a SNP at position 469415590 in the IFNL4 gene. 

The favorable SNP caused a premature stop codon in the IFNL4 coding region. This fascinating 

result suggested that the presence of a functional gene product from the IFNL4 gene was 

associated with weaker rates of spontaneous HCV clearance and poor treatment outcome 

(Prokunina-Olsson et al. 2013). The authors were only able to make educated speculations on 

why an additional antiviral cytokine might promote HCV infection. One possible explanation is 

that the IFNL4 product is a weak signal and competes with stronger interferons for receptor 

binding. Alternatively, this finding might suggest that some basic properties of the innate 

immune pathways remain unresolved.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

HCV AND CYCLOPHILINS 

Introduction: Cyclophilins 

 Unlike most infective agents, viruses do not encode a full complement of proteins that 

allow them to proliferate independent of the host. Consequently, the life cycles of all viruses 

depend upon numerous host proteins which may generally be termed host cofactors. A 

substantial body of evidence supports a role in diverse viral life cycles for the cyclophilins, a 

family of highly conserved peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerases. HCV is critically dependent 

upon at least cyclophilin A (CyPA). A variety of non-immunosuppressive cyclophilin inhibitors 

(CPIs), such as alisporivir, have had success in clinical trials targeting HCV infection. 

Discovery of Cyclophilin A 

 Peptide bonds joining adjacent amino acids have partial double bond character, which 

restricts the free rotation about these bonds. For most peptide bonds, two energetically-preferred 

states exist, of which the trans state is favored due to steric hindrance in the cis state. Crossing 

between these states is energetically costly. In Xaa-Pro peptide bonds, however, the energy 

minima are more similar between the cis and trans isomers, resulting in a higher percentage of 

isomers containing cis peptidyl-prolyl bonds. The stereostate of the peptidyl-prolyl bond is 

critical in many biological processes including signaling, enzyme function, and membrane 

trafficking. Uncatalyzed interconversion, however, occurs at a physiologically-impractical rate 

(i.e. order of seconds), potentially trapping proline-containing regions of a protein in a particular 

conformation.  

 In 1984, a novel enzyme, named peptidyl-prolyl cis/trans isomerase (PPIase), was 

isolated that could catalyze this cis/trans interconversion (Figure 2.1). In Fischer et al. the 
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Figure 2.1. Enzymatic function of PPIases. Xaa-Pro bonds spontaneously interconvert between cis and 
trans states. The majority are in trans. PPIase functions to accelerate the interconversion between these 
two states.  
 

authors used a target peptide sequence of Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe in a chymotrypsin-coupled protease 

assay. In this peptide, a majority of the peptidyl-prolyl bonds were known to be in the trans state, 

which was a high affinity substrate for the protease. The minority cis isomers were poor 

substrates and were cleaved at a rate determined by the spontaneous isomerization of proline. 

This rate was substantially enhanced by the enzyme PPIase (Fischer et al. 1984). Independently 

and concurrently, efforts to identify the cellular receptor for the immunosuppressant agent 

cyclosporine A (CsA) led to the discovery of a cytosolic protein with high affinity for CsA 

(Handschumacher et al. 1984). This protein, termed cyclophilin (CyP), would turn out to be the 

same protein as PPIase (Fischer et al. 1989; Takahashi et al. 1989). In humans, this protein is the 

18 kDa cyclophilin A (hCyPA), encoded by the gene PPIA. The binding of CsA to CyPA was 

later discovered to be the physiologically relevant event related to the immunosuppressive 

properties of CsA. The CsA/CyPA complex binds to and inhibits the function of the protein 

phosphatase calcineurin (Liu et al. 1991), which normally functions to dephosphorylate NF-AT, 

a transcription factor important for T cell activation.  

Cyclophilin diversity 

 Cyclophilin genes are found in the genomes of all domains of life including that of a 

mimivirus (Thai et al. 2008; Raoult et al. 2004). The members of the cyclophilin enzyme family 

are diverse and function in many aspects of the cell cycle. In addition, cyclophilins have been 
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implicated in a variety of diseases including cancer, diabetes, neurodegeneration, and 

atherosclerosis. They all have in common the presence of a conserved cyclophilin-like domain 

(CLD) but most contain additional domains that may function independent of the CLD. Not all 

of these CLDs are known to exhibit PPIase activity when tested in vitro (Davis et al. 2010), 

suggesting that even the single domain cyclophilins may have PPIase-independent roles such as 

protein chaperoning and quaternary structure regulation.  

 Another enzyme family, the FK506-binding proteins (FKBPs) also exhibit PPIase 

activities (Siekierka et al. 1989; Harding et al. 1989). FK506 is an immunosuppressant that 

inhibits lymphocyte activation and has been used clinically to facilitate transplant and graft 

acceptance. Together, cyclophilins and FKBPs comprise the immunophilin family, so named for 

their binding of the immunosuppressive agents CsA, FK506, and rapamycin. There are at least 

thirteen human genes that encode proteins containing from one to four FKBP domains. Like 

cyclophilins, FKBPs exhibit diverse biological functions. Interestingly, CsA/CyP and the 

FK506/FKBP complexes exert their immunosuppressive effects through identical mechanisms. 

Despite the distinct structures between the compounds and between the proteins, the two 

complexes nevertheless possess a similar composite surface that binds to calcineurin and inhibits 

T cell activation (Liu et al. 1991). The rapamycin/FKBP complex functions differently to inhibit 

T cell proliferation (Brown et al. 1994; Sabatini et al. 1994). Finally, a non-immunophilin 

(although often described in literature as an immunophilin) class of PPIase, the parvulin-like 

proteins, has also been identified and includes two humans genes encoding at least three distinct 

proteins (Rahfeld et al. 1994). One parvulin, PIN1, has been implicated in the HCV lifecycle, 

although this result is controversial.  
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Cyclophilins and HCV 

The first link between viral replication and a host cyclophilin was reported two decades 

ago by Luban and colleagues, who identified CyPA and CyPB as interaction partners of the HIV-

1 Gag polyprotein using a yeast two-hybrid screen (Luban et al. 1993). Subsequently it was 

reported that CyPA, but not CyPB, is specifically incorporated into HIV-1 virions (Franke et al. 

1994; Thali et al. 1994). Although it was initially hypothesized that virion-associated CyPA was 

required during the HIV-1 life cycle, later studies revealed a role specifically for CyPA present 

in the target, rather than the producer cells (Towers et al. 2003; Sokolskaja et al. 2004; 

Hatziioannou et al. 2005). The mechanism by which CyPA functions to facilitate HIV infection 

was never fully resolved, although it may be related to regulation of the stability of the incoming 

viral capsid (Hatziioannou et al. 2005; Li et al. 2009; Shah et al. 2013). Additional cyclophilins 

have also been implicated in the HIV-1 life cycle (reviewed in Frausto et al. 2013).  

Shortly after the invention of the HCV replicon system at least two groups discovered a 

direct anti-HCV effect of CsA on HCV replication (Watashi et al. 2003; Nakagawa et al. 2004). 

Further evidence for a role of a cyclophilin in the HCV life cycle was discovered using non-

immunosuppressive variants of CsA. In Watashi et al. the authors demonstrated a reduction of 

HCV replication efficiency using these derivatives (Watashi et al. 2005). The identity of the 

specific isoform of cyclophilin most important for HCV replication was initially controversial 

(Watashi et al. 2005; Nakagawa et al. 2005; Robida et al. 2007) until several independent groups 

demonstrated that CyPA is universally and specifically required for HCV infection (Yang et al. 

2008; Kaul et al. 2009; Chatterji et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009; Ciesek et al. 2009). CyPA was a 

more attractive candidate due to the cytosolic abundance of CyPA in liver cells compared to 

other cyclophilins. The PPIase motif of CyPA is also required for it to function as an HCV 
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cofactor (Kaul et al. 2009; Chatterji et al. 2009; Liu et al. 2009). SNPs in the PPIA gene that 

destabilize CyPA are known to protect hepatocytes from HCV infection in cell culture (von 

Hahn et al. 2012), which may help explain the observed heterogeneity of HCV permissiveness in 

hepatoma cell populations in vitro.  

The precise roles of CyPA in the HCV life cycle, and relatedly the antiviral mechanisms 

of CsA and its derivatives, are still not fully understood. CyPA has been proposed to stabilize the 

HCV replication complex through binding of the HCV replicase (Liu et al. 2009); to modulate 

the RNA-binding properties of the nonstructural protein 5A (NS5A) (Foster et al. 2011; Nag et 

al. 2012); to act as a cofactor for the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (Watashi et al. 2005); 

and to influence processing of HCV polyproteins (Kaul et al. 2009). CyPA may also play a role 

in more than one step of the HCV infection cycle. Early CsA inhibition studies (Watashi et al. 

2003; Nakagawa et al. 2003; Yang et al. 2008) used subgenomic replicon assays which only 

measure RNA replication but not other steps such as entry or assembly. The subsequent 

observation of differences in the cyclophilin inhibitor (CPI) sensitivity between subgenomic 

replicons and full-length viruses suggested a function of cyclophilins in an additional step such 

as viral assembly (Ciesek et al. 2009). Determining a specific role of CyPA in HCV assembly 

had been difficult, however, due to the fact that replication is a prerequisite for assembly in the 

natural infection cycle. Nag et al. devised an approach to normalize RNA replication first, and 

then, specifically examine assembly in CyPA knockdown cells (Nag et al. 2012). These results 

suggest that CyPA does indeed play an additional role at the assembly step of the HCV life 

cycle. A recent report showed that CyPA could also interact with the interferon regulatory factor 

9 (IRF9) in vitro (Bobardt et al. 2013); although, since previous studies have demonstrated that 
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CsA functions through an interferon-independent mechanism, the significance of the CyPA-IRF9 

interaction is unclear.  

Cyclophilin inhibitors in the clinic 

Despite the strong inhibitory effect of CsA in vitro, the in vivo effect of CsA on HCV 

infection and disease progression is less clear, at least in liver transplant patients. Direct 

comparison of patients who received either CsA or Tacrolimus (FK506), the latter of which did 

not have any anti-HCV effect in vitro, failed to show significant difference in the severity of 

recurrent HCV in several studies (Hilgard et al. 2006; Martin et al. 2004; Guitard et al. 2007; 

Rayhill et al. 2006). On the other hand, combination of interferon α (IFN) and CsA was more 

effective in achieving sustained virologic response than IFN monotherapy, especially in patients 

with genotype 1 virus, high viral load, or both (Inoue et al. 2003; Inoue et al. 2005). 

Additionally, clinical trials of CsA derivatives which lack immunosuppressive function have 

shown that these compounds can potently suppress HCV viral load in patients and may become 

part of the future combination therapy against HCV (Flisiak et al. 2012; Hopkins et al. 2012). 

Several reasons could account for the differences between the transplant patient results and the 

positive clinical studies. First, the immune functions of the transplant patients are suppressed by 

CsA and the antiviral effect alone may not be enough to suppress the virus; all of the anti-HCV 

clinical CPIs lack the immunosuppressive function. Second, the standard dosage of CsA used in 

the transplant patients was too low as far as the anti-HCV function is concerned. The leading 

CPI, Alisporivir, which was already more potent than CsA at inhibiting HCV replication in vitro, 

was administered at least twice the daily dosage of CsA. Finally, sequence polymorphisms 

flanking conserved regions of NS5A may affect in vivo susceptibility to CsA (Ansari et al. 
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2013). Development of non-CsA-derived CPIs may offer structural diversity in this class of host-

targeting compounds (Gregory et al. 2011).  
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CHAPTER THREE 

MAPPING THE CYCLOPHILIN BINDING SITE OF NS5A 

Introduction 

Previous work in our lab identified CyPA as an essential cofactor for HCV replication 

and found that the anti-HCV effects of CsA and its derivatives are due to their inhibition of the 

cellular protein CyPA (Yang et al. 2008). These results were independently verified by other 

groups. The viral protein(s) regulating HCV dependence upon CyPA were unresolved, so 

members of our lab undertook a novel genetic approach, termed cofactor-independent mutant 

(CoFIM) screening, to identify viral proteins that regulated CsA sensitivity and CyPA 

dependence. In general, this approach for characterizing HCV cellular cofactors is carried out as 

follows:  

i. Permissive cells are infected by HCV.  

ii. RNAi-mediated knockdown of the target cofactor is enabled by lentiviral 

transduction with a vector containing a shRNA-expressing selectable 

cassette. This step may be swapped with the first, but the heterogeneity of 

the viral population is higher when the infection is allowed to establish. 

iii. Breakthrough, mutant viruses are isolated, characterized, and used to 

infect naïve knockdown cells. 

Using this technique we obtained a population of HCV that could efficiently infect CyPA-

knockdown cells and was also resistant to treatment with CsA and its derivatives. Viral RNA 

was isolated, reverse transcribed, and sequenced. Mutations were found in the regions encoding 

for the viral proteins E2, NS2, NS4B, and NS5A. Engineering some of these mutations into the 

parental viral sequence indicated that the mutations D316E, Y317N, and D316E/Y317N (located 
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within a conserved region of NS5A domain 2) conferred significant resistance to CsA and 

relaxed the dependence of HCV on cellular CyPA levels (Yang, doctoral dissertation 2010; Yang 

et al. 2010). This was the starting point of the present work. The primary purpose of the work in 

this chapter was to enable the structural study of the CyPA:NS5A interaction. To that end, we 

first mapped the CyPA binding sites on NS5A and determined additional residues that could 

regulate this interaction.  

Methods 

Colony formation assay of HCV and GBV-B replicons 

 Replicon-harboring cells were seeded onto 10cm cell culture plates. 200-500 µg/ml G418 

was used to clear replication-deficient replicons. After several weeks of incubation and media 

changes, the dishes were washed and fixed with methanol. The plate was flooded with crystal 

violet for 10 minutes at room temperature then washed with water until background stain was 

removed.  

Lentivirus assembly and transduction 

 293FT cells were seeded onto 60mm cell culture plates day before transfection, without 

antibiotic, with a target confluency of 90% plate coverage day of transfection. 3 µg pHIV7-puro 

or pHIV7-IRES, 2 µg Gag-Pol expression plasmid, 2 µg REV expression plasmid, and 1 µg 

VSV-G expression plasmid were diluted into 1 ml of Opti-MEM (Life Technologies). 18 µl 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) was diluted separately into 1 ml of Opti-MEM and incubated 

for 5 minutes. The two dilutions were mixed and transfection complexes were allowed to form 

for 20 minutes. The complete reaction was added to 9 ml on each plate. Lentiviral vectors were 

allowed to assemble and release and collected 48, 72, and 96 hours post-transfection. Lentivirus-

containing media was filtered through a 0.2 µm syringe filter and stored at -80ºC.  
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 Transduction was carried out on target cells at approximately 70% confluency. 5 µg/ml 

Polybrene (EMB Millipore) was used occasionally to enhance transduction efficiency. 1.2 µg/ml 

Puromycin (Life Technologies) was added 48 hours post-transduction. 

Cofactor-independent mutant screening 

 This protocol has been described previously (Yang et al. 2010). Briefly, Huh-7.5 cells are 

infected with JFH-1 (genotype 2a full-length virus) at a low MOI. The virus is allowed to spread 

and monitored by anti-NS3 immunofluorescence. Once the cell population is highly infected, the 

cells are transduced with sh-A161 or control lentiviral vector and selected with 1.2 µg/ml 

puromycin. Knockdown of the cellular cofactor was confirmed by Western blot. Cells were 

cultured and monitored for viral breakthrough. Once the infection reached close to 100%, the 

supernatant was collected, buffered, filtered, and stored at -80ºC.  

In vitro transcription and electroporation of HCV RNA 

 Viral plasmids were linearized with their specific restriction enzymes and purified by 

phenol-chloroform extraction. A second chloroform extraction was used to remove residual 

phenol. Linear DNA was precipitated in sodium acetate and isopropanol. Pellets of DNA were 

formed by centrifugation at 18,000x g for 30 minutes at 4º C. DNA pellets were washed with 

70% cold ethanol in water and centrifuged at 9,000x g for 5 minutes. Ethanol was removed and 

the pellet exposed to atmosphere for 5 minutes to dry. DNA was resuspended in water at 

approximately 0.1 µg/µl. RNA was generated with the MEGAscript T7 kit (Ambion) following 

manufacturer instructions. RNA was extracted and purified as in the linear DNA step.  

 1-10 µg infectious viral RNA was mixed with 400 µl of cells at a concentration of 106 

cells/ml and placed in an electroporation cuvette. Electroporation was carried out by a Gene 

Pulser Xcell (Bio-Rad). The 400 µl of suspended cells was mixed with 20% serum media. Cells 
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were allowed to attach for 4 hours at 37ºC followed by a media change with fresh 20% serum 

media.  

Cloning, expression, and purification of NS5A D2 and D2+ 

 

  

Figure 3.1. Purification of D2+. Pooled Ni-NTA elutions of D2+ preps were bound to an anion exchange 
resin and eluted with NaCl. The first major peak is D2+. Fractions were pooled and injected onto a 
Superdex 75 column; the major peak is D2+.  
 

 The sequence coding for NS5A domain 2 (D2) spanning N248 to L340 or D2+ spanning 

N248 to R354 were amplified from JFH-1 cDNA and cloned into pET21a-d(+). The constructs 

contained extra M- and –LEHHHHHH residues at their N- and C-terminus, respectively. 

Constructs were expressed in Rosetta 2 (DE3) (Novagen) cells under 25 µg/ml chloramphenicol 

and 50 µg/ml ampicillin or carbenicillin selection. Screened bacterial clones were inoculated into 

lysogeny broth 1:100 from a saturated culture and grown to an Abs600=0.6 followed by induction 

with 0.6 mM isopropyl -D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG). Culture was harvested after 7 hours 

incubation post-induction at room temperature and lysed in binding buffer (50mM NaPO4, 300 

mM NaCl, 10 mM imidazole, pH 8.0) by fixed-geometry fluid processing (microfluidizer) or by 

boiling for 10 minutes. Clarified lysate was purified in four stages by His-Select Nickel Affinity 

Gel (Ni-NTA resin, Sigma), size exclusion HPLC (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare) (Figure 3.1), 
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and filtration by 3,000 MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 (EMD Millipore). Purified protein was stored 

in appropriate buffer at either -20ºC or 4ºC. 

Cloning, expression, and purification of CyPA 

 

  

Figure 3.2. Purification of CyPA and R55A. Ni-NTA purification was used to extract CyPA from 
bacterial lysates. Ni-NTA elutions were concentrated and injected onto a Superdex 75 HPLC column. 
 

 The genetic coding sequence for CyPA was amplified from a preparation of human 

cellular cDNA by PCR with the addition of NdeI and BamHI restriction sites at the N- and C-

terminus, respectively. The PCR product was digested and ligated into linearized pET15b 

plasmid. CyPA-pET15b with a N-terminal hexahistidine tag was used to transform E. coli BL21 

(DE3) cells. Colonies of these cells were screened for induction efficiency. Induction was carried 

out by treatment with 0.6 mM isopropyl -D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) of a Abs600=0.6 

culture for 3.5 hours at 37º C with gentle agitation. A 30% glycerol stock of one high efficiency 

colony was produced. This clone consistently yielded over 100 mg soluble CyPA per liter of 

culture as determined by Abs280 measurement.  

 To purify 6xHis-CyPA, culture was spun down at 6,000x g for 10 minutes at 4º C. Pellets 

were suspended in Ni-NTA binding buffer at a ratio of 1:20 buffer to original culture. This cell 

suspension was homogenized with a needle and passed through a microfluidizer 10 times. Lysate 

was clarified with centrifugation at 18,000x g for 20 minutes at 4º C. Clarified supernatant was 
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passed by gravity flow over a column of Ni-NTA resin (Qiagen). 2 ml bed volume resin per liter 

of original culture was used. Columns were washed until Abs260=baseline. Protein was eluted 

with imadozole. Protein was concentrated with a 3,000 MWCO Amicon Ultra-15 centrifugal 

filter unit (EMD Millipore). We used a final purification step of high-performance liquid 

chromatography (Superdex 75, GE Healthcare) (Figure 3.2). Protein was stored in appropriate 

buffer at 4ºC.  

SDS-PAGE and Western blot 

 Bacterial or eukaryotic cell pellets were suspended in Laemmli buffer (50 mM Tris-CL, 

pH 6.8, 2% SDS, 26% glycerol, 0.01% bromophenol blue). For reducing conditions, beta-

mercaptoethanol was added. Lysates were boiled 5 minutes and loaded on SDS-PAGE gels. 

Electrophoresis was carried out in two steps between 50 and 120V. SDS-PAGE gels were 

washed in Tris-glycine-methanol transfer buffer and mated to 0.45 µm activated PVDF. Samples 

were transferred by application of 90-400mA for 1-12 hours. Membranes were blocked in PBS 

with 0.2% tween (PBST) for 1 hour at room temperature. Primary and secondary-HRP 

antibodies were diluted in 5% non-fat milk in PBST for 1 hour each with PBST washes. 

Chemiluminescent substrate (Immobilon, EMD Millipore) was added to membranes and 

incubated for 5 minutes at room temperature. X-ray film was exposed to membranes and 

developed.  

Immunofluorescence assays 

 Cells were seeded on microscope coverslips and fixed with a base solution of phosphate-

buffered saline (PBS) with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 minutes at room temperature. 

Coverslips were washed three times and then blocked with a base solution of PBS with 1% 

bovine serum albumin, 5% normal goat serum, and 0.1% Triton X-100 (PBST) for 1 hour at 
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room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted in PBST and incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature followed by three PBS washes. Secondary antibodies were diluted in PBST and 

incubated for 1 hour at room temperature followed by three final PBS washes. VECTASHIELD 

mounting medium with DAPI was used to mount coverslips to microscope slides. Digital images 

were collected at 10x10x or oil-immersion 10x100x with a fluorescent microscope.  

SPOT assay 

 Peptides were synthesized by JPT Peptide Technologies (Berlin, Germany) on a 

nitrocellulose membrane, immobilized by their C-termini, acetylated at their N-termini, and 

contained two alanine spacers. CyPA or the mutant R55A-CyPA were conjugated to horse radish 

peroxidase using the Lightning-Link HRP kit (Innova Biosciences) following manufacturer 

protocol. SPOT membranes were activated in methanol for 5 minutes at room temperature and 

then washed in 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl (TBS) buffer. Membranes were 

blocked in 5% non-fat milk in 11.9 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4, 137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 

0.2% Tween (PBST) buffer for 1 hour at room temperature. The HRP conjugates were diluted to 

0.5 nM, either in the presence or absence of competitor, in blocking buffer and then agitated on 

the membranes for 1 hour at room temperature. Membranes were washed three times for 10 

minutes with PBST, dried on filter paper, and incubated with Immobilon HRP substrate 

(Millipore) for 5 minutes. X-ray film was exposed to membranes and developed. X-ray films 

were digitized and analyzed by ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). 

 Membranes were regenerated originally by a water wash followed by 8M urea, 1% SDS, 

0.1% BME and then 10% acetic acid and 50% ethanol, three times in order. Later experiments 

were stepped-down from 8M urea to 0M urea during the final renaturation. The membranes were 

then rinsed in water and then three times in Tris-buffer saline with 0.05% Tween 20.  
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HCV luciferase-based replication kinetics assay 

 J6-JFH-RenillaLuc construct was provided by Charles Rice (Rockefeller University). 

Huh-7.5 sh-Luc and sh-A161 cells have been described previously (Yang et al. 2010). Infectious 

RNA was generated and electroporated as described above. Cells were harvested at 4, 24, 48, 

and 72 hours post-electroporation and analyzed for luciferase activity using a Renilla Luciferase 

Assay System (Promega).  

Dot blot CyPA-pulldown assay 

 Recombinant D2 or D2+ protein was spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane using a dot 

blot apparatus. Membrane was blocked in 5% milk in PBST for 1 hour at room temperature. 

CyPA or R55A-CyPA was preincubated with inhibitor or competitor and agitated on the 

membrane for 1 hour at room temperature. Membrane was washed with PBST three times and 

exposed to X-ray film.  

Vaccinia virus-mediated expression of NS5A 

 JFH-1 plasmid was transfected into 293FT cells as described above. Four hours after 

transfection, a stock of recombinant vaccine virus (vTF7-3; courtesy of Bernard Moss, NIH, 

Bethesda, MD) was diluted 1:125 in 10% serum media and disrupted by passage through a 22-

gauge needle 10 times. Virus was added to cells at a MOI of 100. Virus was removed after 2 

hours and fresh media was added. Once initial detachment was observed (32-38 hours post-

infection) the lysates were collected for pulldown experiments.  

Full-length NS5A pull-down by immobilized CyPA 

 Cellular lysates were precleared with an equal volume of Ni-NTA 50% resin slurry in 

binding buffer for 1 hour at 4º C. The lysate was then centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 1 minute. 

6xHis-CyPA was added to precleared lysate and incubated for 1 hour at 4º C. A volume of Ni- 
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Figure 3.3. Pull-down of full-length NS5A by immobilized CyPA. His-CyPA is first bound to a Ni-NTA 
resin, with or without inhibitor, and then precleared lysate is passed over. Beads are checked for NS5A by 
Western blot. 
 

NTA resin was added to the mixture and incubated for 1 hour at 4º C. The sample was 

centrifuged at 1,000 x g for 1 minute and supernatant was removed. Anti-NS5A Western blot 

analysis of beads revealed efficiency of pulldown by CyPA (Figure 3.3). Images were quantified 

by ImageJ (National Institutes of Health).  

Results 

Replicate CoFIM of CyPA 

To confirm the results of the first CoFIM, an independent replicate experiment was 

performed. The lentiviral transduction vector pHIV-7-puro was engineered to express a shRNA 

targeting CyPA (position 161, target sequence AAGGGTTCCTGCTTTCTCAGA). 293FT cells 

were used to package single-round infectious lentivirus by transfection of the pHIV-7-puro 

plasmid with expression constructs for Gag-pol, Rev, and VSVG. Lentivirus was collected at 48, 

72, and 96 hours, pooled, filtered, and used to transduce Huh-7.5 cells to produce Huh-7.5-sh-

A161 (CyPA-KD). Three general experiments were performed: 
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i. To observe genotype-specific differences, replicon RNA conferring G418 

resistance from genotypes 1a, 1b, and 2a were electroporated into Huh-7.5 

cells. Two days post-electroporation the cells were transduced with sh-

A161 lentivirus. Two days post-transduction G418 was added to culture 

medium to clear cells harboring unfit replicons. After colonies formed the 

plates were stained with crystal violet (Figure 3.4a). These results indicate 

genotype 1a and 1b are more dependent upon cellular CyPA levels than 

the subgenomic NS3-NS5B 2a replicon (compare top panel to bottom for 

each column).  

ii. Huh-7.5 cells were infected with full-length infectious HCV and then 

transduced with the knockdown vector, or transduced and then infected. In 

either case, resistant virus emerged, although when the infection was not 

allowed to establish prior to transduction viral escape was delayed. 

Infection was monitored by immunofluorescence staining (representative 

results in Figure 3.4b, left column). Reinfection of Huh-7.5 with resistant 

virus is demonstrated in Figure 3.4b, right column.  

iii. Huh-7.5 cells were transduced with knockdown vector and then 

electroporated with RNA encoding a bicistronic full-length infectious 

HCV containing a luciferase reporter. Replication kinetics were monitored 

by measurement of intracellular Renilla luciferase levels (RLU).  

RNA was isolated from the infected CyPA-KD cells, reverse transcribed, and the pooled samples 

were submitted for sequencing. As in other independent screens in our lab, mutations in 
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a conserved region of NS5A domain 2 were detected, with the sequence corresponding to 

a combination of D316E and Y317N.  

 

 

Figure 3.4. Effect on HCV replication of knockdown of cellular CyPA levels. (a) Colony formation 
assays with selectable subgenomic replicons for genotypes 2a (SGR2a), 1a (H77), and 1b (Rep1b). (b) 10 
days post-infection of parental Huh-7.5 cells or CyPA-KD cells with wild-type full-length infectious 
HCV (JFH-1) or breakthrough virus from 20 days selection in CyPA-KD cells (J-LA). Green: anti-HCV 
NS3 staining, blue: DAPI. 
 

HCV NS5A mutations D316E and Y317N individually and concertedly enhance viral 

replication in CyPA-knockdown cells 

 

Table 3.1. Mutations detected in NS5A of J-LA virus. 

Clone(s) D316 Y317 M299 E71 P95 S324 
1 E – gag N – aac V - gtg    
2, 3 E – gag  V – gtg    
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 E – gag N – aac V – gtg    
11  N – aac V – gtg    
12, 13 E – gaa      
14 E – gaa  V – gtg G - ggg   
15 E – gag  T – aca  S - tca P - ccg 
16 E – gaa N – aac I – ata    
17 E – gag  V - gtg    
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 It was not initially clear based on sequencing of the mixed-population cDNA from HCV-

infected CyPA-KD cells if the double mutation (D316E/Y317N) was present or if fully wild-type 

virus was capable of replicating in the presence of mutant virus sequence. The sequencing results 

from the mixed population could be interpreted as: fully wild-type D316Y317 (GACTAC), 

D316N317 (GACAAC), E316Y317 (GAGTAC), or double mutant E316N317 (GAGAAC) 

(Figure 3.5). Hypothetically, any particular mutant may modulate the cell environment 

promoting the enhanced replication of another genotype. We resolved this ambiguity by 

subcloning RT-PCR products of this region into pCR2.1-TOPO vectors. Indeed, sequencing of 

seventeen of these subclones supported the complete absence of any virus completely wild-type 

at the dipeptide region and also confirmed the presence of double mutant DEYN virus (Table 

3.1). While the DEYN mutations were previously known to be sufficient to restore replication, 

the complete absence of wild-type virus in a breakthrough population suggested either the DE or  

 

 

Figure 3.5. Sequencing of mixed population virus isolated 20 days post-infection from CyPA-KD cells. 
Black box: DNA sequence corresponding to D316 – natural sequence GAG. Purple box: DNA sequence 
corresponding to Y317 – natural sequence TAC. Results are consistent with various combinations of 
D316E virus, Y317N virus, DEYN virus, and wild-type virus present in the population.  
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YN mutations were necessary in each individual viral genome for efficient replication in cell 

culture in a reduced-CyPA environment. Additionally, the individual mutations, in replication 

experiments, replicate less efficiently than double mutant virus, supporting a model where the 

single mutants are intermediate to the better-adapted double mutant. Of note, other independent 

screens identified alternative adaptive mutations at Y317. Y317R and Y317H were both detected 

and also appear sufficient to rescue HCV replication in CyPA-KD cells (Yang et al. 2010). It is 

not clear why these mutations did not arise in this screen. In the case of Y317R, two mutations 

are required to change the codon, suggesting a higher genetic barrier compared to Y317N. 

Determining CyPA dependence and CsA sensitivity of GB virus B replicons 

 GB virus B (GBVB) is a virus that causes hepatitis in tamarins and, until recently, was 

considered the most phylogenetically related virus to HCV (Simons et al. 1995; Muerhoff et al. 

1995). GBVB has been recently assigned to the new genus Pegivirus. The virus is very similar in 

genome organization to HCV, with a long ORF coding for the proteins core, E1, E2, p13, NS2, 

NSγ, NS4A, NS4B, NS5A, and NS5B and flanked by 5’ and γ’ UTRs. The amino acid identity 

between HCV and GBVB is poor. Additionally, GBVB tends to cause acute, self-limiting 

infections in its suspected natural host, tamarins, as opposed to the typically chronic infections 

established by HCV in humans.  

 

 

Figure 3.6. Human and tamarin CyPA are evolutionarily conserved. Alignment of amino acid sequence of 
Homo sapien CyPA (top sequence) with representative tamarin CyPA from Saguinus oedipus (bottom 
sequence). Sequence variation highlighted in red.  
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Chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) are the most robust animal model for HCV, but cost and 

ethical considerations make them less than ideal. Humanized mice have been used effectively to 

study HCV, however, as a requirement of the humanization, they are immunocompromised. The 

study of HCV would benefit from a small primate model. GBVB is known to infect tamarins and 

marmosets (Lanford et al. 2003) and because of the similarity between GBVB and HCV several 

groups have proposed using GBVB as a surrogate model for the study of HCV. To this end, we 

hypothesized that if GBVB were dependent upon similar host cofactors as HCV we could reveal 

evolutionarily conserved replication strategies between the two viruses. Additionally, if GBVB 

proved dependent upon cellular CyPA, we reasoned that exploring the viral regulation of CyPA 

dependence of GBVB would elucidate common protein regulatory regions. The cotton-top 

tamarin species Saguinus oedipus, like all tamarins, encodes a CyPA protein nearly identical to 

the human CyPA (Figure 3.6). Finally, because the natural host range of HCV is limited to 

humans and chimpanzees, the elucidation of common host cofactors would narrow the search for 

the barriers to HCV infection present in most primates.   

 

 
Figure 3.7. Anti-V5 antibody can specifically detect GBV-B replicons in Huh-7.5 cells. Anti-V5 Western 
blot with lysates of naïve Huh-7.5 cells, Huh-7.5 cells infected with wild-type HCV, Huh-7.5 HCV cells 
transduced by a control lentivirus (sh-Luc), and Huh-7.5 cells harboring the GBV-B replicons GB-4 and 
GB-2.  
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Annette Martin of the Institut Pasteur has developed a subgenomic selectable replicon of 

GBV-B in Huh-7.5 cells. A V5 epitope tag was introduced into NS5A to allow convenient 

detection by Western blot (Figure 3.7). We assembled shRNA-expressing lentiviruses in 293FT 

cells targeting either CyPA or another well-known, but unrelated, HCV cofactor 

phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase alpha (PI4K). GBV-B replicon-harboring cells were transduced 

and we allowed shRNA expression to proceed without selection pressure for 48 hours. G418 was 

administered at a stringent dose for 96 hours to clear cells ‘cured’ by the knockdown. Previous 

work in our lab, and others, has demonstrated that knockdown of CyPA or PI4K is efficient at 

clearing the majority of HCV protein in an analogous experiment. Using the GBV-B replicons, 

we did not detect significant reduction in replication (Figure 3.8).  

 Previous work in our lab has shown that cyclophilins other than CyPA are not capable of 

rescuing HCV infection in CyPA-KD cells (Yang et al. 2008). We hypothesized that GBV-B 

replicons may either rely on other cyclophilins than CyPA or that their lifecycle may be 

insensitive to modulation of a single isoform. CsA and its non-immunosuppressive derivative 

DEB-025 function as inhibitors of most cyclophilin-like domain-containing (CLD-containing) 

proteins. Davis et al. is the most comprehensive analysis of CsA binding by the cyclophilin 

family to date. The authors discovered that the majority of CLD-containing proteins can bind 

CsA. Importantly, all proteins that displayed tetrapeptide activity in vitro (a test for PPIase 

activity) could bind CsA (Davis et al. 2010). HCV is critically dependent upon the PPIase 

activity of CyPA (Liu et al. 2009). Therefore, CsA and DEB-025 are useful as general inhibitors 

of CLD-directed isomerase activity within the cell. We tested the sensitivity of GBV-B replicons 

in the presence of very high media concentrations of either CsA or DEB-025. CsA was tested up 

to 4 µg/ml, which is an unsustainable level due to cytotoxicity. We also tested DEB-025 up to 
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0.8 ug/ml which is a concentration that can efficiently inhibit even CsA-resistant HCV (Yang et 

al. 2010). In either case, no significant reduction in GBV-B NS5A-V5 signal was detected (data 

not shown).  

 

 

Figure 3.8. Knockdown of host CyPA and PI4K do not inhibit GBV-B replicons. Cells harboring GB-2 or 
GB-4 replicons were transduced with lentivirus targeting a control sequence (sh-Luc), CyPA (sh-A161), 
or PI4K. Western blot analysis supports efficient knockdown of CyPA. 
 

 These results suggest that GBV-B subgenomic replicons do not rely on the PPIase 

activity of any CLD-containing protein in Huh-7.5 cells. Huh-7.5 cells express proteins from the 

FKBP and parvulin families which are known to exhibit PPIase activity. Hypothetically, the 

GBV-B lifecycle may rely on members of these families instead of the cyclophilins. At the time 

this work was conducted GBV-B was the closest known phylogenetically-related virus to HCV. 

However, recent work has discovered a new non primate hepacivirus in canines and horses 

(Kapoor et al. 2011; Burbelo et al. 2012) and HCV-like viruses have also been detected in 

rodents and bats (Kapoor et al. 2013; Quan et al. 2013; Drexler et al. 2013). The discovery of 

these diverse hosts for hepacivirus infections has changed our expectations on the origin of HCV 

and suggests there are many HCV-related viruses in distantly related mammal species. 

Additionally, a recent report demonstrated recapitulation of the entire HCV life cycle in 
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genetically humanized mice with blunted antiviral immunity (Dorner et al. 2013). While this 

mouse system lacks a fully functional immune system, it is in the context of authentic HCV.  

Together, the discovery of viruses phylogenetically closer to HCV than GBV-B and the 

availability of a small animal system that allows the study of most host-virus interactions of 

HCV, combined with our own results indicating divergent host cofactor requirements between 

these two viruses, has reduced the interest in developing surrogate models with GBV-B. 

However, it is possible that CyPA dependence is a unique requirement of HCV virus. In this 

case, the DEYN regulatory motif may exert its function in a manner unique to HCV. The 

difference between HCV and a closely related virus may explain elements of the past speciation 

event that separated their common ancestor. 

Scanning of NS5A domain II through domain III to identify proline-containing peptides 

that bind to CyPA in vitro 

Although the DEYN NS5A mutations appear to regulate CyPA dependence of the entire 

virus, it is not clear how these residues might change the interaction between CyPA and NS5A. 

The natural substrate of PPIase activity is Xaa-Pro bonds and the C-terminal domains of NS5A 

are particularly proline rich (Figure 3.10). Proline isomerization has been detected at almost all 

of the prolines in NS5A D2-D3 (Hanoulle et al. 2009; Verdegem et al. 2011). However, there are 

known binding sequences of CyPA that do not include prolines. In Solbak et al. the authors 

identified a region of the HIV-1 protein Vpr which strongly bound CyPA in an arginine-

dependent manner (Solbak et al. 2011). We hypothesized that binding sites of CyPA may be 

functionally linked to the dipeptide region which regulates CyPA dependence. To identify these 

binding sites Henry Grise, based on a similar approach by Piotukh et al. in 2005, developed an 

unbiased screen using overlapping peptides immobilized on a nitrocellulose membrane, 
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corresponding to amino acid sequences in NS5A D2 to D3. This eighteen peptide array (Table 

3.2) was probed with recombinant CyPA conjugated with horse radish peroxidase (CyPA-HRP) 

(as in Figure 3.9). Using this assay, Dr. Grise discovered two of the eighteen peptides, designated 

peptide 6 (P6) and P7, were capable of binding CyPA-HRP under these conditions. The binding 

to P6 was sensitive to treatment with CPI and a P6 spot with all prolines changed to alanine did 

not bind CyPA-HRP. The P7 peptide, on the other hand, was not CPI sensitive (i.e. signal was 

not reduced in presence of DEB-025) and was not dependent on the presence of prolines. Dr. 

Grise resolved that the signal generated by the P7 spot was due to the presence of an N-terminal 

tyrosine residue and was a physiologically-irrelevant interaction in the context of this assay 

(Grise, doctoral dissertation, 2012).  

 

 

Figure 3.9. Schematic of SPOT assay experiment. 18mer peptides are synthesized on a nitrocellulose 
membrane from their C-terminus. Membranes blocked by 5% non-fat milk are probed in the presence of 
CyPA-HRP (or mutant R55A-CyPA-HRP) conjugate in the absence or presence of inhibitor (e.g. DEBIO-
025; clinically known as Alisporivir). Non-specifically-bound CyPA-HRP is washed off and the 
membrane is treated with chemiluminescent substrate and exposed to film. Bound CyPA-HRP can be 
removed by treatment with urea and acid. Regenerated membranes are stable for several rounds of 
probing. Soluble versions of each bound peptide can be used as competitors in addition to the small 
molecule inhibitors.  
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Figure 3.10. Sequence of NS5A D2-D3. NS5A D2 (red) and D3 (green) are separated by a low 
complexity sequence (blue) and are proline rich. Sequences of overlapping 18mer peptides P1 to P18 used 
in the SPOT assay are shown in the context of the full-length sequence. 
 
Table 3.2. Sequences of peptides used for probing CyPA binding. 

 

Peptide Sequence

P1 THSNTYDVDMVDANLLME

P2 ANLLMEGGVAQTEPESRV

P3 EPESRVPVLDFLEPMAEE

P4 EPMAEEESDLEPSIPSEC

P5 SIPSECMLPRSGFPRALP

P6 FPRALPAWARPDYNPPLV

P7 NPPLVESWRRPDYQPPTV*

P8 DYQPPTVAGCALPPPKKA

P9 PPPKKAPTPPPRRRRTVG

P10 RRRTVGLSESTISEALQQ

P11 SEALQQLAIKTFGQPPSS

P12 GQPPSSGDAGSSTGAGAA

P13 TGAGAAESGGPTSPGEPA

P14 SPGEPAPSETGSASSMPP

P15 ASSMPPLEGEPGDPDLES

P16 DPDLESDQVELQPPPQGG

P17 PPPQGGGVAPGSGSGSWS

P18 GSGSWSTCSEEDDTTVCC
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Figure 3.11. Recombinant CyPA and R55A. Recombinant CyPA and isomerase-deficient CyPA (R55A) 
were cloned into pET15b bacterial expression vector, expressed, purified, and conjugated to horse radish 
peroxidase. 

 

Based on the observation that the P7 peptide was not a physiologically-relevant substrate 

of CyPA and interfered with the SPOT assay, we obtained a new SPOT array with the amino 

acid sequence of P7 shifted by one residue (termed P7*) (Figure 3.12). This new array was 

probed with recombinant CyPA-HRP. Using this new array HRP activity was undetectable at 

P7* (Figure 3.13). The P6 spot efficiently bound CyPA as previously described.  

 

 

Figure 3.12. Domain organization of NS5A. Overlapping 18mer peptides corresponding to sequence from 
LCS-I of NS5A through all of domain III are tested for CyPA binding in the SPOT assay.  
 

 

Figure 3.13. CyPA binds P6 and P8 in an isomerase-dependent, DEB025-sensitive manner. Isomerase 
deficient CyPA (R55A-HRP) failed to bind P6 and P8. In addition, incubation of CyPA-HRP with 
DEB025 abrogated binding to all peptides.  

 

* 

* 
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Figure 3.14. NS5A sequence corresponding to peptides P6, P7*, and P8. P6 contains functional dipeptide 
motif regulating CyPA dependence at position 316-317. P7* has been shifted downstream by one amino 
acid to avoid N-terminal tyrosine.  

 

The SPOT array we used is similar in principle to the arrays developed in the 1990s that 

have been used successfully to detect antibody binding sites (epitopes) of monoclonal antibodies 

and antigenic sites of polyclonal antibodies (Frank et al. 1992; Kramer et al. 1993). Although 

nitrocellulose membranes are generally considered sensitive to harsh chemical conditions, these 

arrays are commonly usable after many rounds of stripping and reprobing (Martens et al. 1995).  

These arrays are generally only useful for detecting continuous binding sites and not for 

detecting conformation-dependent binding sites in protein-protein interactions. However, in our 

assay we selected 18mer peptides which are slightly longer than the more standard 13-15mer 

peptides used in epitope mapping (although peptides up to 30 amino acids in length have been 

used). We hypothesized that the longer length of our peptides and/or the high local concentration 

of peptides on each SPOT may promote some interactions that vary based on the chemical 

conditions of the assay. With the new membrane our initial probe with CyPA-HRP highlighted 

the P6 spot. Upon regeneration with a standard protocol (8M urea and 1% SDS followed by a 

dilute acid) P6 remained the only peptide to efficiently bind CyPA. During the second 

regeneration we used a step-down approach to gently renature the membrane from 8M urea to a 

urea-free buffer. Using this method a new, strong signal was detected at the position containing 

the peptide P8 (Figures 3.13 and 3.14). Subsequently, renaturation of the membrane using the 

original, harsher protocol relieved CyPA binding at P8. A final round of renaturation using the 

* 
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step-down approach restored this binding. It is not clear what structural feature of the peptide is 

being altered by this renaturation, but we assume the original P8 SPOT probed by Dr. Grise 

(Grise, doctoral dissertation 2010) would have responded similarly to a gentler renaturation. All 

subsequent SPOT experiments were carried out using membranes regenerated with the newer 

protocol.  

Several groups have reported that the isomerase activity of CyPA is critical for its role in 

the HCV life cycle. Several mutations are known to abolish CyPA PPIase activity. We cloned, 

expressed, and purified an isomerase-deficient mutant of CyPA, R55A, and conjugated it to HRP 

to produce R55A-HRP (Figure 3.11). We probed the SPOT array with R55A-HRP and 

discovered P6 and P8 could not efficiently bind the isomerase-deficient CyPA (Figure 3.13). 

Additionally, we used a non-immunosuppressive analog of CsA (DEB025) to sequester CyPA. 

P6 and P8 binding of CyPA were both sensitive to CPI treatment. These results support a 

physiologically-relevant interaction of CyPA with P6 and P8.  

Validation of SPOT assay with control peptides 

 

 

Figure 3.15. Validation of SPOT assay. Control peptides were probed for CyPA-HRP binding (first row), 
isomerase deficient CyPA (second row), or CyPA-HRP mixed with inhibitor (third row). Ponceau S 
staining was used to demonstrate differences in binding were not due to peptide abundance (each peptide 
is approximately 5 nmol).  
 

Spot 

name
Sequence Reference

S37 PRKGPPLPNGDTEVHGLA
Piotukh et al. 

2005

Sγ7P− ARKGAALANGDTEVHGLA

S157 VIFDPYAPKLTSSVAEHK
Piotukh et al. 

2005

S157P− VIFDAYAAKLTSSVAEHK

HIV Gag VHAGPIAPGQMREPRGSD Zhao et al. 1997

HIV 
GagP−

VHAGAIAAGQMREARGSD
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 In Piotukh et al. the authors used a phage display system to discover linear sequences that 

recognized CyPA. A consensus motif of FGPXLp was selected after five rounds of panning. The 

authors constructed a SPOT array using genes that contained sequences similar to the consensus 

motif identified in the phage display assay (Piotukh et al. 2005). To validate our approach we 

selected two of the positive matches from Piotukh et al. (spots 37 and 157). We also included a 

known substrate of CyPA, a peptide corresponding to a region of HIV Gag (Gamble et al. 1996; 

Vajdos et al. 1997; Zhao et al. 1997). We found these control peptides efficiently bound CyPA-

HRP. This interaction was proline-dependent and CPI-sensitive. Ponceau S was used to show 

similar peptide quantities between each spot (JPT Peptide Technologies estimates 5 nmol peptide 

per spot) (Figure 3.15). 

Binding of CyPA to P6 is conserved across all genotypes of HCV 

 We analyzed the sequence surrounding the dipeptide CyPA regulator positioned at 

D316Y317 in genotype 2a of multiple HCV genotypes. The WARPDY amino acid sequence is 

highly conserved across geographically-diverse isolates of HCV. We hypothesized that 

recruitment of CyPA to this region is critical to the replication of all HCV. We generated a SPOT 

array corresponding to the P6 peptide of genotype 2a for all major HCV genotypes and clinically 

important subtypes. Using this design methodology, genotype 3a P6 contained an N-terminal 

tyrosine. Based on the observations of the first SPOT assay by Henry Grise (Grise 2010) we 

suspected 3a P6 would interfere with our assay. Therefore, we also generated a SPOT array 

corresponding to the shifted sequence of P6 for all major genotypes which we termed P6’.  

 We probed the array of P6 spots with CyPA-HRP and R55A-HRP. All genotypes of P6 

and P6’ efficiently bound CyPA in the SPOT format. Genotype γa P6, as expected, generated a 
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Figure 3.16. Binding of CyPA to P6 is conserved across all genotypes. (A) Sequence of P6 and P6’ 
peptides. (B) SPOT array consisting of P6 spots across all 7 genotypes or P6 shifted one residue (P6’). P6 
of genotype 3a contains an N-terminal tyrosine and produces a isomerase-independent, CPI-insensitive 
interfering signal in the SPOT format.  
 

CPI-insensitive and isomerase-independent signal that is not canonical CyPA binding. Shifting 

genotype 3a P6 corrected this interaction (Figure 3.16).  

Residues within P6 influence binding with CyPA-HRP 

NMR chemical shift mapping experiments by Hanoulle et al. found that Xaa-Pro bonds 

within P6 were among several prolines of D2 that were acted upon by CyPA PPIase activity in 

solution (Hanoulle et al. 2009). Additionally, previous functional studies from our group 

identified P310 within the P6 peptide as a functional regulator of the D316EY317N phenotype 

(Yang et al. 2010). Using the previous SPOT assay, Dr. Grise discovered the P310A mutation 

reduced CyPA binding more than any of the other three possible single proline-to-alanine 

mutations within P6 (Grise, doctoral dissertation 2012). In Piotukh et al. the binding of CyPA to 

a variety of peptides in their SPOT assay was dependent upon hydrophobic residues surrounding 
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Figure 3.17. W312A P6 does not efficiently bind CyPA. SPOT array with mutations of two hybrobic 
residues in P6 were probed with CyPA-HRP. W312A P6 reduced binding significantly.  

 

the substrate proline. We hypothesized that hydrophobic residues in P6 may regulate CyPA-HRP 

binding in our SPOT assay. We replaced the leucine at position 309 with either a polar residue 

(L309S) or a smaller, less hydrophobic alanine (L309A) and we replaced the tryptophan at 

position 312 with an alanine (W312A). After multiple rounds of probing and pixel counting, the 

L309 mutants demonstrated a modest 10-20% reduction in CyPA-HRP binding. However, the 

W312A substitution greatly disrupted the CyPA binding site in P6 (Figure 3.17).  

Based on the disruption of P6 binding by the W312A substitution, and because 

D316Y317 HCV virus is dependent upon high levels of cellular CyPA, we hypothesized that 

mutation of W312 in full-length infectious virus would both reduce replication efficiency and 

resemble a mutation at position P310, a known regulator of HCV CyPA dependence (Yang et al. 

2010). We used a full-length infectious luciferase-reporter HCV construct and tested fold-change 

in luciferase readings at 24, 48, and 72 hours, compared to a 4 hour reading.  

W312 significantly impaired viral replication when compared to wild-type virus (J6-

JFH). Interestingly, the W312A and P310A mutations in control Huh-7.5 cells displayed 

replication kinetics similar to the wild-type virus in CyPA-KD cells (Figure 3.18), suggesting a 

disruption in CyPA recruitment in vivo. 
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Figure 3.18. NS5A W312A mutation in full-length HCV reduces replication efficiency. Wild-type HCV 
RNA or RNA with W312A or P310A mutations were electroporated into Huh-7.5 cells and luciferase 
expression was measured. W312A and P310A replication efficiency in control cells resemble wild-type 
HCV in CyPA-KD cells. 

 

Binding of full-length NS5A D2 to CyPA-HRP requires residues in LCS-II 

Given our SPOT assay results we next determined if P6 in the context of the complete 

NS5A domain 2 could efficiently bind CyPA-HRP. We cloned and expressed NS5A D2 in 

pET21 bacterial expression vector. We purified this protein to homogeneity and tested binding to 

CyPA-HRP in a dot blot format. 5, 50, or 200 µg of D2 was spotted on a nitrocellulose 

membrane and then probed with either CyPA-HRP or R55A-HRP. In this system we failed to 

detect CyPA binding (Figure 3.19). We then determined if the DEYN mutations in the context of 

complete D2 would affect binding to CyPA-HRP. We repeated the dot blot experiment with D2 

DEYN, but again failed to detect binding of CyPA (representative result in Figure 3.19).  

Previous work has demonstrated P310 of P6 was both a functional regulator of the DEYN 

phenotype (Yang et al. 2010) and the principle proline contributing to CyPA binding within P6. 

Because the proportion of each individual molecule that P310 constitutes in full-length D2 is 

significantly lower than in P6 we had suspected that equimolar D2 spots compared to P6 spots 
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Figure 3.19. NS5A D2 does not efficiently bind CyPA-HRP. Spots containing 5, 50, or 200 µg of 
recombinant NS5A D2 were bound to a nitrocellulose membrane using a dot blot apparatus. The 
membrane was probed with CyPA-HRP. Upon treatment with chemiluminescent substrate no HRP signal 
was detected.   

 

would not efficiently bind CyPA. To control for this difference we spotted up to 200 µg of D2 on 

each spot, but still failed to detect binding to CyPA (Figure 3.19). We suspected that efficient 

binding of CyPA-HRP to D2 may require both binding sites corresponding to sequence within 

P6 and P8. We cloned and expressed an extended version of D2 including all of LCS-II (termed 

D2+). 5, 50, or 200 µg of D2+ was spotted on a nitrocellulose membrane and probed with either 

CyPA-HRP or R55A-HRP. In addition, we tested D2+ DEYN. Interestingly, the lowest quantity 

of either D2+ wild-type or D2+ DEYN could efficiently bind CyPA-HRP, at a level not unlike 

P6 or P8. This binding was significantly impaired with the R55A mutation. Furthermore, this 

binding was completely abrogated in the presence of CPI (Figure 3.20).  

The surprising strength of the D2+/CyPA-HRP interaction led us to suspect the residues 

corresponding to the P8 sequence were contributing a significant portion of the observed binding 

affinity. We obtained a soluble peptide corresponding to P6 and performed a competition assay. 

200 µg of D2+ was spotted on each dot of a nitrocellulose membrane. CyPA-HRP was 

preincubated with soluble P6 peptide (P6 equimolar to D2+) and then used to probe the D2+ dot. 

200 µg of D2+ was spotted on each dot of a nitrocellulose membrane. CyPA-HRP was 

preincubated with soluble P6 peptide (P6 equimolar to D2+) and then used to probe the D2+ dot. 

We found far less efficient binding of CyPA-HRP in the presence of P6 than the control 

experiment. This interaction was completely disrupted with the addition of CPI (Figure 3.21). 
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Figure 3.20. NS5A D2+ efficiently binds CyPA-HRP in a dot blot format. Increasing concentrations of 
recombinant D2+ (5, 50, and 200 ug) were bound to a nitrocellulose membrane. The membrane was 
probed with either CyPA-HRP or R55A-HRP. 
 

These data indicate that residues in D2 and LCS-II work in tandem to recruit CyPA to NS5A. 

Our previous work identified P310 as the critical residue in D2 and the enhanced binding of D2+ 

suggests another residue in P8 functions similarly.  

 

 
Figure 3.21. Binding of CyPA to D2+ is inhibited by soluble P6 and CPI. Recombinant D2+ was bound to 
a nitrocellulose membrane by a dot blot apparatus and probed with CyPA-HRP in the presence of CPI or 
soluble P6. 
 

P341 is principle regulator of P8 binding to CyPA 

We determined to what extent proline-to-alanine mutations within P8 would affect 

binding of full-length authentic in vivo-derived NS5A with CyPA. Full-length NS5A was 

expressed with the T7 vaccinia virus expression system. Recombinant hexahistidine-tagged 
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Figure 3.22. P341 is critical residue in P8 regulating CyPA binding. Immobilized CyPA was tested for 
pull-down of full-length NS5A in the presence of soluble peptide inhibitors. P341A reduced competition 
competence of P8 significantly as analyzed by Western blot. 
 

CyPA was immobilized on a Ni-NTA resin column. Precleared NS5A-containing lyates were 

incubated with control buffer, CPI, or soluble P8 peptides and then passed over the CyPA 

column. In the presence of wild-type P8, CyPA was sequestered and NS5A binding was reduced. 

Peptides containing the P341-343A and the complete proline-to-alanine mutations did not 

compete efficiently with NS5A for CyPA binding. Parsing of this phenotype revealed the P341A 

P8 peptide inefficiently competed for CyPA binding, suggesting P341 is the principle 

cyclophilin-binding site in P8. P332-333A or P342-343A behaved similar to one another and did 

not significantly reduce binding between NS5A and CyPA (Figure 3.22).  

P310 and P341 are functional regulators of CyPA dependence 

 The present and previous SPOT and soluble binding assay experiments identified P310 

and P341 as tandem cyclophilin-binding sites. Previous functional assays with full-length virus 

identified P310 as the principle proline in NS5A D2 regulating CyPA dependence (Yang et al. 

2010). Because P8 sequence is located within LCS-II of NS5A we determined which prolines in 

LCS-II and D3 of NS5A might regulate CyPA dependence. We constructed a panel of HCV 
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constructs that contain proline-to-alanine mutations in wild-type and DEYN background. This 

panel was tested for its ability to replicate in Huh-7.5 transduced with either a control shRNA or 

one targeting CyPA. As shown in Figure 3.23 and Table 3.3, most of the mutants (single, double, 

and triple proline-to-alanine) retained their ability to replicate in both cell lines. Like the original 

DEYN virus, most mutants in the DEYN background replicated better in CyPA-KD cells than in  

 

 

Figure 3.23. Alanine scanning of NS5A LCS-II and D3. In the DEYN background P310 and P341 
regulate CyPA dependence. Prolines from P341 to P446 were mutated in singlets, doublets, or triplets 
within the DEYN/J6-JFH luciferase-reporter construct. Mutant RNAs were electroporated into Huh-7.5 
sh-Luc (control; solid lines) or sh-A161 (CyPA-KD; dashed lines) cells. Luciferase assays were 
performed at 4. 24. 48, and 72 hours after electroporation. Values were normalized to the 4 hour reading 
and error bars represent standard deviations from at least two independent experiments. (A) Replication 
profiles of proline mutants of LCS-II and D3. Wild-type phenotype compared to DEYN phenotype 
demonstrates rescue in sh-A161 cell line. Representative experiments of single mutation (P405A), double 
mutation (P417-418A), and triple mutation (P341-351) are shown. P341-343 uniquely reduces replication 
in sh-A161 cell line as compared to parental cells by reducing the effect of DEYN-mediated rescue. (B) 
Individual DEYN P341A, P342A, and P343A mutations highlight contribution of P341 in CyPA 
dependence.  
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the control cell line, indicating a preference for a reduced CyPA environment. This preference is 

demonstrated by the ratio of the relative replication capacities. In CyPA-KD cells, DEYN virus 

replicates approximately 2.5 times better at an early time point than in control cells. In contrast, 

wild-type virus gives a weak signal, and the ratio of the relative replication capacities (CyPA-

KD/parental) is approximately 0.04. Mutation of individual or groups of prolines gave a wide 

range of observed ratios, but the majority, when in the context of the DEYN mutations, 

replicated preferentially in CyPA-KD cells (sh-A161/sh-Luc ratio greater than 1). One stretch of 

prolines, P341-343A (ratio approximately 0.07), however, reversed the relative efficiencies in 

the two cell lines as in P310A (ratio approximately 0.05). We engineered a panel of constructs 

containing the individual proline mutants for this segment; this parsing revealed that P341 is the 

principle mediator of the phenotype (ratio 0.24 for P341A compared to 1.94 and 2.71 for P342A 

and P343A, respectively). These functional results are in agreement with our soluble binding 

results that indicated P341 was the principle residue in P8 involved in recruitment of CyPA-

HRP. Both P310 and P341 appear to recruit CyPA-HRP and regulate the DEYN phenotype 

(Table 3.3). 

P310 and P341 regulate binding of full-length NS5A to CyPA in vitro 

We next analyzed the effect on CyPA binding of engineering P310A and P341A into full-

length NS5A. We expressed mutants of NS5A containing fully wild-type, P310A, P341A, P341-

343A, or P310/341A mutations with the T7 vaccinia virus-driven system. Hexahistidine-CyPA 

was immobilized on a Ni-NTA resin column and precleared lysates containing NS5A were 

passed over. We analyzed the column with anti-NS5A Western blot. Quantification of the signal 

revealed a mild decrease in NS5A from either P310A or P341A. However, the combination of 

P310A and P341A significantly decreased the affinity of full-length NS5A for CyPA in this 
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Table 3.3. Alanine-scanning mutagenesis of proline residues in NS5A D2-D3. 
 

 
 

format (Figure 3.24). Interestingly, although many prolines in NS5A have been identified as 

substrates for CyPA in vitro, we have discovered that the affinity of full-length NS5A depends 

principally on only two prolines in this format.  
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Figure 3.24. P310 and P341 contribute majority of binding affinity of full-length NS5A to CyPA. 
Quantification of signal from anti-NS5A Western blots from beads with immobilized CyPA after 
incubation with NS5A-containing lysates; normalized to wild-type pulldown efficiency.  
 

P310 and P341 regulate HCV’s susceptibility to CPI 

We determined whether P341A and P310A mutants affected CsA sensitivity of HCV 

independent of their effect on replication. Using J6-JFH luciferase reporter virus, we found the 

wild-type virus was highly sensitive to CsA while the DEYN mutations allowed efficient 

replication up to the cytotoxic level of CsA in Huh-7.5 cells (4.0 µg/ml), as previously known. 

Both the P310A and P341A mutations individually increased CsA sensitivity (normalized to 

replication with 0 CsA) (Figure 3.25). We could not determine a CsA sensitivity profile of the 

double mutation, as this virus was unable to replicate even with the DEYN mutations (Figure 

3.26).  

Cyclophilin-binding motif of NS5A predicts CyPA binding to other cellular proteins 

The portion of P6 containing P310 and W312, ALPAW, is highly conserved across HCV 

genotypes (Grise et al. 2012). We performed a BLAST search of the GenBank database and 

identified two cellular proteins, supervillin and Nsun5, that contain the linear sequence ALPAW. 

We obtained a SPOT assay with peptides corresponding to the wild-type and proline-to-alanine 

mutants of these proteins. The wild-type peptides, but not the PA mutants, were capable of 
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efficiently binding CyPA-HRP in an isomerase-dependent, CPI-sensitive manner (Figure 3.27). 

These results demonstrate the predictive value of our assay and further validate the overall 

approach.  

 

 

Figure 3.25. CsA sensitivity profile of P310A and P341A mutant virus. J6-JFH RNAs with indicated 
mutations were electroporated into Huh-7.5 cells and treated with indicated CsA 24 hours later. After 72 
hours of treatment, lysates were analyzed for lucifase activity. Fold change in response to treatment were 
normalized to no treatment (set to 1) and plotted.  
 

 

Figure 3.26. P310P341A mutant virus is non-replicative. We tested fold-change between 4 and 72 hours 
post-electroporation in luciferase levels of P310 and P341 viral mutants as compared to a non-replicative 
NS5B mutant (GND). P310P341A mutant demonstrated little detectable replication.  
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Figure 3.27. CyPA binds to other cellular proteins containing ALPAW motifs. (A) Sequence of SPOT 
assay of peptides from the cellular proteins supervillin and Nsun5 tested for CyPA-HRP binding. (B) 
Binding to these peptides was proline-dependent, isomerase-dependent, and sensitive to CPI.  
 

D316 and Y317 are dispensable in parental Huh-7.5 cells but are highly conserved in vivo 

 We analyzed the available sequences for all major genotypes of HCV deposited in The 

Hepatitis C Viral Database (HCVdb). The NS5A residues D316 and Y317 (isolate JFH-1 

positioning) are highly conserved. The most common substitution is the mutation D316E, which 

arises naturally in response to CPI treatment in vivo. We hypothesized that substitution of these 

positions would disrupt viral replication in cell culture, in particular substitution of D316 with a 

non-acidic residue, which is very rare naturally.  

 We replaced D316 and Y317 with alanines (DAYA) and performed a replication 

experiment in control shRNA Huh-7.5 and CyPA-KD cells. Interestingly, the replication profile 

of the DAYA virus was nearly identical to that of wild-type virus (Figures 3.23 and 3.28). It is 

clear that, in this particular cell culture assay, the DY motif does not regulate replication in a 

normal CyPA environment. Additionally, it is not the presence of DY that restricts replication in 

CyPA-KD cells, as DAYA virus is non-replicative in that cell line. It is possible, given the time 

scale of our assay, that there could be an assembly defect in DAYA virus. Alternatively, DY may 

regulate an unknown function in vivo that is not recapitulated by the HCVcc system.  
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Figure 3.28. DAYA virus replicatation profile. Viral RNA containing the D316A and Y317A 
substitutions was electroporated into Huh-7.5 sh-Luc control cells (solid line) or CyPA-KD cells (dashed 
line). Luciferase assays were performed at indicated time points and normalized to the input RNA value 
at 4 hours post-electroporation. DAYA replication profile resembles that of wild-type virus. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

INTRINSICALLY DISORDERED PROTEINS 

Introduction: Intrinsically Disordered Proteins 

The classic protein structure-function paradigm connects the two-dimensional linear 

sequence of the 20 standard amino acids in a specific order, along with the post-translational 

modifications upon them, to patterns of folding resulting in rigid three-dimensional structures. 

These structures, which exert the wide variety of known protein activities, function by the shape 

of the molecule and the chemistry and orientation of the individual residues. The existence of 

highly flexible but still active proteins and regions of proteins was discovered and rediscovered 

many times but has only recently gained widespread acknowledgement and appreciation. It is 

now known that these proteins are not exceptions to the rule but define an entire class of protein 

structure termed intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs) and intrinsically disordered regions 

(IDRs).  

Discovery of IDPs 

Hermann Emil Fischer in the 19th century formulated the lock and key hypothesis which 

was the foundation of most historical models of the protein structure-function paradigm. This 

hypothesis offered an explanation for the conspicuous specificity of enzymatic function that he 

observed during his work in sugar chemistry (reviewed in Lemieux and Spohr 1994). In this 

work he hypothesized that an enzyme must resemble a lock, the active-site a key-hole, and the 

substrate a key. In 1958 this model was changed slightly with the observation that structurally 

distinct but similar ligands can be substrates for the same enzyme. This suggested a degree of 

flexibility is intrinsic to many active sites. This model was named ‘induced fit’ by Koshland 

(Koshland 1958). This model expects that the ligand induces an enzymatically active or 
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physiologically relevant conformation of the enzyme active site or protein binding site. This 

model is still useful for globular proteins, especially with well defined, rigid three-dimensional 

structure that is specific for a single binding partner. 

 The ability to solve structures with X-ray crystallography was a major advance in 

modeling the interaction of protein active site and substrate, first performed on the enzyme 

lysozyme (Blake et al. 1965). Thousands of structures have been solved with this technique, 

many of which are on enzymes cocrystallized with active-site inhibitors, drawing a picture of 

highly rigid active sites. The early exceptions were protein regions where residues did not scatter 

X-rays coherently. The logical explanation is that they exist in different positions from protein to 

protein within the crystal. These regions have been termed flexible, and more recently described 

as disordered. Bloomer et al. in 1978 observed this phenomenon when they found a flexible loop 

in the tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) protein disk. They hypothesized the flexibility of this loop 

allowed TMV to interact with both random RNA sequences and the nucleation sequence of TMV 

RNA (Bloomer et al. 1978).  

 The introduction and refinement of NMR analysis for solution structure determination 

has yielded several examples of proteins apparently much more flexible than their crystallized 

forms may have indicated. For example, in 1998 NMR spectroscopy was used to determine the 

structure of glutathione S-transferase. Importantly, in the crystal structure for this protein the C-

terminal region was uninterpretable. The author proposed that this region is highly flexible and is 

stabilized by the binding of substrate to the enzyme active site (Lian 1998). Indeed, it is now 

accepted that crystallization can either fail to detect regions of high flexibility or can induce 

order in important regions of a protein (Kobe et al. 2008). 
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 Proteins lacking a stable, rigid three-dimensional structure, hereon called intrinsically 

disordered proteins (IDPs), were reported in literature sparsely through the 1980s and ‘90s. IDPs 

have likely been rediscovered and assigned to a variety of new, presumed-to-be unusual protein 

classes at least including: rheomorphic (Holt and Sawyer 1993), natively denatured (Schweers et 

al. 1994), natively unfolded (Weinreb et al. 1996), intrinsically disordered (Dunker et al. 2001), 

and natively disordered (Daughdrill et al. 2005).  Intrinsically disordered is the more common 

term in literature now and since the early 2000s the number of relevant publications indexed on 

PubMed has increased many fold (Uversky and Dunker 2010).  

Properties of IDPs 

A variety of observable properties are common to most IDPs. Computationally, the usually 

distinct amino acid sequence of IDPs can often reveal their identity as such. In 2005, Coeytaux 

and Poupon were among several groups to propose a scheme based on the biased amino acid 

composition and lack of hydrophobic clusters in IDPs that correlated well with available 

structural information (Coeytaux and Poupon 2005). Based on their analysis they designed a 

server to predict regions of disorder (http://genomics.eu.org). In addition to peculiar amino acid 

sequences, some common physical properties of IDPs are: 

1. IDPs tend to migrate more slowly than ordered proteins by electrophoresis in denaturing 

PAGE. This may be a result of a reduced ability to bind sodium dodecyl sulfate, thus 

reducing the overall negative charge (Bourhis et al. 2004). 

2. The extended conformation of IDPs gives them an apparently higher mass by gel 

filtration methods. Elution time with size-exclusion chromatography is highly correlated 

with mass for ordered proteins due to consistent hydrodynamic volumes of typical amino 
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acid sequences. IDPs are less predictable but consistently elute faster than ordered 

proteins of similar mass (Receveur-Brechot et al. 2006). 

3. The high solvent exposure of IDPs makes them resistant to heat-based aggregation. 

Whereas ordered proteins may contain hidden hydrophobic regions that interact 

aberrantly and irreversibly upon heat denaturation, IDPs are more hydrophilic and 

charged, typically allowing them to remain soluble after exposure to higher temperatures. 

In 2003 Kalthoff used a heat-based strategy to purify IDPs from cellular lysates by first 

aggregating many unwanted, ordered proteins (Kalthoff 2003). We have found this 

technique useful for the purification of NS5A D2+ whereby we lyse the induced cells 

with boiling.  

4. IDPs are particularly resistant to treatment with trichloroacetic acid and perchloric acid. 

For ordered proteins, negatively charged side groups are protonated from the drop in pH 

which disrupts salt bridges (that are presumably required for canonical protein folding). 

Similar to heat denaturation, loss of the electrostatic interactions from salt bridges causes 

ordered proteins to adopt more open conformations that may expose hydrophobic centers, 

often leading to aggregation. Cortesse et al. highlighted this phenomenon in 2005 by 

enriching extracts for unfolded proteins with these acid treatments (Cortese et al. 2005). 

Intrinsic disorder is increasingly recognized as a very common occurrence in nature (Uversky 

and Dunker 2010). Since IDPs do not have a rigid, defined three-dimensional structure (either 

along their entire length or in distinct regions) their biological functions must be fit into a 

structure-function paradigm that relates biological function to induced, transient, or limited 

structure. The best characterized structural feature of certain IDPs is the stabilized structures 

induced upon binding to a partner. Notable examples of induced folding in disordered regions 
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are nucleic acid binding, metal ion binding, heme binding, and interaction with lipid bilayers 

(Uversky et al. 2000). In 2002 Peter Tompa proposed that IDPs fall into five broad categories of 

function: entropic chains, effectors, scavengers, assemblers, and display sites (Tompa 2002), 

with RNA chaperones added to the list later (Tompa and Csermely 2004). Today, these classes 

remain the well-accepted major divisions of IDP function, into which at least 28 distinct 

functions are grouped (Uversky and Dunker 2010). In 2007, Xie et al. developed a computational 

approach to test predictive efficiency of disorder based on keywords in the Swiss-Prot database. 

They analyzed 710 Swiss-Prot functional keywords and cross-referenced with known ordered 

and disordered proteins or regions. Their analysis revealed 310 of these keywords tended to 

associate with ordered proteins, 238 with disordered, and 162 ambiguous (Xie et al. 2007). These 

are among the increasing evidence that certain biological functions favor disordered regions.  

An overriding question in protein structure study is the mechanisms by which proteins fold or 

do not fold. Absent the influence of other proteins (e.g. foldases) the most intuitive suspect to 

affect folding is the primary amino acid sequence. Since 1978 several authors have proposed a 

correlation of protein side and main chain flexibility with the ratio of charged to hydrophobic 

residues (Williams 1978). An analysis of the sequences of 275 known native proteins and 91 

putative disordered proteins or domains as reported by NMR and deposited in the Swiss-Prot 

database found a strict prerequisite of low mean hydrophobicity and relatively high net charge 

for the absence of classical protein structure under standard conditions. These properties 

predispose intrinsically disordered proteins at physiological conditions to behave like many 

disulfide-reduced globular proteins at extreme pH. Some proteins are therefore folded or 

unfolded in large part due to a balance of charged residues (which promote unfolding by charge-

charge repulsion) and hydrophobic residues (which promote hydrophobic collapse, usually in 
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favor of classic folding). Binding of a disordered protein to its natural ligand therefore produces 

a complex with a mean net charge and normalized hydrophobicity more similar to globular 

proteins, thus inducing structure. However, given the variety of natural ligands (DNA, RNA, 

proteins, etc.) it is a great technical challenge to develop a system to reliably predict the change 

in net charge and normalized hydrophobicity of any theoretical complex (Uversky et al. 2000).  

Analysis of individual amino acids has revealed that W, C, F, I, Y, V, L, and N are over-

represented and H, M, A, T, R, Q, S, P, D, E, and K are under-represented in ordered as 

compared to disordered proteins or domains (Dunker et al. 2001). Among these, the bulky, 

hydrophobic residues are strongly depleted in IDPs while the charged residues Q, E, and K are 

strongly enhanced. These observations are consistent with the earlier reported charge-

hydrophobicity predictors for disorder. Proline is a notable exception; even though it is strongly 

hydrophobic, it has a locked backbone dihedral angle which probably hinders proper folding. 

Correspondingly, proline is the most strongly enhanced in disordered regions (Radivojac et al. 

2007).  

Expanding upon sequence prediction algorithms Campen et al. examined 517 distinct 

property scales for each amino acid and plotted their relative abundance in ordered and 

disordered proteins. By dividing the area between the curves by the area of the graph they 

obtained an area ratio value (ARV) which was a measure of the predictive strength for each of 

the 517 properties. An ARV close to 0 did not discriminate order from disorder, while an ARV 

of 1 would theoretically be a perfect predictor. The highest ARV values (around 0.67) included 

attributes associated with flexibility (B-values), 14 Å contact number, fraction of site occupied 

by water, etc. With these data they devised a ranking of amino acids termed the TOP-IDP scale. 

The amino acids, in order from order promoting to disorder promoting were: W, F, Y, I, M, L, V, 
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N, C, T, A, G, R, D, H, Q, K, S, E, P. The authors applied the scale to design a server 

(http://www.disprot.org/dev/disindex.php) to predict disorder by assigning a TOP-IDP value to 

proteins or domains (Campen et al. 2008). The same group helped develop a predictor derived 

from a feed-forward neural network, termed Predictor Of Naturally Disordered Regions 

(PONDR) (http://www.pondr.com). The newest version of this predictor is accurate in predicting 

disorder in 70-80% of proteins or domains. The ability to use strictly the amino acid sequence of 

a protein to predict disorder or order is useful for troubleshooting and restraining biophysical 

assays. An analysis of NS5A D2 protein sequence using this methodology indicates it is rich in 

disorder-promoting residues, particularly proline (Figure 4.1).  

 

 

Figure 4.1. NS5A D2 is rich in disorder-promoting residues. Frequency graph of amino acids in NS5A 
D2. Residues are sorted from most order-promoting (yellow) to most disorder-promoting (red) (Campen 
et al. 2008).  

 

Many other groups have attempted to program their own predictors of disorder with 

varied success. In fact, several dozen publically available predictors have been developed, 

although none of these significantly exceed the latest iteration of PONDR. It has been suggested 

that the remaining inaccuracy among these systems in predicting disorder is a result of ordered-

like fragments that are located within disordered regions. A predictor that reports disorder in 

these fragments has been shown to be inaccurate upon biophysical characterization of the region 

(Uversky and Dunker 2010). The issue is further complicated by the possibility of order being 

induced upon interaction with a binding partner. In fact, regions characterized as disordered in an 

otherwise well ordered domain may be a general indicator for a binding site (Garner et al. 1999). 
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In 2002, Liu et al. reported a motif found in several proteins that they termed loopy regions. 

Given that these regions were both visible in X-ray crystallography and NMR, they are not a 

straightforward example of intrinsic disorder. On the other hand, without buried regions 

protected from solvent they are not suspected to have the same properties of a truly ordered 

region. Instead, the authors suggest that while predictors of the time (using available trained 

networks), X-ray crystallography, and NMR would all indicate these regions as ordered, they are 

in fact disordered and are induced to order by crystal contact or interaction with a binding partner 

(Liu et al. 2002). This group designed an algorithm using the absence of predicted secondary 

structure in addition to conspicuous predicted solvent exposure in long regions to detect loopy 

proteins. These were classified as ‘no regular secondary structure’, or NORS 

(http://www.predictprotein.org). The latest version of PONDR and NORS were found to overlap 

significantly and complemented each other well in ruling out false-positives for order (Uversky 

and Dunker 2010). We submitted the sequence of NS5A D2 to the NORS server. This service 

accurately predicted extensive regions of disorder covering the majority of the sequence. 

Additionally, this region is significantly solvent exposed (Figure 4.2).  

 

 

Figure 4.2. NORS predicts disorder in NS5A D2. Structure annotation of NS5A D2 protein predicted by 
NORS (Hamp et al. 2013). Diamonds attached by stems indicate predicted protein binding regions 
(Hoigschmid et al. 2012). Blue and red boxes (first row) indicate predicted strands and helices, 
respectively. Blue and yellow boxes (second row) indicate predicted exposed and buried regions, 
respectively. Green boxes (third row) indicate extensive regions of predicted disorder. 

 

Beyond the basic amino acid sequence of a protein it is probable that disordered proteins 

do not exist as a discrete set of similar structural entities. Like globular proteins which contain 
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diverse types of secondary structures such as α-helices, -strands and 310 helices, IDPs may 

exhibit secondary structure. An early effort to test this hypothesis was carried out by Vucetic et 

al. The authors observed if the predictive value for disorder algorithms could be increased by 

defining flavors of disorder. Indeed, when grouped into the arbitrary classes of V, C, and S, they 

obtained a higher predictive value for proteins that could be placed in one of those groups. Their 

analysis went beyond amino acid sequence by including known biological function and sequence 

location within a protein. An important implication of this work is that proteins may be able to be 

assigned to a particular flavor class (V, C, or S) and this may restrict the range of biological 

functions if one is not already defined for the protein (Vucetic et al. 2003).  

Globular proteins exist in at least four conformational states: ordered, molten globule, 

pre-molten globule, and random coil-like. These forms are driven and ultimately stabilized by an 

unspecified balance of known, mostly non-covalent forces such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic 

interaction, electrostatic interaction, dispersion forces, etc. IDPs may be driven by the same 

forces but end up resembling the non-ordered states of globular proteins (Uversky 2003). Molten 

globules are the direct predecessor to canonical folding. In this state, most secondary structure is 

developed and the structures are relatively fixed to one another. This state is known for a lack of 

rigid, ‘melted’ tertiary structure (Baum et al. 1989). This state is more solvent exposed and has a 

slightly larger hydrodynamic volume than that in an ordered protein (Fontana et al. 1997). 

Dynamic proteins with defined ligands and high specificity may resemble the molten globules. 

These disordered proteins have been described as exhibiting collapsed disorder and are suspected 

to more easily adopt rigid conformations upon some order-inducing event or condition (Dunker 

et al. 2001).  
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Other IDPs have been suggested to behave like earlier globular folding intermediates. 

Two structural classes have been proposed: intrinsic coils and intrinsic pre-molten globules 

(Uversky 2002). The first group resembles highly denatured proteins that have a significantly 

increased hydrodynamic dimension relative to their mass; they possess almost no known 

secondary structural elements. The second group resembles pre-molten-globules and contain 

significant secondary structures compared to coil-like proteins, but are still less structured than 

molten globule states. A key distinguishing trait of the pre-molten-globule-like disordered 

proteins is a significant decrease in hydrodynamic volume from more coil-like proteins (Uversky 

2002).  

The emerging model of IDP function, as alluded above, involves disordered regions 

being induced to active conformations by appropriate ligands. Interestingly, the theoretical 

plasticity of IDP regions may contribute to their observed polymorphic behavior. For example, in 

2003 a crystallographic study on glycogen synthase kinase 3  interacting with FRAT1 and axin 

found peptides for both FRAT1 and axin bound to the C-terminal domain of GSK3 . However, 

upon binding, FRAT assumed a structure with two distinct and separate α-helical segments while 

axin peptide bound as a single α-helix (Dajani et al. 2003). The binding of the FRAT1 and axin 

peptides overlap significantly on GSK3 , making them competitive binding agents. The 

important point is that the consequences of their binding are distinct. Unbound to ligand, the 

285-299 loop of GSK3  is highly mobile with no defined structure. To bind these two unique 

substrates it is suspected to adopt two very divergent conformations. This conspicuous ability of 

ID regions to interact with diverse ligands is among a set of proposed ID advantages (Uversky 

2013) including:  

1. A decoupling of strength and specificity of binding. 
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2. Modulated regulation due to rapid degradation of induced structure. 

3. Higher interaction area due in part to increased hydrodynamic volume per residue. 

4. An increased ability of discrete rigid proteins to bind the same ID region. 

5. Enhanced ability to serve as molecular scaffolds (Cortese et al. 2008).  

In conclusion, intrinsically disordered regions are ubiquitous features found repeatedly 

across many genomes. These regions are highly flexible and defy the classic structure-function 

paradigm. Regardless, they carry out critical cellular functions and have been implicated as key 

cell signaling hubs. Their specific role may be dependent upon the flavor of their disorder and 

the class of intrinsic flexibility they exhibit. The nature of their advantages, which are based on a 

lack of defined structure, also makes them more difficult to study as these regions resist physical 

characterization that relies on many highly similar molecules in a sample. Fortunately, 

biocomputational tools have served to complement these physical efforts by predicting disorder 

and placing results in the correct context. The past decades have defined proteins as far more 

dynamic and responsive molecules than previously suspected. Future work may classify proteins 

far beyond simple ordered or disordered categories, but rather domains divided into functionally 

and/or physically distinct regions placed on a scale of order.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONSEQUENCE OF CYCLOPHILIN BINDING TO NS5A 

Introduction 

The region of NS5A spanning D2 to D3 is intrinsically disordered. Without consistent 

secondary structure or stable tertiary structure we do not expect to ever usefully describe a single 

three-dimensional structure. The extreme alternative is for NS5A to adopt a random coil 

conformation. While all proteins must exhibit some degree of temperature-dependent structural 

fluctuation, canonically-folded proteins have distinct minimum energy states across a narrow set 

of similar structural conformations (with the exception of intrinsically disordered regions). In 

contrast, IDPs have many small energy minima, and the temperature that these proteins function 

at allows rapid shifting between these numerous conformations. However, for a protein to exert 

function or interact in a physiologically-relevant manner in the cell, some degree of structural 

stability is required. Therefore, NS5A D2-D3 must fall somewhere on a spectrum of disorder. 

The set of conformations and the frequency that a molecule resembles each individual 

conformation may be described by a conformational ensemble. To generate these ensembles 

primary sequence, short-range interactions, long-range interactions, and molecular dynamic 

simulations must all be integrated into a cohesive structure-frequency distribution. The 

technology does not exist currently to fully solve the structural ensemble of a protein like NS5A, 

and no complete ensemble has been generated for any highly disordered protein. The available 

methods for generating ensembles involve combining a finite collection of obtainable structural 

characteristics (which are predicted to dramatically underrepresent the structural flexibility of a 

typical IDP) with predictions on their relative frequencies (often based on flexibility 

measurements of canonically-folded protein), with known structural features. Further, our 
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understanding of the disorder-function paradigm may not allow us to stringently test a particular 

ensemble for completedness or accuracy. In spite of these limitations, intrinsic disorder has been 

characterized in several proteins to varying degrees. A common theme is that disorder within 

proteins may confer great binding promiscuity, a quality which allows some proteins to serve as 

hubs of interaction networks (Wright and Dyson 2009) and the characterization as such may 

elucidate function. NS5A has been described as a master regulator of various steps of both 

replication and assembly of HCV and is therefore an attractive candidate for disordered 

structural characterization.  

The dynamic structures of NS5A make its characterization by X-ray crystallography 

difficult. Crystals of NS5A D1 have been made, but none with significant portions of D2 

included. Solution NMR spectroscopy is a vital tool in the study of IDPs and helps restrain and 

enhance biophysical characterization by other methods (e.g. SAXS, FRET). NMR analysis of 

IDPs is complicated by signal overlap and exchange broadening of amide proton signal, but can 

be resolved by addition of a 13C dimension (Bermel et al. 2006).  

Nuclear Overhauser Effects (NOEs), in contrast to spin-spin coupling through chemical 

bonds, is the through-space transfer of spin polarization. This technique is dependent upon the 

three-dimensional structure of the protein and allows the detection of residues that are near each 

other (somewhere under 5 angstroms) for a period of time and of sufficient population to 

produce signal. In the case of IDPs, and due to their high structural flexibility, failure to detect an 

NOE between two residues does not rule out their occasional closeness, but it does suggest a 

relatively low frequency of the particular orientation. A method of detecting longer range contact 

is paramagnetic relaxation enhancement (PRE). PRE relies on the interaction between a 

paramagnetic center (such as a spin label attached to a cysteine) and a NMR active nucleus. The 
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PRE effect is a longer range interaction than the NOE and can detect interactions up to 24 

angstroms. PRE has been used successfully to characterize long range interactions in IDPs. Early 

PRE successes include the delta131delta fragment of the staphylococcal nuclease (Gillespie and 

Shortle 1997) and of apomyoglobin (Lietzow et al. 2002). In these experiments the magnitude of 

the PRE effect was a result of the increased relaxation of nuclear spin.  

Having mapped the cyclophilin-binding site of NS5A and determined the functional 

regulators of CyPA dependence within NS5A we sought to identify the structural implication of 

CyPA binding to NS5A. We first cloned, expressed, and purified a 13C, 15N version of CyPA. 

Chemical shift assignments were obtained and interpreted using published results as a guide. We 

also expressed a 13C, 15N version of wild-type D2+ and D316E/Y317N D2+ (DEYN D2+) and 

obtained novel chemical shifts. Finally, we used site-directed mutagenesis to remove one of 

either two natural cysteines in D2+, which we replaced with an alanine. We expressed 15N 

versions of either C298A D2+ or C338A D2+ in both wild-type and DEYN backgrounds for use 

in PRE experiments. The data in this chapter are a step towards solving the structural 

implications of CyPA binding to NS5A and will help to constrain a structural ensemble of NS5A 

in the future. A fuller understanding of these binding events at the structural level will help 

resolve the as yet unknown role CyPA plays in the HCV life cycle.  

Methods 

Recombinant protein expression of D2+ and CyPA 

 Protein constructs were generated as described in Chapter Three. For isotope labeling 

translation was induced by IPTG in M9 media with the base formula: 22mM Na2HPO4, 22 mM 

KH2PO4, 10 mM NaCl, 30 mM NH4Cl, 22 mM glucose, 1 mM MgSO4, 100 µM CaCl2, 300 

nM CoCl2, 100 nM CuSO4, 800 nM MnCl2, 100 nM ZnSO4, and 10 µM FeSO4, pH 7.4. For 
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15N isotope labeling the NH4Cl was replaced with NH4Cl (15N, 99%; Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories). For 13C isotope labeling the glucose was replaced with glucose (13C, 99%, 

Cambridge Isotope Laboratories).  

For D2+, overnight cultures were grown to saturation in LB and inoculated 1:100 into 4 

L of fresh LB (per liter of M9 media) and grown to an Abs600=0.6. LB was spun down at 6,000 x 

g and pellets were brought up in supplemented M9 media. The culture was allowed to equilibrate 

for 30 minutes at room temperature before induction with IPTG. Induced culture was agitated 

gently for 7 hours at room temperature. Pellets were collected and lysed by boiling for 5 minutes. 

Additional purification steps are described in Chapter Three.  

For CyPA, overnight cultures were grown to saturation in LB and inoculated 1:100 into 

M9 media and grown to an Abs600=0.6. Culture was induced by 0.6 mM IPTG and grown for 3.5 

hours under moderate agitation at 37º C. Purification steps are described in Chapter Three.  

Resonance assignment of D2+ and CyPA 

 The chemical shifts of CyPA have been described previously (Neri et al. 1991; Weber et 

al. 1991). We obtained updated chemical shift assignments using standard NMR spectroscopic 

techniques (HSQC, HNCO, HNHA, CCONH, and HNCACB) (Figure 5.1). Chemical shifts were 

resolved for wild-type D2+ (Table 5.1) and DEYN D2+ (Table 5.2). Data were acquired on a 

Bruker Avance 700 MHz spectrometer, transformed by NMRPipe, and analyzed with 

NMRViewJ by, or with the assistance of, Timothy Logan, Kyle Noble, and Andrew Miklos 

(FSU Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry).  
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Figure 5.1. Chemical shift assignments of CyPA. 1H-15N HSQC spectrum of CyPA. Chemical shift of 
each amino acid N-H pair, with H on the horizontal and N on vertical, are labelled with their assigned 
residue and position.   
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Table 5.1. Chemical shift assignments of wild-type D2+ protein. 
 

 

 
 

Position Residue HN N HA C' Cα C C C C
248 asn 176.887 53.165 38.952
249 thr 8.426 115.135 4.223 176.415 62.352 69.555
250 tyr 8.218 121.31 4.596 177.041 57.811 38.688
251 asp 8.29 122.409 4.612 177.52 54.447 41.194
252 val 8.144 120.104 4.053 177.335 62.727 32.677
253 asp 8.471 122.614 4.615 177.513 54.9 40.932
254 met 8.257 120.861 4.479 177.475 55.504 32.395
255 val 8.223 122.234 4.019 177.401 62.914 32.707
256 asp 8.533 124.334 4.555 177.64 54.52 40.957
257 ala 8.515 126.01 4.186 178.533 53.588 18.947
258 asn 8.57 116.582 4.626 53.951 38.458
259 leu 7.987 121.472 4.272 178.208 55.816 42.047
260 leu 8.098 121.648 4.324 178.118 55.459 42.021
261 met 8.278 120.861 4.463 177.606 55.49 32.795
262 glu 8.538 122.395 4.307 177.921 56.947 30.09
263 gly 8.648 110.681 45.476
264 gly 8.374 108.744 176.294 45.181
265 val 8.124 119.441 4.14 177.344 62.02 33.012
266 ala 8.616 128.505 4.347 178.207 52.529 19.121
267 gln 8.618 120.753 4.388 177.414 55.657 29.597
268 thr 8.385 116.403 4.329 176.523 61.801 70.034
269 glu 8.661 124.983 4.601 54.549 29.529
270 pro 177.867 63.292 32.115 27.39 50.618
271 glu 8.728 121.274 4.226 177.672 56.866 30.139
272 ser 8.506 117.364 4.437 176.558 58.275 63.755
273 arg 8.537 123.857 4.398 177.396 55.926 30.82
274 val 8.347 123.82 4.381 60.149 32.39
275 pro 177.618 63.128 32.275 27.437 51.072
276 val 8.441 121.833 4.042 177.456 62.38 32.609
277 leu 8.497 127.052 4.366 177.694 54.859 42.343
278 asp 8.344 121.401 4.532 177.105 54.266 41.188
279 phe 8.215 120.433 176.877 57.822 39.654
280 leu 8.189 125.027 4.328 177.534 54.514 42.609
281 glu 8.402 124.161 4.471 54.395 29.603
282 pro 177.782 63.016 32.207 27.371 50.664
283 met 8.637 121.504 4.435 177.352 55.273 33.151
284 ala 8.562 126.488 4.305 178.195 52.476 19.297
285 glu 8.505 125.678 4.449 177.619
286 glu 8.653 122.341 4.29 177.62 56.529 30.336
287 glu 8.679 122.858 4.303 56.566 30.395
288 ser 8.553 117.289 4.448 176.47 58.411 64.123
289 asp 8.589 122.773 4.633 177.39 54.336 40.849
290 leu 8.215 121.967 178.036 55.125 42.451
291 glu 8.468 123.139 4.53 54.35 29.644
292 pro 177.784 63.06 32.207 27.332 50.633
293 ser 8.617 117.01 4.428 176.446 58.342 63.786
294 ile 8.36 124.416 4.498 58.544 38.657
295 pro 177.948 63.512 32.213 27.469 51.042
296 ser 8.566 116.533 4.367 176.932 59.062 63.647
297 glu 8.733 122.617 4.308 57.12 29.864
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Table 5.1 continued. 
 

 

 

Position Residue HN N HA C' Cα C C C C
298 cys 8.372 119.577 4.446 177.106 58.968 27.852
299 met 8.446 122.797 4.521 177.313 55.3 32.395
300 leu 8.269 124.779 4.608 53.217 41.564
301 pro 177.859 63.078 32.064 27.452 50.511
302 arg 8.693 121.996 4.3 177.689 56.289 31.183
303 ser 8.529 116.779 4.39 176.82 58.662 63.714
304 gly 8.532 110.715 NA 176.029 44.99
305 phe 8.152 120.919 4.857 55.874 39.046
306 pro 177.756 63.142 31.948 27.359 50.589
307 arg 8.538 121.516 4.295 56.165 30.92
308 ala 177.995 52.057 19.23
309 leu 8.332 123.364 4.458 52.858 41.848
310 pro 177.869 62.533 31.72 27.319 50.246
311 ala 8.63 123.719 178.407 54.086 18.645
312 trp 7.334 114.589 4.146 177.268 56.48 28.564
313 ala 7.519 124.959 4.283 177.673 51.83 19.413
314 arg 7.852 120.923 4.429 54.32 30.466
315 pro 177.567 63.855 31.937 27.358 50.603
316 asp 8.417 117.987 4.529 177.121 53.85 40.397
317 tyr 7.946 121.074 4.488 176.771 58.174 39.033
318 asn 8.343 124.562 4.917 58.428 39.252
320 pro 62.069 50.36
321 leu 8.259 121.883 178.066 55.419 42.186
322 val 8.256 121.847 4.459 177.36 62.595 32.834
323 glu 8.746 125.288 4.162 177.603 56.589 29.68
324 ser 8.549 117.66 4.231 176.558 59.588 63.307
325 trp 7.786 120.894 4.413 177.299 57.138 28.808
326 arg 7.594 122.608 4.093 177.057 55.622 30.781
327 arg 8.199 123.405 4.366 54.396 30.19
328 pro 177.606 63.733 31.925 50.612
329 asp 8.448 118.376 4.535 177.232 53.914 40.45
330 tyr 8.006 121.148 4.41 176.826 58.495 39.009
331 gln 8.012 126.474 4.528 52.272 29.803
332 pro
333 pro 177.81 62.879 32.133 27.318 50.518
334 thr 8.42 115.523 176.625 62.023 70.005
335 val 8.387 123.708 4.118 177.287 62.143 32.954
336 ala 8.646 128.505 4.286 178.502 52.871 19.029
337 gly 8.585 108.812 176.373 45.26
338 cys 8.244 118.973 176.4 58.239 25.291
339 ala 8.586 126.982 178.024 52.399 19.159
340 leu 8.403 123.557 4.609 52.84 41.548
345 lys 56.011 29.125 41.994
346 ala 8.618 128.169 4.554 51.294 18.586
347 pro 177.723 62.757 32.086 27.274 50.422
348 thr 8.586 118.779 4.524 60.097 69.803
351 pro 177.757 62.818 32.05 27.343 50.391
352 arg 8.598 122.039 4.284 177.533 56.143 30.885
353 arg 8.614 123.445 4.318 177.388 56.089 30.93
354 arg 8.665 123.697 4.3 177.384 56.147 30.819

355 leu 8.563 124.442 4.316 177.858 55.02 42.236
356 glu 8.523 122.395 4.23 177.313 56.215 30.458
357 his 8.667 120.322 4.615 55.51 29.732
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Table 5.2. Chemical shift assignments of DEYN D2+ protein. 
 

 

Position Residue HN N Hα C' Cα C C C
247 met 175.463 55.041 32.827
248 asn 9.093 122.499 176.891 53.139 38.969
249 thr 8.428 115.119 4.228 176.417 62.313 69.567
250 tyr 8.225 121.31 4.606 175.246 57.624 38.744
251 asp 8.788 123.281 4.725 177.222 54.377 41.342
252 val 8.376 120.08 4.082 62.729 32.758
253 asp 8.476 122.66 4.61 177.526 54.858 40.947
254 met 8.249 120.865 177.526 32.464
255 val 8.233 122.231 4.029 177.384 62.914 32.731
256 asp 8.537 124.344 4.567 177.642 54.549 40.974
257 ala 8.517 125.94 4.194 178.535 53.588 18.972
258 asn 8.582 116.585 4.65 177.244 53.984 38.472
259 leu 7.997 121.474 4.286 178.209 55.808 42.07
260 leu 8.106 121.649 4.334 178.121 55.472 42.041
261 met 8.265 120.865 4.489 177.603 55.495 32.803
262 glu 8.545 122.413 4.284 177.926 56.967 30.103
263 gly 8.652 110.669 3.994 176.736 45.492
264 gly 8.38 108.734 3.991 176.301 45.202
265 val 8.13 119.436 4.152 177.338 62.033 33.026
266 ala 8.626 128.514 4.329 178.212 52.528 19.137
267 gln 8.624 120.8 4.401 177.416 55.692 29.618
268 thr 8.385 116.354 4.341 176.528 61.805 70.043
269 glu 8.665 124.979 6.638 54.565 29.555
270 pro 177.872 63.302 32.12 27.377 50.632
271 glu 8.734 121.276 4.243 56.867 30.137
272 ser 8.507 117.358 4.447 176.577 58.289 63.798
273 arg 8.541 123.905 4.414 177.4 55.927 30.886
274 val 8.348 123.807 4.397 60.158 32.411
275 pro 177.621 63.123 32.235 27.431 51.085
276 val 8.441 121.821 4.052 177.461 62.395 32.638
277 leu 8.5 127.03 4.375 177.697 54.966 42.37
278 asp 8.346 121.405 4.543 177.111 54.283 41.207
279 phe 8.218 120.413 4.576 176.883 57.803 39.642
280 leu 8.196 124.989 4.34 177.539 54.534 42.631
281 glu 8.406 124.14 8.395 54.418 29.625
282 pro 177.787 62.94 29.766 50.675
283 met 8.641 121.464 4.446 177.356 55.279 33.162 31.919
284 ala 8.567 126.519 4.311 178.195 52.485 19.318
285 glu 8.638 121.093 4.268 177.623 56.533 30.403
286 glu 8.658 122.362 4.298 177.618 56.5 30.431
287 glu 8.683 122.886 4.314 56.618 30.304
288 ser 8.551 117.334 176.46 58.441 64.116
289 asp 8.594 122.786 4.645 177.398 54.338 40.872
290 leu 8.224 121.966 4.328 177.854 55.101 42.487
291 glu 8.524 122.183 4.239 56.206 30.456
292 pro 177.787 63.01 32.205 27.372 50.64
293 ser 8.621 117.028 4.441 176.464 58.341 63.798
294 ile 8.365 124.433 4.52 58.557 38.704
295 pro 116.538 63.506 47.868 27.477 51.082
296 ser 8.572 116.562 4.375 177.444 59.074 63.658
297 glu 8.74 122.578 4.315 177.62 57.107 29.883

298 cys 8.376 119.536 4.469 176.599 58.985 27.82
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Table 5.2 continued. 
 

 

 

Position Residue HN N Hα C' Cα C C C
299 met 8.457 122.832 4.523 177.319 55.342 32.665
300 leu 8.273 124.762 4.62 53.23 41.583
301 pro 177.865 63.077 31.992 27.548 50.515
302 arg 8.7 121.983 4.31 177.587 56.312 30.77
303 ser 8.551 116.965 4.407 176.825 58.622 63.806
304 gly 8.538 110.73 3.882 176.036 45.017
305 phe 8.163 120.912 4.874 55.909 39.056
306 pro 63.148 31.991 27.362 50.591
307 arg 8.541 121.787 4.291 177.305 55.967 30.997 43.359
308 ala 8.494 125.774 4.458 52.078 19.307
309 leu 8.375 123.567 178.011 53.268 41.782
310 pro 177.839 62.646 31.887 50.306
311 ala 8.632 123.794 4.058 178.426 53.78 18.713
312 trp 7.638 116.229 4.561 177.287 56.915 28.9
313 ala 7.64 124.599 4.257 51.862 19.459
314 arg 7.997 121.412 4.272 29.935
315 pro 178.045 63.732 31.944 27.434 50.632
316 glu 9.019 120.257 4.236 176.868 57.018 29.683 35.993
317 asn 8.426 119.113 4.758 53.137 39.043
318 asn 8.43 119.999 4.989 51.762 38.937
320 pro 177.336 62.717 32.059 27.681 50.385
321 leu 8.475 122.913 4.327 178.055 55.334 42.255
322 val 8.279 122.318 4.034 177.369 62.271 32.837
323 glu 8.764 125.379 4.17 177.843 56.597 29.707
324 ser 8.562 117.717 4.233 176.564 59.577 63.316
325 trp 7.797 120.905 4.413 177.301 57.177 28.844
326 arg 7.606 122.61 4.1 177.068 56.386 30.816
327 arg 8.206 123.431 4.364 54.989 30.178
328 pro 177.613 63.735 31.925 27.433 50.628
329 asp 8.458 118.439 4.551 53.955 40.488
330 tyr 8.015 121.173 4.438 176.831 58.518 39.017
331 gln 8.023 125.428 4.522 55.403 29.819
333 pro 177.817 62.951 32.114 27.377 50.532
334 thr 8.422 115.513 4.321 176.641 61.997 70.011
335 val 8.387 123.681 4.132 177.269 62.141 32.933
336 ala 8.644 128.763 178.506 52.924 19.083
337 gly 8.589 108.797 3.971 176.379 45.281
338 cys 8.253 118.973 4.534 176.402 58.261 28.367
339 ala 8.591 126.989 4.346 178.034 52.35 19.266
340 leu 8.4 123.573 4.617 52.962 41.734
345 lys 177.731 56.05 33.091
346 ala 8.589 128.174 50.544 17.958
347 pro 62.643 32.19 27.376 50.441
348 thr 8.588 118.754 4.543 60.088 69.805
351 pro 177.764 62.655 32.149 27.4 50.4
352 arg 8.603 121.952 4.292 177.538 62.826 32.083
353 arg 8.617 122.463 4.333 177.387 56.131 30.919
354 arg 8.668 123.654 4.313 177.394 56.167 30.846
355 leu 8.564 124.477 4.331 178.038 55.065 42.247
356 glu 8.475 123.325 4.556 177.327 55.235 30.068
357 his 8.669 120.336 4.639 55.487 29.73
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Spin labeling of D2+ 

 Purified D2+ was diluted to a concentration of 500 µM in labeling buffer. Two molar 

equivalents of tris-(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine hydrochloride (TCEP) were added for 30 minutes 

at room temperature. Two molar equivalents of N-(1-Oxyl-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-4-

piperidinyl)maleimide (malTEMPO) were added to the reaction and incubated in the dark for 1 

hour at room temperature. Half molar equivalents of TCEP and label were added every hour for 

six hours. Unbound label and TCEP were removed by gravity flow through a PD-10 column (GE 

Healthcare) following manufacturer protocol.  

Measurement of spin labeling efficiency 

 EPR spectra were collected for spin-labelled protein (Figure 5.2) and dilutions of a 

malTEMPO or MTSL stock. The concentration of label bound to the protein was determined by 

taking the second integral of the EPR spectra and plotting it on a standard curve with the 

malTEMPO (or MTSL) dilutions. Labeling efficiency was calculated by comparing 

concentration of bound label to concentration of protein (as determined by Abs280 and Bradford 

protein assay).  

 

 
Figure 5.2. EPR spectra of D2+ C298A wild-type and DEYN protein. EPR spectra were collected and the 
second integral taken and compared to a standard series of malTEMPO. In this prep, wild-type protein 
spin concentration is 35.6 µM and DEYN is 66.9 µM, giving a labeling efficiency of approximately 95%.  
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Results 

DEYN mutations confer a conformational change on NS5A near the regulatory motif of 

cyclophilin dependence 

We used 2D NOESY to analyze peptides corresponding to the dipeptide region regulating 

CyPA dependence in the wild-type and DEYN background. The magnitude of the NOE depends 

in part on the distance between two particular interacting spins. The signal decays as a function 

of the distance to the sixth power. The data in NOE experiments are represented as a 2D 1H-1H 

plot and peaks along the diagonal correspond to the 1D spectrum of the protein. A NOESY 

experiment is a strategy of pulsed NMR. In this pulse sequence, an initial pulse is followed by an 

evolution time, t1. During t1 the detected signal (once transformed, termed frequency 1 or F1) is 

essentially the information plotted along the X axis on a 1H intensity plot. A second pulse, after 

t1, is followed by a second delay termed the mixing time, tmix. During tmix magnetization is 

exchanged through relaxation by dipole-dipole interactions. This exchange is the NOE. After a 

final pulse a detection period, t2, allows plotting of the frequency 2, or F2, spectrum along the Y 

plane of the 1H-1H plot. Cross peaks arise off the diagonal due to dipolar coupling and can be 

interpreted as signals that were not present during t1 (and therefore not along the diagonal).  

In this experiment, helical or turn and beta-strand or extended conformations in peptides 

yield distinct NOE patterns, as a product of their 1H-1H distances. Specifically, if we consider 

two residues in sequence, termed ‘i’ and ‘i+1’, the amide proton of the i+1 residue is coupled to 

the α proton of the i residue in extended chains (a sequential αN NOE). However, in turn-like 

conformations the two amide protons are coupled (a sequential NN NOE). When both αN and 

NN NOEs are detected we may infer that the given region behaves similarly to a random coil. 

Some structural information may be extracted from the relative intensities, but this analysis is 
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complicated by the unknown proportion of signal contributed by distance and population. After 

collecting NOESY spectra of wild-type and DEYN peptides we found that the wild-type peptide 

exhibited mostly random coil structure, whereas the DEYN peptide exhibited a more extended 

structure between residues 316 and 318. Specifically, αN and NN NOEs were observed for every  

 

 

Figure 5.3. NOESY spectra of wild-type and DEYN peptides. Superposition of 400 ms NOESY spectra 
of (left) wild-type or (right) DEYN peptide in the (black) absence or (red) presence of CyPA at a 10:1 
peptide:protein ratio. HN-Hα (top) and HN-HN (bottom) correlations are shown for each sample. Wild-
type peptide exhibited sequential HN-Hα and HN-HN NOEs, indicating random coil ensemble of 
conformers. Addition of CyPA resulted in chemical shift changes but did not significantly alter the NOE 
pattern or intensities. In contrast, DEYN peptide lacked sequential HN-HN NOEs in D316-N318 in the 
absence of CyPA, indicating that the EN substitutions increased the population of extended conformers in 
this region relative to the wild-type peptide. Addition of CyPA also resulted in chemical shift changes in 
DEYN peptide and introduced a sequential HN-HN NOE between E316-N317 that is not seen in wild-
type peptide even at the lowest possible contour levels.  
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non-proline residue in the wild-type peptide, consistent with a conformational ensemble, in 

solution, of peptides in both extended and turn-like conformations. For the DEYN peptide, we 

observed sequential αN NOEs for each non-proline residue and sequential NN NOEs between 

residues A311-R314 but did not see sequential NN NOEs between E316-N318. These data 

suggest DEYN is biased towards a more extended, beta-strand-like conformation compared to 

the wild-type sequence. We next added a catalytic amount (1:10 CyPA:peptide ratio) of CyPA to 

the peptides. Residues between P310 and P320 shifted, confirming this region as an important 

binding regulator for CyPA (see Chapter Three). The DEYN peptide, upon addition of the 

CyPA, showed a new sequential NN NOE, indicating it adopted a turn-like conformation 

between residues E316-N317, similar to the wild-type peptide (with or without CyPA). 

Validating the accuracy of this analysis with peptides, residues A311 and W312 exhibited 

unusual resonance shifts consistent with a full-length D2 construct (Hanoulle et al. 2009) (Figure 

5.3).  

DEYN mutations reverse turn-like character induced by proline-to-alanine mutations 

 We next examined the effect of replacing prolines with alanines in our wild-type and 

DEYN peptides. In our functional studies, replacement of P310 completelely reversed the DEYN 

phenotype by disallowing replication in CyPA-KD cells. We also found that replacement of 

P315 partially reversed the DEYN phenotype by lowering replication efficiency in CyPA-KD to 

below that of control cells. We collected NOESY spectra of the wild-type and DEYN peptides 

with either P310 or P315 replaced with alanine. With the prolines present we detected no 

medium range NOEs in either peptide, but detected a sequential NOE between D316Y317 in the 

wild-type peptide. Replacement of prolines in either peptide generally increased turn-like 
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character and induced medium range NOEs. However, the presence of the DEYN partially 

relieved this turn-like character (Figure 5.4). 

 

 

Figure 5.4. NOESY spectra of proline replacement peptides. Detection of high intensity NOEs 
represented as lines connecting coupled residues. Wild-type (WT) peptide and DE/YN peptide exhibited 
few high intensity sequential HN-HN NOEs. Replacement of either P315 or P310 with alanine increased 
short and medium range NOEs. The presence of the DE/YN mutations partially relived this increased 
turn-like character.  
 

Wild-type and DEYN peptides bind to same region of CyPA 

 We next determined if CyPA interacted with these peptides in a different manner due to 

their distinct structures. We mixed 15N-labeled CyPA with wild-type or DEYN peptide and 

collected HSQC spectra of CyPA. HSQC experiments correlate 1H signal with 15N signal. Each 

peak on an HSQC therefore correlates to a heteronucleus (non-proton) attached to a proton. The 

chemical environment around a particular nucleus controls the chemical shift that is observed. 

Chemical shift perturbation can be changed by modification of the buffer. For our experiments, it 

was necessary to obtain updated chemical shift assignments for CyPA to match our experimental 

conditions. Chemical shifts may also be changed (or perturbed) by addition of a binding agent to 

the protein of interest. In this case, we mixed peptides which presumably would bind to at least 
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the active site of CyPA. When we overlayed the HSQC spectrum of CyPA with and without 

wild-type or DEYN peptide we observed significant chemical shift perturbation. Shifting can 

occur in both the nitrogen and proton dimension of the spectrum, so to quantify this shift it is 

necessary to average the two. We took the root-mean-square of the changes (the Δ ) in both 

dimensions. However, since the scale of the two chemical shifts are different we multiplied the 

change in the nitrogen dimension by 0.167. There are various rationales for choosing a 

correlation value proposed in literature but they are arbitrary. It is useful to pick a correlation 

value that approximates the average of the change in the proton dimension with that of the 

nitrogen dimension.  

In our peptide:CyPA NOESY experiments we observed chemical shift perturbation at 

peaks corresponding to residues W312, A313, D/E316, Y/N317, and E323 upon addition of 

CyPA. We observed a sequential NN NOE between D316-Y317 in wild-type peptide in either 

the absence or presence of CyPA. For DEYN peptide we only observed a sequential NN NOE  

 

 

Figure 5.5. Chemical shift perturbation plot of CyPA upon mixing with WT/DEYN peptide. Chemical 
shift changes in the 15N and 1H in ppm were measured and the weighted quadratic means were plotted. 
The 15N chemical shift was weighted at 0.167. Values for wild-type peptide are shown as negative values 
for convenience.  
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between E316-N317 upon addition of CyPA. After observing the change in the HSQC of CyPA 

(Figure 5.5) before and after the addition of wild-type or DEYN peptide we found, due to the 

similar pattern and intensity of the changes, that these peptides bind to identical regions of 

CyPA. From these data we conclude that CyPA binds to both wild-type and DEYN peptide, 

induces a change in the chemical environment at D/E316 and Y/N317, and relieves the structural 

change induced by the DEYN mutations, rendering it more similar to wild-type peptide.      

P6 and P8 bind to identical regions of CyPA 

 The region surrounding the DEYN dipeptide motif was an obvious candidate as a 

cyclophilin-binding site. Indeed, functional mapping revealed P310 as a critical regulator of 

cyclophilin dependence (Yang et al. 2010). Later, our SPOT assay confirmed this region as a 

strong binding site for CyPA and P310 as the critical ligand for CyPA. Further downstream of 

the DEYN region we discovered another peptide which could strongly bind CyPA, which we 

termed P8. Within P8, P341 regulated the majority of the interaction with CyPA. We termed P6 

and P8 tandem cyclophilin-binding sites for their role in vivo and in vitro in regulating 

cyclophilin dependence and cyclophilin recruitment, respectively. Interestingly, in a dot blot 

format a recombinant version of NS5A D2 could not recruit CyPA. When we added sequence 

corresponding to NS5A LCS-II, including the region corresponding to P8, this new protein could 

efficiently pull-down CyPA.  

To rule out P8 binding to a region outside the ligand-binding pocket of CyPA we 

performed a peptide titration experiment with chemically-synthesized soluble P6 and P8 peptide 

(example of P8 effect on CyPA in Figure 5.7). Additionally, we added soluble P7 peptide, which 

did not bind CyPA efficiently in our dot blot assay. Titration of all three peptides induced 

widespread chemical shift perturbations on the spectrum of CyPA (example shift of F113 in  
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Figure 5.6). These residues most perturbed by addition of peptides generally localized to the 

known cyclophilin active site residues such as F113, F60, R55, and W121 (Zydowsky et al. 

1992) (Figure 5.8).   

 

   

Figure 5.6. Effect of P6, P7, and P8 peptides on CyPA F113. NMR spectra showing effect of titration of 
indicated peptides on the chemical shift of CyPA residue F113. Black peak is CyPA alone, blue is with 
2.5 molar equivalents of peptide, and red is with 5 molar equivalents.  
 

 

Figure 5.7. P8 causes widespread chemical shift perturbation on CyPA. Chemical shift changes (Δ ) were 
quantified and plotted for each residue of recombinant CyPA when mixed with 5 molar equivalents of 
soluble P8 peptide.  
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Figure 5.8. Regions of CyPA perturbed by mixing with P6 and P8. Residues that exhibited chemical shift 
perturbations upon addition of P8 (left side, A) or P6 (right side, B) are highlighted in a structure of CyPA 
complexed with a fragment of HIV-1 Gag protein (PDB accession 1FGδ). Δ  values are indicated as 
follows: red, 0.75 < Δ  < 1; pink, 0.5 < Δ  < 0.74; white, Δ  < 0.50.  
 

Paramagnetic relaxation enhancement NMR of NS5A D2+ 

 NS5A plays a key role in multiple steps of the HCV life cycle. To exert these functions 

we expect some degree of folding or residual structure. Our NOESY experiments demonstrated 

slight differences in the local structure of peptides containing the DEYN mutation, as evidenced 

by variations in the type and quantity of sequential and short range NOEs. We hypothesize many 

other structural features are present in wild-type peptide (which resembles a random coil in 

NOESY experiments) and, additionally, that other structural differences exist between wild-type 

and DEYN proteins. Overall, however, these structures are likely transient and are expected to 

give weak signal in experiments that rely on dipole-dipole interactions. In contrast, PRE NMR is 

particularly well-suited for the study of these structures (and, indeed, IDPs in general).  

Magnetic resonance based on excitation of electrons as opposed to nuclei has several 

distinct advantages. Notably, electons have a larger spin magnetic moment, as a result of their 

high charge to mass ratio. Electrons in general can occupy two distinct energy states, described 
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by the quantum numbers ms = +1/2 and -1/2. At a particular frequency there is an energy 

separation between these two states described by ΔE such that: 

ΔE=hν=geβBB0 

where ge is the g-factor of a free electron, βB is the Bohr magneton, and B0 is the applied 

magnetic field. Unpaired electrons at a particular frequency that are subjected to a matching 

magnetic field strength will resonate. Excitation of nuclei is typically carried out experimentally 

from 300-1000 MHz, whereas electrons are typically studied from 3-400 GHz, resulting in a 

much greater separation between energy states and a higher polarization at a given magnetic 

field. 

The intrinsic properties of electrons and thus of electron resonance raise the detection 

threshold significantly and allow the observation of fluctuating or low frequency long range 

interactions between the paramagnetic center and the NMR active nuclei. PRE NMR is a 

technique that combines the greater energy output of electron resonance with the greater peak 

discrimination of NMR. NS5A D2+ (from a sequence of genotype 2a HCV) naturally contains 

two cysteines at positions C298 and C338. Cysteines are convenient attachment sites for spin 

labels and are the usual point of attachment for the study of proteins by EPR or PRE. Spin labels 

are, in general, nitroxide radicals with reactive moieties for attachment to target molecules. We 

used two common spin labels, MTSL and maleimide-TEMPO, to attach nitroxides to NS5A 

D2+. MTSL attaches by forming a disulfide bond with cysteine. Maleimide-TEMPO attaches to 

cysteines by formation of a stable thioether linkage. The advantage of malTEMPO is that the 

thioether linkage is more stable and resistant to reduction, whereas disfulide bonds are readily 

reduced in the presence of DTT or TCEP. Researchers often choose different spin labels based 
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on a variety of factors including the size and flexibility of the label. However, for PRE, the long 

range of the interaction is less sensitive to the anisotropy of the label.  

Four constructs, either with the label attached for C298 or C338, and in the context of 

D316Y317 or E316N317 (DEYN) were generated as described in Chapter Three. EPR spectra 

were collected for each construct. To determine the labeling efficiency we took the second 

integral of the spectra and compared them to spectra of dilutions of the free label. Although 

immobilization of the label broadens the EPR spectra, the second integral is proportional to the 

total quantity of spins. NS5A D2+ conveniently contains two natural tryptophans allowing us to 

obtain reliable protein concentrations by Abs280 reading (Table 5.3). We further validated protein 

concentration by the BCA assay, which is a colorimetric, copper-based assay that relies on the 

biuret reaction. We discovered that the single cysteine version of D2+ (either C298A or C338A) 

rapidly forms intermolecular disulfide bonds. We could efficiently disrupt this dimer with DTT 

or TCEP treatment, but oxidation occurred within minutes of removing the label, even under 

reduced oxygen conditions. Therefore, the reliability of our labeling reactions with MTSL was 

low. We repeated these reactions until labeling efficiencies exceeded 90%. The reliability of our 

labeling reaction was improved significantly when we switched from MTSL to malTEMPO and 

allowed the labeling to progress in the presence of high concentration TCEP. DTT is not suitable 

as it reduces the nitroxide, but we found TCEP did not affect the function of the label by mixing 

free label with TCEP.  

Upon collecting the paramagnetic and diamagnetic spectra we calculated the ratio of the 

intensities, Ipara/Idia, of each peack in an HSQC spectrum. A ratio value near 1 indicates no PRE 

effect, as the two spectra are similar. When the paramagnetic species contributes to the relaxation 

of the NMR active nucleus, the overall signal is reduced. This yields a ratio closer to 0. For wild- 
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Table 5.3. Extinction coefficients for D2+ cysteine mutants.  
 

 

 

type background D2+ we detected strong PREs at T249, M254, V276, R302, W312, A313, 

Q331, G337, L340, and T356 (Figure 5.9). The DEYN mutations relieved interaction of position 

C338 with T249, M254, V276, R302, W312, and T356 but induced new or stronger PRE effects 

at T268, T334, and V335 (Figure 5.10). Generally, we found position C338 interacted little with 

the N-terminal portion of D2+ but was often proximal to the CyPA binding site near P310. This 

interaction is particularly interesting because the second CyPA binding site we identified, P341, 

is very near the site that we attached our label, C338. These data suggest that the tandem 

cyclophilin binding site of NS5A located to positions P310 and P341 are near in space. We next 

attached MTSL to position C298 on D2+ DEYN C338A. We collected PRE measurements for 

this protein and found strong PREs at M283, A284, L290, S293, I294, L300, R302, S303, G304, 

R307, A311, W312, A313, Y317, S324, R326, R327, D329, and V357 (Figure 5.11). Position 

C298, like position C338, interacted very little with the N terminus of D2+. However, the strong 

PREs we observed mostly located to the P310 region.  

We next observed the effect on the PRE effect of mixing D2+ with CyPA. We expressed 

D2+ wild-type and DEYN with the mutation C298A and labeled C338 with maleimide-TEMPO. 

We collected PRE measurements in the absence and then presence of CyPA. We first collected 

PRE measurements of D2+ wild-type and DEYN with the mutation C298A and MTSL labeling 

Construct Extinction coefficient

316 317 298 338

D2+ C298wt D Y C A 15470 M-1 cm-1

D2+ C298DEYN E N C A 13980 M-1 cm-1

D2+ C338wt D Y A C 15470 M-1 cm-1

D2+ C338DEYN E N A C 13980 M-1 cm-1

Position
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of position C338 (example peaks in Figure 5.12). The chemical environment of the labeling 

reaction with maleimide-TEMPO made our previous assignments uninterpretable. We performed   

 

 

Figure 5.9. PRE effects measured for D2+ C338-MTSL. Plot of intensity ratios versus unambiguously 
identified residues. Blank spaces indicate unassigned residues. Strong PREs (ratio less than 0.1) have 
been arbitrarily set to 0.1 for convenience. Weaker PREs (ratio greater than 0.1) are displayed accurately.  
 

 

Figure 5.10. PRE effects measured for D2+ DEYN C338-MTSL. Plot of intensity ratios versus 
unambiguously identified residues. Blank spaces indicate unassigned residues. Strong PREs (ratio less 
than 0.1) have been arbitrarily set to 0.1 for convenience. Weaker PREs (ratio greater than 0.1) are 
displayed accurately.  
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Figure 5.11. PRE effects measured for D2+ DEYN C298-MTSL. Plot of intensity ratios versus 
unambiguously identified residues. Blank spaces indicate unassigned residues. Strong PREs (ratio less 
than 0.1) have been arbitrarily set to 0.1 for convenience. Weaker PREs (ratio greater than 0.1) are 
displayed accurately. 
 

 

Figure 5.12. PRE effects measured for D2+ DEYN C338-TEMPO. Overlay of paramagnetic (blue) 
spectra with diamagnetic (red) spectra. PRE effects are calculated as the ratio of the intensity for each 
peak of the paramagnetic spectra over the diamagnetic spectra (Ipara/Idia). In this example, G263 and G264 
exhibit no PRE effect, while G337 and G304 exhibit strong PRE. G337 is expected because of its position 
to the label (at C338) but G304 represents a long range interaction.  
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Figure 5.13. Peak-by-peak PRE effects of wild-type D2+ PRE mixed with CyPA. C338-TEMPO labeling. 
Peaks (1-45, top; 46-85, bottom) are ordered from highest value 15N chemical shift (peak 1) to lowest 
value chemical shift (peak 85) and were selected automatically by NMRViewJ. Peaks which could not be 
identified unambiguously between experiments were excluded. PREs per peak of D2+ without CyPA 
(black) compared to with CyPA (green) are compared side-by-side.  
 

 

Figure 5.14. Peak-by-peak change in PRE effect of D2+ upon mixing with CyPA. Addition of CyPA 
causes general decrease in PRE effects. Peaks 1-85 were automatically assigned by NMRViewJ, from 
highest value 15N chemical shift (peak 1) to lowest value 15N chemical shift (peak 85). PRE effect 
(Ipara/Idia) observed in presence of CyPA were subtracted from PRE effects observed in absence of CyPA.  
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Figure 5.15. DEYN D2+ is sensitive to structural disruption by CyPA. Wild-type and DEYN D2+ PRE 
measurements were taken in the absence and presence of CyPA. The effects on the PRE effect upon 
addition of CyPA are compared between wild-type (blue) and DEYN (red) proteins. Peaks are ordered on 
the horizontal in order of weakest PREs to stongest PREs in wild-type D2+ without CyPA. Positive 
values on the vertical indicate enhanced PREs effect at the indicated peak upon addition of CyPA.  
 

peak-by-peak analysis instead. Addition of CyPA did not stablilize any new strong, long-range 

PREs. On the contrary, we observed a general suppression of PRE effect from CyPA (Figures 

5.13 and 5.14). We collected PRE measurements of D2+ C338-TEMPO in the absence and 

presence of CyPA. We selected overlapping peaks between the wild-type and DEYN samples 

and compared the effect of CyPA addition as a function of the intensity of the original PRE in 

the wild-type sample. Wild-type D2+ exhibited slight increases in PRE effects for originally 

weak PREs, while DEYN D2+ exhibited an overall decrease. Additionally, the magnitude of the 

change in the PRE effect for DEYN protein was greater (Figure 5.15). These data suggest the 

structure of DEYN is more disrupted by binding to CyPA. Interestingly, in cell culture DEYN 

virus replicates more efficiently in a reduced CyPA environment compared with wild-type virus. 
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BioID of CyPA binding partners induced by interferon 

 Our work thus far has examined the direct interaction with CyPA and viral protein. 

However, CyPA has been implicated as a regulatory factor of the innate immune system. 

Specifically, recent evidence suggests that inhibition of CyPA by the non-immunosuppressive 

CsA derivative SCY-635 can restore innate immune signaling in cells and in interferon non-

responding HCV patients. These studies indicate that CyPA may exert a portion of its proviral 

effect through dampening the innate immune response. HCV can block the interferon response 

pathway by inducing phosphorylation of dsRNA-activated protein kinase (PKR), halting the 

cellular response by blocking the production of interferon stimulated genes (ISGs) (Garaigorta 

and Chisari 2009). Treatment with CPI reverses this phenotype and restores ISG production 

(Daito et al. 2014). The mechanism by which CyPA regulates PKR phosphorylation is unclear. 

However, the reduction in ISG levels only occurs in HCV-infected or double-strand RNA (poly 

I:C)-stimulated cells.  

 Presumably, some interaction between host cofactors and viral proteins conspire in the 

cell to suppress the innate immune system in a CyPA-dependent process. NS5A is an attractive 

candidate factor given its role as a major hub and its controversial role as an interferon sensitivity 

determining protein in patients. Therefore, we sought to identify the cellular binding partners of 

CyPA upon treatment of cells with interferon. The interferon response leads to a complex 

cascade of new protein expression, and the potential bridge proteins between CyPA and a 

putative innate immune protein further complicate the picture. We sought an undirected and 

unbiased approach to identify these cellular binding partners. Kyle Roux of Sanford Research 

has recently developed a promising new system that relies on a proximity-dependent 

promiscuous E. coli biotin ligase (BirA*). BirA functions normally to selectively attach the small 
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molecule biotin to specific lysine residues. In this system, a mutant version of BirA (BirA*) has 

been engineered that lacks the normal high specificity. Instead, BirA* attaches biotin to any 

solvent-accessible lysines in a proximity-dependent manner (Roux et al. 2012).  

 We fused BirA* to CyPA and R55A CyPA and generated stable cell lines expressing 

high quantities of CyPA-BirA*. Cotreatment of these cells with biotin and interferon 

theoretically leads to the permanent, irreversible attachment of biotin to all CyPA-binding 

partners which contain exposed lysines. We then prepared lysates of these cells and extracted 

biotinylated proteins with immobilized streptavidin. The streptavidin:biotin binding is the 

strongest known noncovalent interaction in biology. This interaction is an order of magnitude 

stronger than antibody:epitope binding and allows us to purify biotinylated proteins to a high 

degree with a single biotin pull-down step. These samples were then submitted for tandem LC 

mass spectrometry and we identified the identity and rough abundance of each binding partner 

(strategy outlined in Figure 5.16). 

 

 

Figure 5.16. BioID of CyPA strategy. Lentiviruses containing expression cassette for CyPA-BirA* are 
used to transduce Huh-7.5 cells. Addition of biotin engages proximity-dependent biotinylate of CyPA-
binding partners in the absence and presence of interferon. Biotinylated proteins are purified by 
streptavidin beads and submitted for LC mass spectrometry. 
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Mass spectrometry identified 133 unique human proteins throughout the three conditions 

(Table 5.4). Of these, 38 bound exclusively to the interferon-treated samples (30 with CyPA-

BirA*; 37 with R55A-BirA*). Of the total proteins detected, only 3 of the 135 proteins 

biotinylated by CyPA-BirA* in the interferon-treated sample were undetected in the R55A-

BirA* sample, while 8 were detected exclusively in the R55A-BirA*+IFN sample.  

We analyzed our protein set against the Biological General Repository for Interaction 

Datasets (BioGRID). We did not find any overlap between our pull-down and known protein 

binding partners of CyPA. However, most of the interactions reported in BioGRID were through 

affinity capture and theoretically do not include transient binding events. In this case, the BioID 

system is uniquely well-suited to detection of such events by virtue of the rapid and irreversible 

modification with biotin. We note five proteins with roles in innate immune regulation (genes 

EIF4G1, EIF4A1, HSP90AB1, XRCC6, and CLTC1), two proteins with roles in apoptosis and 

cellular senescence (genes ADD1 and HIST1H4A), eight proteins with roles in translation (genes 

EIF4G1, ELF5, RPL18A, RPL4, RPL35, RPL11A, EIF4A1, and EIF4B), and five proteins with 

previously reported roles in viral infection (genes RPL11A, RPL35, RPL4, RPL18A, as 

mediators of influenza virus infection and XRCC6 with a role in the early HIV-1 lifecycle).  

We analyzed the relative abundance of biotinylation events under interferon conditions 

compared with the control sample. 72 proteins were enriched by at least 1.2 fold in the 

interferon-treated samples (Figure 5.17) in addition to the 32 proteins detected exclusively by 

interferon treatment (Figure 5.18). We analyzed the proteins exclusive to the interferon samples 

with the PANTHER classification system (Figure 5.19).  
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Table 5.4. Spectral counts of BioID with CyPA and R55A 

Gene ID 
 
 

CypA-
BirA* 

 

CyPA-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

R55A-
BirA* 
+ IFN _ 

Gene ID 
 
  

CypA-
BirA* 

 

CyPA-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

R55A-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

AHNK 158 133 89 
 

PARP1 4 2 4 
PYC 84 77 36 

 
DDX27 4 2 2 

FLNA 43 60 33 
 

GNL3 4 2 2 
STREP† 56 53 31 

 
NOP56 3 2 2 

H14 33 42 24 
 

TCPA 3 2 2 
H12 31 38 22 

 
COPA 3 2 1 

H15 22 33 20 
 

HUWE1 2 2 2 
TBB5 14 27 24 

 
AFAD 2 2 2 

P06709† 26 26 26 
 

SFPQ 2 2 2 
TBB4B 14 26 24 

 
RPN1 2 2 1 

H11 18 25 14 
 

ACLY 2 2 1 
MYH9 4 21 16 

 
RS14 2 2 0 

TCOF 16 19 22 
 

H2A1 1 2 3 
COR1B 14 19 15  NONO 1 2 2 
PPIA 14 18 41 

 
MKL2 1 2 2 

FAS 14 18 13 
 

DHE3 1 2 2 
H32 7 14 12 

 
CLH1 0 2 3 

EF2 3 14 3 
 

IF4G1 0 2 2 
H2B10 10 11 8 

 
TCPH 0 2 2 

SON 8 11 8 
 

FUBP2 0 2 2 
SPB1 12 10 4 

 
ATX2L 0 2 2 

RL29 6 10 5 
 

DDX3X 0 2 2 
TBB6 5 10 8 

 
XRCC6 0 2 2 

PCCA 5 10 3 
 

RL35 0 2 1 
SRRM2 2 10 8 

 
P5CS 0 2 1 

TBB3 4 9 11 
 

FBRL 0 2 1 
LC7L2 2 9 11 

 
ARI3A 0 2 1 

EF1A1 7 7 11 
 

MMTA2 0 2 0 
KPYM 7 7 8 

 
GANAB 5 1 4 

RL6 10 6 5 
 

BAZ2A 5 1 0 
MAP4 7 6 5 

 
PDLI1 3 1 4 

TCPQ 5 6 2 
 

RRS1 3 1 2 
MCCA 4 6 6 

 
RL7A 3 1 1 

NPM 3 6 8 
 

NUCL 1 1 2 
IF4A1 0 6 4 

 
AR6P4 1 1 2 

VIME 8 5 6 
 

KCRB 1 1 2 
SURF6 5 5 2 

 
ZO2 1 1 2 

HNRPU 3 5 5 
 

RRBP1 0 1 4 
HNRPR 3 5 1 

 
HSDL2 0 1 3 
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Table 5.4 continued. 
 
Gene ID 

 
 

CypA-
BirA* 

 

CyPA-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

R55A-
BirA* 
+ IFN _ 

Gene ID 
 
  

CypA-
BirA* 

 

CyPA-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

R55A-
BirA* 
+ IFN 

HSP7C 2 5 2 
 

TCPE 0 1 2 
TLN1 1 5 5 

 
LIMA1 0 1 2 

H2AY 9 4 2 
 

Q2TU64 0 1 2 
HP1B3 8 4 6 

 
B2RD14 0 1 2 

RS26 6 4 2 
 

SYEP 0 1 2 
SFR19 5 4 2 

 
RL11 0 1 2 

RS6 4 4 4 
 

H4 0 1 1 
CALD1 3 4 4 

 
IF5 0 1 1 

AKAP1 3 4 3 
 

COCA1 0 1 1 
CD2AP 2 4 4 

 
TCPG 0 1 1 

EFTU 1 4 4 
 

NOG1 3 0 2 
ATPA 0 4 5 

 
NOP2 3 0 0 

TCPZ 0 4 4 
 

RBM39 2 0 1 

ROA2 0 4 2 
 

TAF3 2 0 0 
TOP1 7 3 5  XPC 2 0 0 
RL8 6 3 2 

 
GPTC4 1 0 2 

PRDX1 3 3 2 
 

DDX46 1 0 2 
COR1C 3 3 2 

 
RAN 1 0 1 

ROA1 2 3 3 
 

PRC2A 1 0 1 
SRC8 2 3 2 

 
RL17 1 0 1 

DYHC1 1 3 5 
 

DDX21 1 0 1 
CPSF6 1 3 3 

 
HNRPM 0 0 3 

ARGL1 1 3 3 
 

RL4 0 0 2 
IF2B1 0 3 4 

 
SERA 0 0 2 

HS90B 0 3 3 
 

IF4B 0 0 2 
LUC7L 0 3 1 

 
PTBP1 0 0 2 

AT1A1 7 2 1 
 

MPCP 0 0 2 
RS23 7 2 1 

 
RL18A 0 0 2 

RS8 5 2 2 
 

ADDA 0 0 2 
†streptavidin or the E.coli biotin ligase BirA* 
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Figure 5.17. Fold change of spectra counts from interferon treatment. CyPA-BirA*+IFN (blue) and 
R55A-BirA*+IFN (orange) sample set spectral counts compared to CyPA-BirA* without interferon 
treatment (set to one).  
 

 

Figure 5.18. Spectral counts of proteins exclusively in IFN-treated cells.   
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Figure 5.19. PANTHER database analysis of IFN exclusive hits. (Top) protein class and (bottom) 
biological function of proteins enriched by interferon treatment. Classification was carried out using the 
Protein Analysis Through Evolutionary Relationships database (PANTHER). 
 

 We hypothesized that CyPA may regulate PKR phosphorylation through interaction with 

a known PKR-binding protein. We compared our biotinylation screen results with the BioGRID 

database for PKR-binding proteins and found three hits: guanine nucleotide-binding protein-like 
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3 (gene GNL3), proliferation-associated nucleolar protein p120 (gene NOP2), and DNA 

topoisomerase 1 (gene TOP1) (Figure 5.20). Of the proteins identified in our screen that are 

known to bind PKR, all three exhibited lower spectral counts in the interferon-treated samples 

when compared to control sample. Cross referencing these proteins with reported PKR-binding 

partners yielded five gene products in common. Two of these (genes CUL3 and UBC) have also 

been reported to interact with CyPA, although we did not detect these proteins in our screen. We 

hypothesize that future work in the presence of HCV infection or poly I:C treatment might 

restore these interactions, establishing a mechanism for HCV regulation of PKR 

phosphorylation. 

  

 

Figure 5.20. Comparison of BioID hits with PKR binding. Three proteins in our screen are known PKR 
binding partners (left). Cross referencing of these products identified 5 CyPA-binding proteins in 
common, which may act as a bridge protein between CyPA and PKR.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

CONCLUSION 

 The precise role CyPA and its isomerase activity play in the HCV life cycle remain 

unknown, but this interaction is critical in vivo. Using a genetic approach that we termed cofactor 

independent mutant screening we isolated a full-length HCV genome that could replicate 

efficiently in CyPA-knockdown cells, even more so than in control cells. From this screen we 

discovered a dipeptide motif within a conserved region of HCV NS5A domain 2 that regulates 

CyPA dependence and sensitivity to cyclophilin inhibitors. We analyzed the phylogenetic 

conservation of this interaction by examining a closely related virus, GB virus B, and discovered 

this interaction is specific to HCV. We used a SPOT binding technique to conduct an unbiased 

screen of all potential CyPA binding sites within NS5A D2 and D3 and confirmed these results 

with soluble peptide competition assays. From these binding assays we have discovered a 

tandem cyclophilin-binding site within NS5A. The precise substrate prolines of CyPA isomerase 

activity are not known, but our data indicate P310 and P341 are the major sites of CyPA 

recruitment, and we found this interaction was conserved across all genotypes of HCV, although 

to varying degrees of intensity. We confirmed this interaction by analysis of full-length, 

authentic NS5A binding to immobilized CyPA. With recombinant D2 protein in a dot blot 

format, we found both P310 and P341 were necessary for recruitment of CyPA in vitro. To 

functionally characterize these prolines we conducted an alanine-scanning mutagenesis study of 

all proline residues. In agreement with our binding results, P310 and P341 were the only prolines 

to reverse the DEYN phenotype.     

 We next conducted a NMR-based structural characterization of the disordered regions of 

NS5A. We found the DEYN mutations induced local conformational changes at one of the major 
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CyPA recruitment sites (P310). Prolines in this region were necessary to maintain this 

conformation and substitution at these positions with alanines disrupted the structural tendency 

in a DEYN-associated manner. Using PRE measurements, we analyzed the long-range contacts 

in NS5A from a site upstream of the dipeptide region centered at D316/Y317 and a region near 

the second major CyPA-binding site, centered on P341. We found both these regions, located at 

C298 and C338, were biased towards a structural ensemble which included consistent proximity 

to the first major cyclophilin-binding site. The DEYN mutations induced slight changes in these 

long-range contacts. However, in the presence of CyPA we found the interaction of C338 with 

the majority of residues in NS5A D2 was reduced in comparison to wild-type D2.  

 NS5A is an enigmatic protein. While it is evident NS5A plays numerous critical roles in 

the HCV life cycle, its precise function/s remain unknown. The critical and diverse role of NS5A 

and its cellular cofactor CyPA in the HCV lifecycle provides valuable antiviral targets. Indeed, 

two clinically relevant drugs are in late stages of development. Alisporivir, currently in phase II 

clinical trials, inhibits CyPA and restricts the HCV life cycle likely through disruption of the 

NS5A:CyPA interaction. Daclatasvir, reported previously in literature as BMS-790052, disrupts 

NS5A, likely through interaction with domain 1. Daclatasvir is especially interesting as an 

‘inhibitor’ as NS5A exhibits no known enzymatic function. In either case, treatment of HCV 

through the inhibition of NS5A or the disruption of an NS5A binding partner has proven 

effective in the clinic and structure-function characterization of NS5A remains a promising 

avenue of research. As we move towards solving a structural ensemble for NS5A we hope to 

highlight new druggable cellular interactions and functions of NS5A.  
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